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Preface
This document contains the proceedings of the 26th annual NASA Aerospace Battery
Workshop, hosted by the Marshall Space Flight Center on November 16-18, 1993. The
workshop was attended by scientists and engineers from various agencies of the U.S.
Government, aerospace contractors, and battery manufacturers, as well as international
participation in like kind from a number of countries around the world.
The subjects covered included nickel-cadmium, nickel-hydrogen, nickel-metal hydride, and
lithium based technologies, as well as advanced technologies including various bipolar
designs.
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Introduction
The NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop is an annual event hosted by the Marshall Space
Flight Center. The workshop is sponsored by the NASA Aerospace Flight Battery Systems
Program which is managed out of NASA Lewis Research Center and receives support in the
form of overall objectives, guidelines, and funding from Code Q, NASA Headquarters.
The 1993 Workshop was held on three consecutive days and was divided into five sessions.
The first day consisted of a General Topic Session and the Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies
Session. The second day began with the Nickel-Cadmium Technologies Session and
concluded with a Special Topic (charge control) Session. The third and final day was
devoted to the Advanced Technologies Session.
On a personal note, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the many people
that contributed to the organization and production of this workshop:
The NASA Aerospace Flight Battery Systems Program, for their financial support as
well as their input during the initial planning stages of the workshop.
Bob Bechtel and Eric Lowery, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center; Pat O'Donnell,
NASA Lewis Research Center; Eric Darcy, NASA Johnson Space Center; and Joe
Stockel, Office of Research & Development, for serving as Session Organizers, which
involved soliciting presentations, organizing the session agenda, and orchestrating the
session during the workshop;
U.S. Space and Rocket Center, for doing an outstanding job in providing an ideal
setting for this workshop and for the hospitality that was shown to all who attended;
Marshall Space Flight Center employees, for their help in stuffing envelopes,
registering attendees, handling the audience microphones, and flipping transparancies
during the workshop.
Finally, I want to thank all of you that attended and/or prepared and delivered
presentations for this workshop. You were the key to the success of this workshop.
Jeff Brewer
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
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NSWC Crane
Aerospace Cell Test History Database
Presented At:
The 1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop
Marshall Space Flight Center
16-18 November 1993
Prepared By:
Harry Brown
Bruce Moore
Aerospace Power Systems Branch
Naval Surface Warefare Center, Crane Division
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Electronic Storage of Aerospace Cell Test Data obtained from
Crane Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center Automated
Test Systems.
Provides Electronic Read Access to the Data Stored in the
Database.
Provides Search and Sort capabilities to Identify Project
Specific Data.
Proxides Capability to Download a Data File for Review
and Analysis on Customer Equipment.
_J
W
The Aerospace Cell Test History Database was developed to provide project engineers and
scientists ready access to the data obtained from testing of aerospace cell designs at Naval
Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division.
Aerospace Cell Test History Database
Intended Use/Users
Project Engineers
Monitoring Test Progress
Gathering Data for Program Reviews
Analysis of Test Data
Designers
Evaluation of Designs under Specific Test Conditions
Development and Evaluation of Models
Evaluation of Large Test History Database
III Ill -'_
The database is intended for use by all Aerospace engineers and scientists involved in the desigv
of power systems for satellites. Specifically, the database will provide a tool for project engineers
to review the progress of their test at Crane and to have ready access to data for evaluation.
Additionally, the database will provide a history of test results that designers can draw upon to
answer questions about cell performance under certain test conditions and aid in selection of
a cell for a satellite battery.
. ;. _--_.,_..
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NASA Battery_,:,.,.,i,, e Co,.,itte_" /
Shahid Habib - NASA Headquarters
Pat O'Dormell - NASA Lewis Research Center
Michelle Manzo - NASA Lewis Research Center
Naval Surthce Warfare Center, Crane Division
Aerospace Power Systems Branch - Code 6095
Hart 3, Brown - Manager
Bruce Moore - Project Engineer
Evan Hand - Software Development
The tasking and funding for the establishment of this database is provided by the
._a _
NASA Battery _ w_th program direction by NASA Lewis Research Center.
The hardware and software design and implementation is being done by personnel in the
Aerospace Power Systems Branch at Crane.
Phase I
Determine Requirements and Demonstrate Performance
Phase 1I
System Development. Software Development and
Hardware Expansion.
Phase HI
System Startup. Remote Access by Aerospace engineers
and scientists.
The database was developed in 3 Phases. The requirements and demonstration phase was
completed in September 1992. Phase II began in FY 93 and for the most part is complete.
The initial version of the software is installed, the hardware is in place, and automated transfer
of data from the test systems to the database has begun. Transfer of Historical data is in process.
Trial access by Crane personnel and selected NASA engineers is being permitted with system
startup later this FISCAL year.
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Hardware Based on Standard PC Computers
High Availability of Repair Parts
Existing PC Knowledge Base
Good Upgrade Path
So,rare Developed with Off the Shelf Products
Database Software - DBase IV
Network - Novell Net_vare 3,1 l
Access Server- Novell Onlan/PC
Ease Of Access
Accessable by Standard Modem Conections J
I F6
From the Phase I requirements the database considerations were developed,
HP1000 Automated H DataBase
Test Test Systems ,_._ff-fle Server
Cells (ADACS 0, 3, 5, and 6) _ r"_
_ HPIOOO Data | |
II m
_'_#B I Reduction I I m T_l_ho__ ....
_-_ lr--_Lm_ s.,_ I I • co_uon o_._D-7_ e
Loed ""
_--] t!l_bl,Wl..a I ,,_ c,,,,,o
_.I_ _ __ Users
The data is stored on a File Server having 12 gigabytes of hard disk (DATABASE FILE SERVER). The
FILE SERVER receives the data from the tests systems over a network connection (BATTERY TEST
SYSTEMS). The network also provide access via the Branch local network. Remote access is
obtained from a user PC through a modem to an ACCESS SERVER. The planned capability is to
have six telephone lines accessing the system.
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Availability of Current Test Data
Telephone and [ntemet Accessability
5 Years of Historical Test Data Online
DBase IV Search and Formating Capabilities
Compatability with Other Software Products
Users can Write their own DBase Applications
Access Server Allows Fast Remote Applications
Some of the Features built into the database are:
FI
I I
Security Class "C2" - Controlled Access Protection
User/Group Login Control
User Passwords Required
Password Aging
Access Audit Recording
All Data has Project/Group Ownership
Novell OnLan/PC Access Server
Scheduled Backups to DAT Tape
Security of the system is provided.
J
F9
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DEMONSTRATION - In the next few viewgraphs, I will show
some the screens that you will see when using the system.
THESE VIEWGRAPHS WERE NOT
INCLUDED 1N THE PROCEEDINGS
Output can be Tailored to Users Needs
DBase Applications can be Written by Users
Formated Reports
Formated Text Report Files
Export Data Files in Different Application Formats
DBaseIV, Lotus123, Multiplan, Visicalc
Other Application Programs can Import DBase Files
Excel, Lotus123
FI0
The output you obtain from the database can be used in many ways. Some of the more common
that we anticipate are:
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To Get Database Access
Get User ID ahd Password from Crane
Complete Security Agreement with Crane
Have Access to "Hayes Compatable" Modem
Crane POC
Bruce Moore or Harry Brown
Phone: (812) 854-1593
FAX (812) 854-1212
Fll
To gain access to the database you must agree to abide by the government regulation on
electronic data transfer, agree to protect the data and to not publish or divulge any data, results
or analysis without the consent of the program manger or owner of the project. If these
conditions are acceptable, you may request access from (SEE Viewgraph) You also must get
specific access approval from the project manager or owner of the data.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF BATTERY CELLS
FOR SPACE-BASED RADAR APPLICATION
Craig A. Maskell
Defence Research Establishment Ottawa
Department of National Defence
3701 Carling Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0K2
C_ada
John R. Metcalfe
Engineering and Quality Group
CAL Corporation
1050 Morrison Drive
Ottawa, Ontario, K2H 8K7
Canada
Abstract
A test program was conducted to characterize
five space-quality nickel-hydrogen (NiH2) battery
cells. A subset of those tests was also done on five
commercial nickel-cadmium (NiCd) cells, for
correlation to the characteristics of an Energy Storage
Unit Simulator. The test program implemented the
recommendations of a 1991 study, as reported to
IECEC-92. The findings of the tests are summarized,
and expected impacts on the performance of the
electrical power system (EPS) of a large space-based
radar (SBR) surveillance satellite are derived. The
main characteristics examined and compared were
terminal voltage (average and transient) and capacity
through discharge, equivalent series resistance,
derived inductance and capacitance, charge return
efficiency and inter-pulse charge effectiveness.
Introduction
Space-based radar needs a pulsed waveform and
high power to detect targets, at long ranges against
earth clutter. Many of the potential mission and radar
profiles impose stringent requirements on the
satellite's EPS. In many proposed concepts, for
example, the radar coverage does not allow a sun-
synchronous orbit, so the solar array must be
augmented by a large battery. In addition, studies
have shown that it is most efficient to supply most
of the energy used by the radar from a battery -- even
during sunlit operation. Such SBR EPS concepts
generally have battery charge/discharge pulse periods
of 5-50 ms at duty cycles of 50% [1][2].
This SBR EPS concept configures up to 12
identical but independent sections, called power
module strings, each to draw power from its own
section of the solar army, contain its own battery and
conditioning equipment, and feed a portion of the
radar antenna. The batteries feed all loads during
eclipse and provide about 70% of the radar power
during sunlight. The solar array provides power to
charge the battery between transmit bursts and when
the radar is off. A module string battery is connected
directly to the unregulated main transmission bus,
with a nominal voltage of 120 V de.
The discharge rate will be as high as 3C during
radar transmit bursts. There may be up to a 0.8C
charge rate available between those bursts. Assurance
of good transient regulation of the bus is a major
concern. Under such conditions, regulation is greatly
influenced by the effective series resistance (ESR) and
ac impedance characteristics of a 100-cell battery.
Terminal voltage (both average and transient)
and capacity during discharge are important
considerations. ESR, ac impedance characteristics,
and charge return efficiency are parameters in
predicting such performance factors.
NiH2 battery cells are prime candidates for a
first-generation SBR. In particular, NiH2 ceils have
been demonstrated to have long cycle life at favorable
depths-of-discharge. However, a study published in
early 1992 revealed that theft characteristics under the
envisaged pulsed-loading were virtually unknown [1].
Until then, test programs generally looked at the
performance, electrical characteristics, or life-cycle
prediction under dc conditions. During the last year or
so, however, some pulsed-mode tests have been done
[3][4]. At least one cell manufacturer (Eagle-Picher
Industries, Inc.) has also done some similar testing.
Our test program extends this fledgling information
base, with the parameters of the SBR EPS
configuration in mind [1]. The results confirm that
some of the critical performance variables of the cell,
and consequently the battery, are markedly affected by
this type of operation.
Our experimental evaluation had the following
objectives:
• Determine various electrical characteristics of
NiH 2 cells under representative pulsed-loading.
• Quantify the NiH2 cell type's charge return
efficiency and cell effective capacity.
• Detect anomalies or signs of NiH2 cell
degradation, but without cycle life testing.
• Compare the characteristics of the NiI-I2 cells to
commercial-type NiCd cells of similar capacity,
to facilitate correlations with the Energy Storage
Unit of a ground-based demonstration system.
• Predict EPS performance impacts of findings.
PIW_7_IANG PA3E BLANK NOT FPLMED
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Table 1 -- Description of the two types of battery cells tested under the evaluation program.
Ceil'Type NiH2
Manufacturer
Model No.
5
50
No. of Sample Cells
Rating (nameplate), Ah
Other features
Eagle-Picher Industries r Inc.
RNH 50-47 CAL
• spaceflight quality
• individual pressure vessel
• 8.9 cm (3.5 inch) diameter; 1.5 kg
• electrolyte concentration 27% KOH
• positive (nickel) pre-charge
• "rabbit-ear" terminal confi_ration
NiCd
SAFT Batteries Ltd.
SlIP 520
5
52
• commercial professional quality
• electrolyte-flooded, vented
• 8.5 x 8.5 x 27.0 x 26.4 cm
• 3.6 kg
• electrolyte: 20% KOlI
• single-ended terminal config.
Laboratory Set-Up
The test activities were carried out at CAL
Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario. The NiH2 and the
NiCd cells (two series-connected strings tested
consecutively) are described in Table 1. The
installation centered on the facility's temperature
control chamber -- into which the test items on their
fixture were placed. The facility included appropriate
power connections, lighting, exhaust ducts and
ventilation louvers. Provisions for safety and hazard
control included a chamber hydrogen monitor and
nitrogen purge equipment.
During all characterization cycles, the cell case
temperatures were kept within +2°C of the respective
values specified for the NiH2 and NiCd cells. For
both cell types, auxiliary fans were placed to assist
temperature regulation during high rate discharges.
To prevent unintentional electrical contact, the
cases of the_eil-swere conformaUy Coat_ prior
to installation in their heat-conductive mounting
saddles.
Figure 1 shows the functional elements of the
test system. The inter-pulse charging in some test
cycles was accomplished by applying a constant
current bias from the charger supply. The pulse
generator drive level to the electronic load was set for
the desired net cell current during the discharge
pulses. This direct interconnection of the charger
supply to the load and the test cell string resulted in
some rounding of current transition edges due to
regulating feedback loop, and output filter
capacitance, of the charger supply. To get a response
more representative of the intended application, at
least for the load-off transition, a high-power
schottky diode was installed in series with the
supply's output.
Fig. 1 " Overview of the main functional elements of the battery cell test system:
Fuse Shunt Safety Switch
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in Thermal Chamber) - _ Through Chamber Port __ J LOAD
' , , I t / I I-T-JN°n'C°n-tact or - I A
Thermocouple & Volta qe Probes I Current Sens Breaker/Sw. I T
V Monitor Lines J,- J. a..I, ' CHARGE.+ I PULSE
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Test Procedures and Analysis Methods
The NiH2 cell characteristics were influenced
by the following test parameters:
• Discharge Rate - pulsed (1-3C rates)
& dc (1C and 2.5C rates) conditions
• Charge Rate - dc conditions only (at 0.5C
and 0.8C rates, with step-down)
• Pulse Length (5, 20 & 40 ms "half-cycle")
• Current Rise/Fall Time (0.2-1.5 ms)
• Inter-Pulse Charge Rate (0.3-1.0C rates)
The NiCd cells were subjected to a limited
subset of the parameters. The nominal test
temperatures were restricted to 0°C for the NiH2 cells
and 10°C for the NiCd cells. Other cell types, and
pulsed-mode life testing, were not explored. To
further limit the number of test steps, the effects of
changing only one variable at a time were tested, for
a fixed set of the other variables.
A step-down in the charge rate was
implemented during recharge of the cells. This was
found necessary to limit cell voltage to a "safe
maximum", and to provide an assessment point for
consistency of cycle-to-cycle voltage versus state-of-
charge (SoC).
SEQUENCE OF TESTS -- Testing was done
in 1992/93 in the following phases:
a. Initialization cycles of the NiH2 cells; for re-
activation and for comparison of reference capacity
with that measured in acceptance testing.
b. Non-pulsed ("dc") characterization cycles of the
NiH2 cells; with combinations of 0.5C or 0.8C
initial charge rates and 1C or 2.5C discharge rates
through 1.0 V per cell.
c. Pulsed-discharge characterizations of NiH2 cells;
one load pulse amplitude, for three values of half-
cycle time (load pulse width), versus two values of
recharge rate, with and without inter-pulse charging.
d. Pulsed-discharge characterizations of the NiH2
cells; one value of half-cycle time, for three values of
load pulse amplitude, versus two values of recharge
rate, with and without inter-pulse charging.
e. Pulsed-discharge characterizations of the NiH2
cells; one value of half-cycle time and one of load
pulse amplitude, versus four values of load current
transition time, with and without inter-pulse
charging.
f. Pulsed-discharge characterizations of the NiH2
cells; one value of half-cycle time and one of load
pulse amplitude, versus two values of inter-pulse
charge rate.
g. Pulsed-mode and non-pulsed-mode capacity checks
of the NiH 2 cells.
h. Activation cycles of the NiCd cells ; low-rate,
non -pulsed.
i. Non-pulsed ("dc") characterization cycles of the
NiCd cells; with 0.5C initial charge rate and 2.5C
discharge rote through 1.0 V per cell.
j. Pulsed discharge characterization cycles of NiCd
cells; with the "standard parameter set" of charge rate,
load pulse width, amplitude and current transition
time, with and without inter-pulse charging.
k. Non-pulsed-mode capacity check of NiCd cells.
Fig. 2 -- Depiction of typical pulsed-discharge record "snapshot".
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DATA ACQUISITION & STORAGE m
During pulsed-discharges, periodic wave-form
"snapshots" from the digital storage oscilloscope
were stored as ASCII files on the hard disk of the
Test Computer, as shown in the example in Fig. 2.
After each day of testing the files were copied onto
floppy disks. These snapshots were formatted for
easy loading into spreadsheet and graphing programs.
Generally, two columns containing from 1024 to
5001 amplitude values of current and voltage,
respectively, were stored.
Each data file has a header containing the record
number and, the date, time, cell string current, cell
voltages and cell temperatures, as transferred from the
data acquisition unit just prior to capturing the
oscilloscope trace. Eight different record types were
stored, in sequence, for most discharges. The voltages
of all five cells, and the cell string, were recorded
individually with several combinations of resolution
of sample time and amplitude.
Non-pulsed data, such as from dc charging, was
hardcopy-pfinted at regular intervals.
DATA RESOLUTION EFFECTS m The
accuracy of the results was limited by test equipment
effects such as the electronic load's current regulation
behaviour, and the ability to reduce measurement data
during analysis. We improved our analysis tools to
improve the typical quantizing resolution from
7 mV / 100 ItS to 3.5 mV / I0 Its. In determining
plateau currents and voltages, and in estimating cell
resistances, averaging and/or iterating techniques
further reduced granularity and improved accuracy.
ANALYSIS METHODS -- Two main
methods were employed. The Observed Results
Method is suited for tabulation of larger quantities of
calculated voltages, currents and times, and the
resulting first-order approximations of effective series
resistance (ESR) and effective series inductance
(ESL). The Equivalent Model Method is an iterative
process which concentaates on a smaller number of
snapshot records to produce more accurate values of
the various impedance characteristics, including an
estimate of the capacitive component.
The two analysis methods are complementary.
For example, correction factors obtained from a few
runs of the Equivalent Model Method can be applied
to many values tabulated from the Observed Results
Method. All calculations were done on recent
versions of well-known spreadsheet programs.
EQUIVALENT MODEL ANALYSIS
METHOD -- This method could be the subject of a
separate paper. (This is a cursory description only.)
The technique is intended to determine the values
applicable to an equivalent circuit model of the cell
under scrutiny.
We first postulated that the model would
consist of a voltage generator (electromotive force -
emf), a resistive element (ESR), and an inductive
element (ESL), all connected in series. During the
course of the analysis the necessity of including a
further element became clear. A capacitive element
(EPC) was thus added in parallel with the series
combination of emf and ESR, shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 -- Final equivalent circuit model of a cell.
The model does not include a possible second-order
capacitance in parallel with the circuit, being barely
detectable within the resolution of the data taken.
ESR
emf
®
m
_, F.PC
®
The values of ESR, ESL, EPC and emf can
only be considered as constants for the particular set
of conditions at the time the record was taken. By
determining values for these variables at various
spot-points of a pulsed discharge, it is possible to
relate their variations to SoC, and consequently to
interpolate the dynamic performance over the whole
discharge range.
The Equivalent Model Method evaluates the
elements one at a time and subtracts the effects of
that element from the original voltage vs. time data.
Typically, the value of the current multiplied by the
ESR is first subtracted to produce a new record
showing only emf and reactive-component voltage
effects. This reveals more clearly the effects of ESL
and enables its value to be estimated. Similarly, the
effect of inductance is then removed, enabling an
estimation of EPC.
After making any corrections necessary to time-
synchronize the current and voltage data columns, the
data values are converted to engineering units and
plotted one against the other. The best straight line
for the resistive component is visually estimated.
The variations from that line are the reactive
components of the cell.
The ESR estimate is multiplied by the current
of each sample point and the result subtracted from
the sample voltage. This yields the constant (emf)
component and the sum of the reactive components.
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Fig. 4 -- Example "eye" diagram for calculation of inductance.
NiCd Cell @ 0.94 m£2 ESR
L = (1.35 V - 1.16 V) / (1.2E6 A/s)
= 0.158 I_H
-500 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600
bl/_t amperes / millisecond
The value of the inductance is then estimated from a
plot of the 3I/_)t value vs. the I*R product for each
data sample (Fig. 4). The slope of the best straight
line over the 3I/_t range then gives a _V value for
use in computing inductance.
The time constant of the parallel RC circuit,
resulting from the voltage generated across the ESR
by the load current turning on and off, is then
estimated. This involves a limited amount of
averaging to filter the high frequency "noise" caused
by the quantization levels of the digital storage
oscilloscope. The decay is plotted. Dividing the time
constant by the cell's ESR provides an estimate of
the effective capacitance.
Cross-checking and result-refinement methods
were also incorporated in the analysis. For example,
the chart used to estimate the capacitance provided a
sensitive tool for improving the resistance estimate.
We could more accurately define the points where
reactive effects have dissipated on the load-on and
load-off pulsed-voltage profiles of the cell.
OBSERVED RESULTS ANALYSIS
METHOD-- This method assumes no equivalent
circuit model for a cell, other than a series resistor for
the ESR estimation and a series inductor for the
inductance estimation. The "capacitive effect", as
determined by the equivalent model method, is
ignored for the ESR and L calculations here.
The Observed Results Method provides tables
and plots to find overall voltage performance versus
SoC (e.g., Fig. 5). It also provides rapid estimates of
reactive components which can be correlated with the
results of the equivalent model method.
The voltage plateaus (load-on and load-off) are
defined here as the segments, in time, following
observed recovery from the inductive spike and until
just prior to the start of the next transition. The
average voltage for each selected plateau period was
computed. The ESR of the cell (for that part of the
discharge) is the ratio of the difference between two
successive average plateau voltages to the difference
between two corresponding average current plateaus
(converted to A). The ESR by this method is an
"apparent ESR" because it still contains some of the
complex components of plateau impedance (Fig.7).
Voltage recovery from an inductive spike is
arbitrarily defined as the point where the data values
representing the cell voltage do not vary more than
+1 bit in amplitude over three samples (usually just
two or three samples into the period of settled current
on the record). The converse definition applies to
define the end of a voltage plateau before a transition.
Results and Discussion
The analyses of pulse plateau voltage and cell
resistance showed that the capacitive time constant
of the cell decreases the apparent ESR of the cell for
the shortest test load-pulse width (5 ms). Better
ripple-voltage performance thus results from shorter
pulses.
No performance degradation or malfunction of
any kind was detected in the NiH2 cells. This was
confirmed by examining cell round-trip efficiency,
discharge capacity and mid-discharge voltage
tabulated over the course of the testing.
Following are observed trends, from the
overall results, in values of equivalent circuit
elements versus state-of-charge:
• emf decreases with decreasing SoC, sharply
from full charge, for both NiH2 & NiCd cells.
• ESR increases at lower SoCs, for both the
NiH2 and NiCd cells tested.
• Inductance appears to increase slightly at lower
SoCs -- NiH2 cells.
• Inductance appears to decrease slightly at lower
SoCs -- NiCd cells.
• EPC decreases gradually with decreasing SoC,
for both the NiH2 & NiCd cells tested (Fig.6).
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Fig. 5 -- NiH2 discharge voltage profile, pulsed-mode standard vs. de-mode standard conditions -- one of several
plotted from test results of different load current levels. SoC is referenced to 1 V EODV def'ming 100% discharge.
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Fig. 6_ NiH2 and NiCd celt capacitance vs. SoC results of Equivalent Model Method; standard test condition.
SoC is referenced to 1 V EODV defining 100% discharge. Typical cell characteristics are listed in Table 3.
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indicates that, should this be a problem, putting a
moderate-size RC f'dter across the main bus interface
of the Energy Storage Unit will sufficiently dampen
spike amplitudes in the SBR EPS configuration [5].
Regulating the ripple between the two voltage
plateaus then becomes the EPS performance trait
influenced most directly by the cells' ESR and time-
constant characteristics. A typical 0.75 V plateau-to-
plateau ripple of the five-cell string under "standard
parameters" (125 A load pulse, 20 ms half-cycle) can
thus be similarly extrapolated to 16.7 V for the full-
envisaged for SBR. Computer P-Spice modelling battery estimate.
Table 2 -- Performance extrapolated to a 100-cell NiH2 battery (five series-connected packs of 20 ceils). The
source values used for these estimates are for approximately 80% SoC and, except for emf and platea u voltage,
were considered typical for the 60-100% SoC range. ..............
emf (V) Plateau Avg. Plateau Avg. Line Regulation ESR ESL EPC
Load-Off ('f) Load-On (V) (Ripple; V) (m_) (itH) (F)
133.8 132.5 115.8 16.7 151 15 0.04
PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS FOR
FLIGHT NiH2 BATYERY -- The performance of an
SBR battery may be predicted coarsely by
extrapolating the transient characteristics of the five-
cell test string. For example, under the "standard
parameter regime" (2.5C rate pulses; 400 ItS
transitions), the typical 1.73 V peak-to-peak spike
voltage envelope of the string extrapolates to 6.92 V
for a 20-cell pack. With an allowance of 10% for
inter-pack Connections, this spike envelope would
increase to 38 V for the five-pack (100-cell) battery
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Table 3 -- The principal correlations between the NiH2 and NiCd cell characteristics.
Variable NiH2 Cell NiCd Cell Notes
Voltage 1.47 V 1.38 V
Voltage 1.32 V 1.27 V
Capacity (dc 1) 55.8 Ah 32.3 Ah (24°C) *
Capacity (dc 2) 46.8 Ah 21.0 Ah *
Capacity (Pulse) 56.2 Ah 24.8 Ah *
Round-Trip
Efficiency
-92% (1C dc rate)
-80% (2.5C dc rate)
-89% (1C pulses)
-90% (2.5C pulses)
-89.5% (3C pulses)
Inter-Pulse
Charge Ef£
Static
Resistance
ESR
ESL
EPC
-95%
1.52 mO
inconclusive
for NiCds
(52.5-58% range
in tests due to
extended charges)
-99%
(inconclusive)
1.38 m_
Electromotive Force; 98% SoC
with 125 A pulse amplitude
Electromotive Force; 60% SoC
with 125 A pulse amplitude
Discharge to 1.0 V; avg.
50 A rate; non-pulsed
Discharge to 1.0 V; avg.
125 A ratel nonzpulsed
Discharge to 1.0 V; avg.
125 A pulses (62.5 A avg.)
Typ. Round-Trip Capacity Efficiency;
charge removed in discharge divided by
previous charge I/P of same cycle.
NiH2 R-T.C. efficiencies slightly less
(typ. 1%) w. inter-pulse charging &
slightly more w. 0.8C rate ch .arging.
% of charge I/P seen as useful
capacity at load (vs. std. disch.)
R from bV/3I for const. 125 A vs.
50 A disch, rates; 80% SoC
Equivalent Series Resistance
1.25 mf_ 0.87 mx"2 (Avg. from 60-100% SoC)
Equivalent Series Inductance
-0.15 I.tH -0.2 gH (Avg. from 60-100% $oC)
Equivalent Parallel Capacitance
-4 F -11 F (Avg.. from 60-100% SoC)
Nameplate capacity defined by low-rate discharge in commercial cells.
Fig. 7 -- Comparison of the NiH 2 and NiCd ESR results from the two analysis methods -- the Equivalent
Model Method (E.M.M.) and the Observed Results Method (O.R.M.). The static resistance of the NiI-I2 cell
(measured by comparing voltages at different dc discharge currents)is about 25% greater than its ESR (based on
pulsed waveform voltage and current analysis). For the NiCd cell model tested, the static resistance is about 50%
greater than the ESR.
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By the same reckoning, an improvement to about
15 V of ripple can be predicted from the 5 ms half-
cycle-time results.
Some of characteristics in Table 2 are also
dependent on other battery variables. For example,
the 151 mf_ ESR estimate may be reduced, perhaps
by more than 10%, by use of ultra-low-resistance cell
and cell-pack interconnection techniques.
Recommendations
The NiH2 cells tested are well-suited to this
type of pulsed-load application. However, they are
slightly higher in equivalent series resistance than
desired. For such a high-current application, this
might be improved by having larger connection
terminals to lower the contact and feed-through
resistances. This possibility should be investigated,
but any modification should not change the basic cell
design, nor significantly impact specific energy.
Another possible way to decrease cell resistance is to
consider cells of higher capacity ratings, e.g., having
more electrodes, but of the same basic design.
In the near term, cells of the design variant
tested here are virtually ideal for an SBR-type
application. However, common pressure vessel
technology is maturing rapidly. For example, two-
cell modules have been accumulating impressive life-
cycle numbers. In the longer term, such mass and
energy saving modules should be considered for the
SBR application, and pulsed-modes characterization
testing should be done.
The test program has unveiled questions
regarding cell and battery performance and its impact
on performance of the SBR EPS. For example, the
effects of pulsed-discharge and inter-pulse charge
conditions on cycle life of a cell are not known:
Does inter-pulse charge accelerate capacity
degradation because each pulse cycle resembles a very
low-depth charge/discharge cycle? A long-term cycle
life test would answer that question.
Conclusions
NiH2 cells of the type tested should provide
good performance in the envisaged SBR EPS. No
operational anomalies were observed and performance
variables such as discharge capacity were consistent.
Use of the 27% KOH electrolyte concentration and of
the nickel pre-charge process did not adversely affect
suitability of the cycle voltage profile nor of any
other traits examined.
The goal of an operational pulsed-mode battery
resistance of less than 150 mr2, with acceptable
amplitudes of bus voltage swing, is achievable with
the NiH2 cells tested. For the Energy Storage Unit
Demonstrator, also containing 100 cells -- but of
the commercial NiCd model, an operational
resistance of about 80 rag2 has been achieved due to
lower cell ESR and low interconnection resistances.
An apparently capacitive time constant, which
can improve bus voltage regulation at faster radar
burst repetition rates, has been identified and
quantified. Voltage ripple between the load-on and
load-off plateaus of a NiH2 cell is less for a half-cycle
time briefer than the "capacitive" time constant (i.e.,
the characterized 5 ms period vs. 20 ms and 40 ms
periods).
The transient voltage spikes are greater at higher
pulsed current rates and with faster current pulse
transition times, due largely to the ESL of the cells.
For all of the pulsed parameter combinations tested,
these spikes will be readily manageable by capacitive
filtering on the main power bus.
The fact that pulsed-mode ESR is substantially
lower than static cell resistance indicates that a large
improvement in cell efficiency can be expected in the
pulsed mode of operation over the normal dc mode.
The operation should be reslricted to the higher states-
of-charge, as is usual.
Charging between radar transmit bursts is
reasonably efficient under the tested parameters.
Charge and discharge round-trip efficiency is reduced
at high inter-pulse charge current rates.
Charge and discharge round-trip efficiencies were
found to be much less affected by the amplitude of the
discharge current in pulsed mode than in dc mode.
The impedance characteristics of the NiCd test
cells have been shown to be similar to those of the
NiH2 ceils. This commercial type of NiCd should
thus be satisfactory for use in the energy storage
demonstration unit.
The data provides an abundance of information
on the cells' dynamic electrical characteristics.
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Screen Test for Cadmium and Nickel Plates
Angie H. Phan and Albert I-i. Zimmerman
The Aerospace Corporation
El Segundo, California 90245
Abstract
A new procedure is described here which was recently developed
to quantify loading uniformity of nickel and cadmium plates and
to screen finished electrodes prior to cell assembly. The
technique utilizes the initial solubility rates of the active material
in a standard chemical deloading solution at fixed conditions. The
method can provide a reproducible indication of plate loading
uniformity in situations where high surface loading limits the free
flow of deloading solution into the internal porosity of the sinter
plate. A preliminary study indicates that "good" cell performance
is associated with higher deloading rates.
I. Introduction:
The performance of nickel cadmium (Ni-Cd) and nickel hydrogen (Ni-H2) battery cells has
been found to be critically dependent on the variability in active material loading of the nickel and
cadmium electrodes used in them. Several recent ground test problems and orbital battery
anomalies have been attributed to such inappropriate loading of active material, which is often
caused by process instability, or a lack of manufacturing process control. At the present time, no
effective procedure is available to quantify the loading uniformity at the microscope level, or to
screen the finished electrodes prior to cell assembly. The new technique described here shows
correlation between plate performance and deloading rates of cadmium and nickel plates. This
report communicates the preliminary results obtained from the new method.
IL Experimental:
Experiments were performed to develop a procedure for characterization of loading
uniformity of cadmium and nickel plates. Two small samples (approximately 1.85 cmx 1.85 cm)
of finished plates were chosen for analysis from each plate, with one sample being within the
middle of the electrode and away from the edges of the electrodes, and the other sample being
near one edge. The edges of the samples were coated with viscous epoxy to prevent the leaching
_ti; PA3E BLANK NOT Ffl.MtD
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of the active material from the cut edges of the samples. The epoxy-edged samples were allowed
to cure at room temperature for approximately 24 hours. The weights with epoxy and dimensions
of samples were obtained. During the epoxy coating process, small spots on the samples were
occasionally smeared with wet epoxy and therefore, an area correction factor was measured to
determine the actual surface areas of samples. A standardized chemical extraction solution was
prepared by dissolving 154g of reagent grade ammonium acetate in 1.3 liter (0 of concentrated
ammonium hydroxide (reagent grade) and then diluting to 2.0_ with deionized water. Active
material in the sample electrodes was allowed to leach out by complexing with the ammonia
solution, held at 50"C + 2°C, for a period of 5 minutes, after which the samples were thoroughly
rinsed until the rinse solution was near to a neutral pH condition. After drying at room
temperature for about 12 hours or more, the samples were then weighed, and the weight losses
were recorded to determine the standard deloading rate at 50°C. Care must be taken to maintain
uniform solution temperature (50°C + 2°C) during the deloading. A sample holder was used to
keep the specimen in a vertical position. Pure nickel is suggested as an ideal sample holder
material due to its inert nature in the basic ammonia solution.
Ill. Results and Discussipm.
Method Developm ent:
Cadmium electrodes were obtained from "bad" and "good" cells, and subjected to the
previous described procedure to determine the appropriate extraction conditions which could
provide useful data representative of surface loading characteristics. "Bad" electrodes, as defined
here, exhibited anomalously rapid cadmium migration in ceils, causing premature short circuits
in some cases. It is expected that any surface loading which blocks movement of the deloading
solution into the interior of the porous plate should reduce the deloading rate. Figure 1 indicates
the kinetic data obtained from two different cell lots, L6A, and L2A which are known to be
"good" and "bad", respectively. The preliminary data indicates that the initial solubility rate
of active material in the standard extraction solution for fixed conditions provides reproducible
measurements of surface loading uniformity of cadmium plates. The five minutes extraction
time was selected as the standard time interval to measure the initial deloading rate of cadmium
in ammonia solution, because this interval gave roughly 10-20% deloading.
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Results:
Figure 2 shows preliminary data, which indicate that "good" cell performance is typically
associated with higher deloading rates, ranging from 6-10 mg/(min.cm_). This implies that the
interior structure of the electrode is more open to chemical deloading and thus there is lesser
degree of blockage within the porous structure of the electrodes. Samples from lot 2A, 2B, 3,
and 4 are identified with "bad" electrodes, which are usually characterized by lower deloading
rates, i.e. 0.3-3 mg/(min.cm2).
Figure 3 shows the variation in deloading rates for electrode samples from different
spirals within one production post. These differences could be attributed to the variation of the
spiral locations in the impregnation tank, resulting in higher or lower surface active material
loading. TheSe results clearly show that variability can be significant not only from lot to lot
but also within a single post of production.
The screen test has also been applicable to the nickel electrode, for which excessive
amounts of surface loading of active material has often resulted in poor electrode utilization and
accelerated swelling over cycle life. As shown in Figure 4, the deloading rates of nickel plate
samples were found to be proportional to the fractional utilization which is defined as the ratio
of the C/2 plate capacity to 0.0 V (vs. Hg/HgO) over the total capacity stored in the electrode.
It is believed that with an appropriate data base, an expression of electrode utilization as a
function of various parameters (EQ. 1) could be obtained and used to screen finished plates prior
to cell assembly, thus preventing costly problems from "bad" plates in spacecraft batteries or
in ground tests.
Utilization = k,L + k2P + k3W + k4Co + ksD + k6 (EQ. 1)
Where
L : Loading level
P: Sinter porosity
W: Wt. of sinter
Co: Percentage of cobalt in active material
D: deloading rate, related to surface loading uniformity
kl ' k2 ' k3, k4, ks, k 6 are constants
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L, P, W, and Co could be found by chemical analysis of electrodes, and D may be determined
from the deloading experiment.
IV. Summary and Recommendations:
Currently, we are in the process of perfecting the technique and obtaining more data to
evaluate method reliability and effectiveness under various conditions. Communication with
battery manufacturers will be considered to obtain representative electrodes that are known to
be either "good" or "bad" to build up a large data base in an attempt to predict electrode
utilization as a function of multiple variables which affect plate performance. In the near future
this technique, the methods of interpretation, and our results will be forwarded to spacecraft
battery manufacturers to allow and encourage them to utilize this new capability.
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N94- 28107
ANALYSIS FOR NICKEL (111AND IV) IN POSITIVE
PLATES FROM NICKEL-CADMIUM CELLS
INTRODUCTION
The NASA-Goddard procedure for destructive physical analysis (DPA) of nickel-cadmium ceils
contains a method for analysis of residual charged nickel as NiOOH in the positive plates at
complete cell discharge, also known as nickel precharge. In the method, the Ni(m) is treated
with an excess of an Fe(l]) reducing agent and then back titrated with permanganate. The
NifEI) content-is the difference between Fe(lI) equivalents and permanganate equivalents.
Problems have arisen in analysis at NAVSURFWARCENDIV, Crane because for many types of ceils,
particularly A.A-size and some "space-qualified" cells, zero or negative Ni(l]I) contents are
recorded for which the manufacturer claims 3-5 % precharge.
Our approach to this problem has been to reexamine the procedure for the source of error, and
correct it or develop an alternative method.
EXP_AL
In this work, results will be presented from analysis of two brands of AA-size cells, 12Ah and
20Ah space qualified cells, and a 30Ah cell from an aircraft battery.
The role of the iron reducing agent was investigated by using the standard reagent, ferrous
ammonium sulfate (FAS), ferrous sulfate (FeS), and prepared FAS (FeS + ammonium sulfate
(AS)). Also, the possibility of using a substitute reducing agent was investigated with starmous
chloride (TDC, tin dichloride).
I_I=_qULT $ AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 illustrates the problems encountered with the five plate sample materials when FAS is
TABLE 1
Residual NiOOH Content For Five Plate
Sample Materials
30Ah Aircraft Battery Cell
1.5.75% 2.5.52%
3.4.83% 4. 5.48%
5.5.93% 6. 5.18%
G-AA Cell (3 Cells_
1. -1.48% 2. -1.70%
3. -1.20% 4. -1.10%
5. -1.51% 6. -0.85%
20Ah Space Cell
1. -0.09% 2. -1.23%
3. -0.51% 4. -0.31%
5. -1.30% 6. -0.47%
S-AA Cell (3 Cells)
1. -3.76% 2. -2.97%
3. -1.26% 4. -1.70%
5. -2.38% 6. -1.67%
12Ah Space Cell
3.3.17% 4. 3.26%
1.3.72% 2.3.32%
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the reductant. A search for an alternative reagent for the reduction step resulted in the selection
of TDC. In Table 2 axe given the analytical results for FAS and TDC in side-by-side analyses.
TABLE 2
Comparison Of Residual NiOOH Results
For FAS And TDC
1.
2.
3.
.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Sample Description %NiOOH
0.1394g GAA Ni + 0.4002g FAS 0.55
0.1392g GAA Ni + 0.4007g FAS 0.64
0.1400g GAA Ni + 0.1106g TDC 2.30
0.1396g GAA Ni + 0.1112g TDC 1.97
0.1390g SAA Ni + 0.3995g FAS -1.57
0.1398g SAA Ni + 0.4000g FAS -1.48
0.1400g SAA Ni + 0.1108g TDC 1,41
0.1403g SAA Ni + 0.1107g TDC 1.35
9. 0.1408g 20Ah $C + 0.3987g FAS -1.02
10. 0.1405g 20Ah $C + 0.3994g FAS -1.24
11.0.1388g 20Ah SC + 0.1096g TDC 3.43
12.0.1412g 20Ah SC + 0.1089g TDC 3.18
13.0.1420g 12Ah
14. 0.1403g 12Ah
15.0.1393g 12Ah
16. 0.1414g 12Ah
SC + 0.4013g FAS 2.69
SC + 0.3995g FAS 3.09
SC + 0.1112g TDC 8.32
SC + 0.1103g TDC 8.01
17. 0.1389g 30Ah
18.0.1399g 30Ah
19.0.1412g 30Ah
20. 0.1400g 30Ah
AB + 0.4000g FA$ 5.21
AB + 0.4006g FAS 4.61
AB + 0.1120g TDC 7.61
AB + 0.1110g TDC 8.17
The TDC data are uniformly positive, and in the ranges expected for the respective cells.
In the procedure, a magnetic stirbar is used, and at the conclusion of the reduction period, it is
removed to prevent the metal particulates which cling to the bar from interfering in the
permanganate back titration. The data in Table 3 illustrate the consequences, shown for FAS
and TDC, of leaving one of the metal particulates, iron, in the samples during permanganate
titration. With FAS, the amount of titrant required increases steadily with increasing iron
content, while the TDC titration is practically unaffected by the particulate iron. Normally, the
particulates axe removed before the titration step, but a different interaction definitely occurs
with the sample particulates during the titration step when FAS is the reductant compared to
when TDC is used. Similar results axe obtained for particulate nickel and cobalt.
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TABLE 3
Effect Of Metallic Iron On Expected Titers
Sample Description Act. MnO;
FAS
1. 0.4500g 11.55ml 11.48ml
2. 0.4478g 11.40ml 11.43ml
3.0.4483g + 0.0094g Fe" 11.45ml 11.44ml
4. 0.4496g + 0.0103g Fe" l l.50ml 11.47ml
5.0.4505g + 0.0109g Fe ° 16.00ml 11.48ml
6. 0.4507g + 0.0204g Fe ° 20.70ml ll.50ml
7. 0.4500g + 0.0300g Fe ° 25.10ml 11.48ml
TDC
1. 0.1286g 10.90ml 10.92ml
2. 0.1327g 11.30ml 11.27ml
3. 0.1298g + 0.0104g Fe ° 11.00ml 11.02ml
4. 0.1297g + 0.0096g Fe" 11.00ml 11.01ml
5. 0.1296g + 0.0103g Fe ° 11.00ml 11.00ml
6. 0.1322g + 0.0123g Fe ° ll.30ml 11.23ml
* stirbar removed prior to titration
@ stirbar left in during titration
In an attempt to obtain more information about the interaction of reducing agents with the metal
particulates prior to the back titration in the analYSiS, a series of analyses were performed with
AB plate materials, with the following reductant combinations: FAS, FeS, FeS + AS, and TDC.
In the cases where AB plate material was used, in half the samples with each reductant the
stirbar with particulates was removed prior to acidification with I-I2SO4 and titration, while in
the other half, the stirbar was left in during the MnO; titration. In Table 4a the results for the
Ni(IH) titrations axe given, while in Table 4b the analyses for the residues are presented. In the
residues, only iron and nickel were found present to any extent, and trace amounts of cadmium
and cobalt were also noted. Therefore, only the Fe and Ni are reported in Table 4b.
TABLE 4a
AB Nickel Plate Material Analysis With
Several Reducing Agents
Sample Description
wtNi w_wt_F 
VQI MnO; % NiOOH
1.0.1401 + 0.3010 10.82" 7.08
2.0.1402 + 0.3002 10.80" 7.00
3.0.1411 + 0.3012 10.85" 6.89
4.0.1409 + 0.2998 27.25 ° ....
5.0.1407 + 0.3008 26.75 ° ....
6. 0.1301 + 0.3000 28.75 ° ....
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TABLE 4a (cont.)
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
Sample Descrietion
_ WtAS
7. 0.1399 + 0.3006 + 0.1206
8.0.1412 + 0.2995 + 0.1202
9.0.1408 + 0.3006 + 0.1203
10.0.1407 + 0.2995 + 0.1200
11.0.1409 + 0.3008
12.0.1402 + 0.3004
w_t_EA.S.
0.1396 + 0.4208
0.1399 + 0.4198
0.1400 + 0.4208
0.1403 + 0.4204
0.1403 + 0.4196
0.1405 + 0.4208
+ 0.1999
+ 0.1202
10.85"
10.80"
10.80"
27.15 °
28.10 o
28.65 °
9.80"
9.90'
9.85'
23.95 °
27.85 °
27.65 °
wt_L_HiN" wt TDC
19.0.1392 + 0.1270
20. 0.1396 + 0.1282
21.0.1411 + 0.1277
22.0.1398 + 0.1292
23.0.1405 + 0.1277
24. 0.1390 + 0.1278
9.55"
9.60"
9.70"
9.80 e
9.80 e
9.70 e
% NiOOH
6.79
6.77
7.08
6.08
5.23
5.66
8.60
8.92
7.89
8.15
7.28
8.07
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
,
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
TABLE 4b
Residue Analysis (wt x10 -2)
Rt_8 F.aui aaO_,
0.0146 6.33 21.67
0.0161 6.03 20.68
0.0169 6.32 21.65
0.0087 1.13 3.90
0.0103 0.0953 3.31
0.0059 0.120 4.09
1.62
1.62
1.75
0.0160 6.62
0.0144 6.61
0.0167 6.41
0.0100 1.29
0.0117 0.82
0.0086 0.78
22.67
22.63
21.96
4.46
2.86
2.71
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TABLE 4b (cont.)
Residue Analysis (wt xl0 2)
Sam_ole _ _ _g..N_k Eq_uiv MnO:
13. 7.03 0.0144 5.92 20.27
14. 6.24 0.0183 5.88 20.15
15. 7.27 0.0182 5.78 19.81
16. 2.24 0.0097 1.74 5.98
17. 1.09 0.0082 0.48 1.68
18. 1.30 0.0087 0.69 2.40
19. 7.78 0.0004 5.77 19.69
20. 7.70 0.0006 5.72 19.52
21. 6.43 0.0002 5.28 18.00
22. 7.22 0.0003 5.29 18.04
23. 7.08 0.0006 5.43 18.53
24. 7.20 0.0007 5.31 18.12
The data in Table 4a show that the Fefl/)-based reductants give a consistently lower 8-NiOOH
content for the discharged positive plate material than TDC. The average of the sum of sets 1-3,
7-9, and 13-15 is 30% lower than the average of the set 19-21, and the FAS data alone axe 50%
lower, on average. Thus, there is a clear difference between Fell]) and Sn(l]) reduction. Also,
the presence or absence of ammonium ion is not a significant factor in the observations. Finally,
it appears that leaving the particulate-clad stirbar in the TDC solutions during MnO_ titrations
may yield a slightly lower 6-NiOOH content, so that it is advisable to remove it prior to
titration.
The data in Table 4b show that the principle component of the particulate matter is, not
surprisingly, nickel. However, it also appears that there is considerably more residual iron in
the Fe(II)-based solutions than in the TDC solutions, by a factor of 35-40X. If Fe(lI) is being
reduced to Fe(0) in samples 1-18, what is the reductant? If Fe(0) is being oxidized in samples
19-21 (before MnO4 titration), only Ni(m') could be the oxidant, but then less Sn(l/) would be
oxidized by Ni(m), so the eventual titer with MnO4" would be too large, leading to a low value
for 8-NiOOH. Thus, these results for AB plate material indicate that an interaction occurs with
the sample when an Fe0I)-based reductant is used which not only yields artificially low Nifl_
values, but also leads to an unusual level of metallic iron in the particulates which are removed
with the stirbar.
CONCLUSIONS
The inquiry into the role of an iron 013 based reducing agent, in the form of ferrous ammonium
sulfate or other ferrous-type reductants, shows that this cationic species leads to artificially low
results in an analysis for nickel precharge in positive plates from nickel/cadmium cells. The
substitution of a tin 013 species in the compound stannous chloride gives more acceptable values,
in terms of what might be expected from manufacturing requirements.
A great many questions remain to be resolved about this analysis, for the nature of the
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interaction between Fe(0, II, and m) and permanganate which leads to the low Ni(m) analyses,
and which facilitates solution of metallic iron, cobalt, and nickel, needs to be understood. Also,
it is puzzling how the NiOOH retains its stability during the reduction step in dilute acetic acid.
Some answers may be provided if known Ni(m) or Ni(IV) content materials could be used as
standards. It is hoped that this work can be extended in order to answer these questions. In the
meanwhile, use of stannous chloride as the reducing agent in the determination of nickel
precharge appears to be a recommended alternative to the standard procedure.
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1. SUMMARY
a. Testing for the Space Station Freedom Nickel Hydrogen
Cell Test Program began in 1990 at Crave Division, Naval Surface
Warfare Center. The program has included receipt inspection,
random vibration, acceptance, characterization, and life cycle
testing of Ni-H 2 cells in accordance with the NASA LeRC
Interagency Order C-31001-J.
b. A total of 400 Ni-H 2 cells have been received at
NAVSURFWARCENDIV Crane from three separate manufacturers; Yardney
Technical Products (Yardney), Eagle Picher Industries (Eagle
Picher), and Gates Energy Products (Gates). Of those, 308 cells
distributed among 39 packs have undergone life cycle testing
under a test regime simulating low earth orbit conditions. As of
30 September 1993, there are 252 cells assembled into 32 packs
still on life cycle test.
c. Since the beginning of the program, failed cells have
been detected in all phases of testing. The failures include the
following; seven 65 AmpHr and 81AmpHr Yardney cells were found
to be leaking KOH on receipt, one 81AmpHr Eagle Picher cell
failed the acceptance test, one 65 AmpHr Gates cell failed during
the characterization test, and six 65 AmpHr Gates cells failed
the random vibration test. Of the 39 life cycle packs, testing
on seven packs, 56 cells, has been suspended because of low end
of discharge voltages. All of the failed life cycle packs were
cycled at 60% depth of discharge.
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2. INTRODUCTION
a. Initial funding for the Space Station Freedom Nickel
Hydrogen Cell Test Program was received at Crane Division, Nay.
Surface Warfare Center (NAVSURFWARCENDIV) in March 1987 under
NASA LeRC Interagency Order C-31001-J. The first cells were
received in April 1990. Cell testing began in May 1990 with tl
first LEO life cycle testing starting in July 1990. The last
scheduled life cycle pack was started in February 1993.
b. The purpose of the cell test program is to develop a
statistically significant Ni-H2 database on representative cell
from U.S manufacturers and to establish facilities which can
perform special testing in support of Space Station Freedom. T
major test objective is to evaluate cell life at 35% and 60%
Depth of Discharge (DOD) and -5°C and 10°C. The goal of the li
cycle testing is to reach 20 000 cycles at 60% DOD and 33,000cycles at 35% DOD.
3. TEST PLAN
a. The cells were from three different manufacturers;
Yardney Technical Products, Eagle Picher Industries and Gates
Energy Products. Different designs from each manufacturer were
used in the tests including variations in plate arrangement,
separator type, use of catalyzed walls, KOH concentration and t_
nickel plate manufacturing process, Table I.
b. The cell test program included receipt inspection,
random vibration, acceptance, characterization, and LEO life
cycle testing. Receipt inspection consisted of a visual
inspection plus measuring physical and electrical characteristic
such as dimensions, weight, internal impedance, insulation
resistance between the cell wall and the mounting flange, and a
phenolphthalein leak test. Following the receipt inspection, al
of the cells were cycled under various temperatures to determine
if they met the capacity and voltage performance requirements in
the acceptance test. Based on the data from the acceptance test,
the cells were assigned to life cycle
test packs or storage
groups. Before the life cycle packs were assembled and started,
20% of the cells from each pack were subjected to random
vibration testing. An equal number of cells went through
characterization testing where they were cycled under various
charge/discharge rates and temperatures to provide fundamental
efficiency and operation characteristics. The cells were then
assembled into LEO life cycle packs of 4 to I0 cells or the
storage groups based on the test matrix shown in Table II.
c. A standard LEO life cycle test consisted of dividing
each group or lot of cells into four separate packs. Of the four
packs, two were tested at a DOD of 35% at 10°C and -5°C. The
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Stack Arrangement
Stack Type
Separator
Material
KOH Concentration
Wall Recombination
Ni Electrode
I
( 1) Ni Electrode is thinner than
the 65 AmpHr advanced design.
Recirculating
Back-To-Back
Dual
Single
Zircar
Asbestos
Serrated
26%
31%
Yes
No
Slurry
Dry Sinter
e Picher
(2) Se )arator is two layers
of Zircar.
Gates
__X_
X_
X_
.
(3) Half of the cells are 26% KOH
and half are 31% KOH.
Table I. Ni-H 2 Cell Design Matrix
remaining two packs were tested to a DOD of 60% at 10°C and -5°C.
The charge/discharge regime varied from group to group. Most
packs used a test regime that discharged the specified DOD in
.6 hours. The discharge was followed by a high rate charge for
.6 to .667 hours (36 to 40 minutes) that put 95% of the
discharged Amp-Hours back into the pack. Following the high rate
charge, a low rate charge for .233 or .3 hours brought the pack
to a constant recharge rate that varied from 101% to 107%.
Table III shows a summary for a typical test regime used with the
81 AmpHr Gates cells.
d. Some of the packs used variances to the standard
charge/discharge regime. They included varying the state of
charge (SOC) at the beginning of the test, the use of a taper
charge, a single step charge, and a trickle charge at the end of
the charge step. For the Gates 65 AmpHr cells, 3600G through
3604G and Eagle Picher 3600X through 3605X, different SOC were
used. SOC tests are set by starting the LEO cycle tests with the
cells at a specific SOC. Currently, these packs are being run at90%, 94% and 100% SOC.
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Yardr [e Picher Gates
\
35% DOD LEO Test
60% DOD LEO Test
-5°C io
10°C 3835G
I0
_5°C 3831G
I0
loOc
Storage
10
Shipped to GSFC for Additional Testing
On Test at Crane Under Another Project
(1) These packs have failed and have been discontinued. (6) One of these 17 cells failed during characterization testing.
(2) One cell was removed from the pack of l0 when it riffled. (7) Split between two 10 cell packs, 3661G and 3665G..
(3) Split between two 10 cell packs, 3861Y and 3865Y. (8) Seven of this group of 10 cells have failed. One failure occured during
(4) Split between three 8 cell packs, 3600X, 3601_ and 3602X. acceptance lesing. The remaining 6 cells failed during vibmdon testing.
(5) Split between three 8 cell packs, 3603.'(, 3604_ and 3605X. (9) Split betWeen three 4 cell packs, 3O00G, 3602G and 3603G.
(10) Split between two 4 cell packs, 3601G and 3604G.
TABLE If. Ni-H2 Cell Test Matrix
e. In addition to using varying SOC, the Eagle Picher
65 AmpHr cells in packs 3600X through 3605X are using single
step, and taper charges. The six packs are all running at 10°C.
Three packs are operating at 35% DOD and three at 60% DOD. In
each DOD group, the packs were started at 100%, 94%, or 90% SOC.
The 100% SOC tests use a taper charge at the end of the high rate
charge. When the tests were first started, the charge regime
3831G
3835G
3861G
3865G
Discharge
Regime
35%DOD in .6Hr
35%DOD in .6Hr
60%DOD in. 6Hr
60%DOD in ,6Hr
TABLE III.
Charge Regime
Hi Rate for .600Hr
Hi Rate for.600Hr
Hi Rate for .667Hr
Hi Rate for .667Hr
Lo Rate for .300Hr
Lo Rate for. 300Hr
Lo Rate for .233Hr
Lo Rate for .233Hr
All tests are 10 cells per pack
Gates 81 AmpHr Test Regime Summary
Temp
°C
10
-5
10
-5
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included a 2 Amp trickle charge at the end of the charge. This
reflected the trickle charge that was part of the charge profile
for Space Station Freedom (SSF). When the trickle charge was
dropped from the SSF charge profile, the test profile for the si::
Eagle Picher packs was also modified to reflect the difference.
A summary of the 65 AmpHr Eagle Picher charge/discharge profiles
are shown in Table IV.
CyNe
Rmge
Discharge
Regime
1-2727 35%DOD in .rHr3600X
2738-8694 35%DOD in .rHr
1-2749
3601X
3602X
3603X
2758-8746
1-2736
2748-8575
1-2752
2758-8297
1-2724
2730-8249
1-2668
2678-8122
TABLE IV.
3604X
t..---____
13605X
35%DOD m .6Hr
35%DOD in .6Hr
35%DOD in .6Hr
35%DOD in .6Hr
60%DOD in .6Hr
60%DOD in 6Hr
60%DOD in .rHr
60%DOD in .6Hr
60%DOD in .6Hr
60%DOD in .6Hr
All tests are
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Hi Rate
Charge Regime
Taper
Taper
2 Amp Trickle
i 2 AmpTrickle
2 Amp Trickle
Taper , 2 Amp Trickle
Taper
2 Amp Trickle
2 Amp Trickle
cells per pack at lO.C
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr Test Regime Summary
_ Charge
94%
90%
100%
94%
90%
4. TEST EQUIPMENT
a. All of the cyclic testing has been done on one of two
automated test systems that have been developed and built at
NAVSURFWARCENDIV Crane. Each system is built around a Hewlett
Packard HPI000 mini computer. The computers use Hewlett Packard
HP3497 Data Acquisition/Control units and HP3456 Digital
Voltmeters to monitor and control process functions. All of the
equipment is maintained and calibrated to the NAVWPNSUPPCEN
Instruction 4355.17K, covering the implementation of the Naval
Sea System Command Calibration Program.
b. Each test system is capable of simultaneously
controlling and monitoring a variety of test scenarios on up to
40 separate packs. Each pack's charge/discharge current, cell
voltage, cycle time, and operational limits are monitored by the
test software on a two minute interval. To assure prompt action
during test upsets and interruptions, the test labs are staffed
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
c. A recent upgrade to the test system capabilities has
been to add a centralized database of all of the test data at
Crane. Access is available through phone in connections to all
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NASA customers at this time. Data base users have access to any
data that is part of their project. Security is provided by a
user/password entry during login. All of the automated test
systems that are operated by the Aerospace Power Systems Branch
are interfaced to the database via network connections. A
diagram of the test systems, database, and remote access
interconnection are shown in Figure i.
Test
Cells
_iii iii--@l_
@-
HP1000 Automated
Test Systems
(ADACS 0, 3, 5, and 6)
L..---I HPIO00 Data
Reduction
System
DataBase
ileServer
Telephone
Connection
_ Local
Crane
_ Users
Remote
DataBase
sers
Figure i. Automated Test System Configuration
5. TEST RESULTS
a. Seven cells showed signs of KOH leakage around one or
both terminals during the initial receipt inspection. Leaks were
discovered in two 65 AmpHr Yardney cells and five 81AmpHr
Yardney cells. All of the leaking cells were returned to Yardney
for repair. When they were received back at NAVSURFWARCENDIV, no
KOH leakage was detected. The two 65 AmpHr cells were put in a
storage group. The 81AmpHr cells were placed into LEO life
cycle packs, 3831Y and 3865Y. Of the three that were put in pack
3831Y, one was removed at cycle 3199 because of low EOD voltages.
At cycle 6440, all of the cells in the pack were rechecked for
leaks. The failed cell in 3831Y showed signs of KOH at both
terminals. The remaining cells did not appear to have any leaks.
b. One 65 AmpHr Gates cell failed acceptance testing when
it showed little to no capacity in the first cycle. The cell was
shipped to Gates where a Destructive Physical Analysis (DPA) was
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performed. The cause of failure was determined to be a twisted
cell stack from the assembly process.
c. An 81AmpHr Eagle Picher cell failed during
characterization with a gradual loss of capacity after 15 deep
cycles to .5 volts. The cell was DPA'd at Crane. The cause of
failure was determined to be shorting of the positive plates to
the case.
d. Six of the eight 65 AmpHr Gates cells that were
subjected to vibration testing failed. One of the cells showed
signs of leaking immediately after the vibration test. A
subsequent capacity check of the cells showed little capacity, 1
to 5 AmpHr, on four cells and a reduced capacity on one more
cell. The four cells with little capacity showed signs of
leaking after the capacity test. The final cell showed signs of
leaks prior to beginning life cycle testing 5 months later. The
two cells that passed the vibration test are currently life cycle
packs 3661G and 3635G. Their EOD voltages compared to the pack
average voltage are 1.158V/I.162V and 1.224V/l.226V respectively.
e. During the program, a total of 39 packs, 308 cells, have
been cycled under a LEO test regime. Currently there are
32 packs, 252 cells still under test. Figures 2, 3, and 4
represent the cycling history and current status of the LEO packs
for each of the three manufacturers. For the SSF test program.
Pack ID 1990 1991 1992 1993 1t
5631W
[ I 18313
5635W [ [ 16795
5661W
5665W
5731W
5735W
5761W
5765W
3831Y
3835Y
3861Y
3865Y
15297I ]
1521____66
[ 6786
1 6590
Failed Packs _ Runnmg Packs
Figure 2. Yardney Life Cycle Test Summary
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Pack ID
3600X
3601X
3602X
3603X
3604X
3605X
3731E
5735E
3761E
3765E
3831E
3835E
3861E
3865E
#
Cells
1990
J-S [O-D
Figure 3.
1991
J-M A-J J-S [O-D
t
t I
1 I
1 I
I I
t ]
I I
[
1992 [
I
1
I
t
I
k
1
I
1
,.,l
L
L.
1993
I A-J J -
86 9.
874_
857:
82'_,
824_
81__.
I_,q__l
I l
f
y---q
1218_
I 81-3_
t
11015
I |
11090
T
I 5947
i 6249
Failed Packs 1---] Running Packs
Eagle Picher Life Cycle Test Summary
Pack ID
3600G
3601G
3602G
3603G
3604G
3631G
3635G
3661G
3665G
3831G
3835G
3861G
3865G
# 1990
Cells J-s [O-D
4
4
4
4
4
I0
I0
10
10
10
10
10
10
1991 l 1992 '0,D J-M
I
I
t
I
I
t
I
t___f
I
[
i
Failed Packs
Figure 4. Gates
I
1993
A-J i J-S
4815
4676
5188
5090
4793
3929
3748
3736
3722
8142
8152
I
[ 6485_
I
[ 6367'
J
Life
Running Packs
Cycle Test Summary
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life cycle failure occurs when the majority of the cells in a
pack fall below EOD voltage of 1.0V.
f. Four Yardney 65 AmpHr packs that started LEO testing
early in the program, failed after 427 to 4751 cycles. Post LEO
capacity tests showed a variance of 58% to 83% of the original
capacities, Table V. All of the cells were cycling at 60% DOD.
g. Two packs that were started at 60% DOD, 3861Y and 3865Y,
dropped below the 1.0V EOD limit after 882 cycles and 717 cycles
respectively. Post LEO capacity testing showed little capacity
loss, Table V. The post life cycle capacity of 3861Y was
measured to be 73 AmpHrs, a 2.6% loss from the 75 AmpHrs measured
before life cycle testing began. Similarly, the post life cycle
capacity of 3865Y was measured to be 67 AmpHr, a 6.9% capacity
loss. Both packs have been considered as failed and testing has
been discontinued.
h. A more recent failure is the -5°C, 60% DOD 65 AmpHr
Eagle Picher pack, 3765E. It failed at 6904 cycles. Post LEO
capacity was measured at 43% of the original value, Table V. The
10vC, 60% DOD pack, 3761E, that is from the same lot as 3765E, is
near failure. One cell dropped below an EOD voltage of 1.0V at
6171 cycles. At 7927 cycles the same cell was removed from the
pack when the cell EOD voltage dropped to 0.0V. At 8178 cycles,
the average EOD voltage of the remaining 4 cells in the pack is
1.038V.
Pack Capacities to 1.0V
PACK
5661W
5665W
5761W
5765W
Number
of Cycles
4751
1720
1004
427
Pre L.C. Capacity
(AmpHr)
67
72
6O
66
Post L.C. Capacity
(AmpHr)
39
52
5O
50
Discharge
Rate
C
C
C
C
3861Y 882 75 73 C/2
3865Y 717 72 67 C/2
3765E 6904 79 34 C
TABLE V. Pre and Post Life Cycle Failure Capacities
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i. In addition to the cells already mentioned, there are
some packs that have EOD voltages that are approaching levels of
concern. The 81AmpHr, 60% DOD Eagle Picher pack, 3865E is
running with an EOD voltage of .995 at 6249 cycles. Four of ten
cells have fallen below the 1.0V EOD value. Two 60% DOD 81 AmpHr
Gates packs have cells that are approaching 1.0V at EOD. 3861G
has one cell that has dropped to .940V while the pack average is
still 1.085V. 3865G has three cells below 1.0V with a pack
average of 1.095V.
6. PRELI_ZNARY FINDINGS
a. Even though the majority of the life cycle testing is
still ongoing, some early conclusions can be made. The testing
has provided a method to test the feasibility of a state of
charge test. Of the six 65 AmpHr Eagle Picher packs,
3600X - 3605X, four are being operated at less than 100% SOC. So
far the lower SOC has not resulted in large voltage dispersions.
b. Cells with the double layer Zircar separators have
performed better than the asbestos or asbestos-Zircar combination
in 60% DOD tests. Of the 39 life cycle packs tested during the
program, 19 were at 60% DOD. So far, seven of the 19 packs have
failed. All of the failed packs have had the asbestos-Zircar
separator combination and had a completed cycle range from 717 to
6904. There are still three packs with the asbestos-Zircar
separators running with a completed cycle range of 5947 to 8178.
Of those, two are expected to fail within the next i000 cycles.
The remaining nine packs have a double layer Zircar separator
with a completed cycle range from 3722 to 8297. None of them are
in any immediate danger of failing.
c. Identical cells run at higher pressures at -5°C vs 10°C
when cycled at 35% DOD. Cells run at 60% DOD also run at higher
pressures than cells run at 35% DOD. The Eagle Picher 81AmpHr
packs 3831E, 3835E, 3861E, and 3865E are an example of the
pressure differences. The 35% DOD packs 3831E (10°C) and 3835E
(-5°C) have EOD/EOC pressures of 410/640 psi and 550/770 psi
respectively. The 60% DOD packs, 3861E (10°C) and 3865E (-5°C)
have EOD/EOC pressures of 430/840 and 420/790 psi.
d. At 60% DOD, cells perform better at 10°C than at -5°C.
In all life cycle failures so far, packs running at -5°C
completed fewer cycles than identical packs that ran at 10°C.
The colder temperature and higher current result in undesirable
voltage performance. The performance at 60% DOD has fallen short
of anticipated life cycle expectancy.
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Appendix A
Life Cycle Trend Plots
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3600X
Voltage/PressureiRecharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
8 cells
04/28/91- 09/28/93
Taper Chg
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Note.
charge at the end of the charge cycle.
trickle charge.
Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 31.42A for .6Hr
Rchg = 103.0%
Cycles 1-2727 display the total Recharge rate, including the .73% from the 2.0A trickle
The target recharge rate does not include the 2.0A
; 30.575 to 8.703A Taper for .233 Hr ; 2.0A for .083Hr
Cycle 492. Power Supply failure during discharge caused pack to be overcharged.
Cycle 1287. Raised Rchg from 103.0% to 104%.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 31.42A for .6Hr ; 30.645 to 10.584A Taper for .233Hr ; 2.0A for .083Hr
Cycle 2727. 11/01/91. Halted test for evaluation. Cells were left in a discharged state.
Cycles 2728 - 2737. These cycles were used for capacity testing.
Cycle 2738. Pack restarted under a new test regime.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 29.76A for .633Hr ; 29.03 to 7.045A Taper for .266Hr ;
Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 3154. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 29.76A for .6Hr ; 29.084 to 8.698A Taper for .266Hr
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Voltage
1.70
NSWC Crane Pack ID 3601X 8 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 04/25/91 - 09/25/93
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C 94% SOC
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Note. Cycles 1-2749 display the total Recharge rate, including the .73% from the 2.0A trickle
charge at the end of the charge cycle. The target recharge rate does not include the 2.0A
trickle charge.
Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.52A for .883Hr ; 2.0 A for .083 Hr ; Rchg = 103.0%
Cycle 2749. 11/25/91. Halted test for evaluation. Cells were left in a discharged state.
Cycles 2750 - 2757. These cycles were used for capacity testing.
Cycle 2758. Pack restarted under a new test regime.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.04A for .9Hr ; 103.0% Rchg
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3602X 8 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 04/25/91 - 09/29/93
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C 90% SOC
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Note. Cycles 1-2736 display the total Recharge rate, including the .73% from the 2.0A trickle
charge at the end of the charge cycle. The target recharge rate does not include the 2.0A
trickle charge.
Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.52A for .883Hr ; 2.0A for .083Hr ; Rchg = 103.0%
Cycle 2736. 10/24/91. Halted test for evaluation. Cells were left in a discharged state.
Cycles 2737 - 2747. These cycles were used for capacity testing.
Cycle 2748. Pack restarted under a new test regime.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.04A for .9Hr ; Rchg = 103.0% Rchg
Cycle 5698 Raised Rchg from 103.0% to 104.0%.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.28A for .9Hr
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3603X
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 60% DOD 10 Deg C
8 cells
05/03/91 - 09/27/93
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Note. Cycles 1-2752 display the total Recharge rate, including the 1.0% from the 2.0A trickle
charge at the end of the charge cycle. The target recharge rate does not include the 2.0A
trickle charge.
Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 54.0A for .65Hr ; 45.435 to 14.129A Taper for .183Hr ;
Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 630. Corrected Taper Charge.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 54.0A for .65Hr ; 45.435 to 14.129A Taper for .183Hr ;
Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 2752. 11/01/91. Halted test for evaluation. Cells were left in a discharged state.
Cycles 2753 - 2757. These cycles were used for capacity testing.
Cycle 2758. Pack restarted under a new test regime.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 50.14A for .7Hr ; 48.237 to 6.363A Taper for .2Hr ; Rchg -- 10_,.0%
2.5A for .2Hr ;
2.0A for .2Hr ;
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3604X 8 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 04/25/91 - 10/01/93
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 60% DOD 10 Deg C 94% SOC
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Note. Cycles 1-2754 display the total Recharge rate, including the .425% from the 2.0A
trickle charge at the end of the charge cycle. The target recharge rate does not include
the 2.0A trickle charge.
Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 45.93A for .883Hr ; 2.0A for .083Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 2724. 11/08/91. Halted test for evaluation. Cells were left in a discharged state.
Cycles 2725 - 2729. These cycles were used for capacity testing.
Cycle 2730, 09/30/92. Pack restarted under a new test regime.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 45.07A for .9Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -171- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
NSWC Crane Pack ID 3605X 8 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 04/26/91 - 09/26/93
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 60% DOD 10 Deg C 90% SOC
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Note. Cycles 1-2668 display the total Recharge rate, including the .425% from the 2.0A
trickle charge at the end of the charge cycle. The target recharge rate does not include
the 2.0A trickle charge.
Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 45.93A for .883Hr ; 2.0A for .033Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 2668. 11/08/91. Halted test for evaluation. Cells were left in a discharged state.
Cycles 2669 - 2677. These cycles were used for capacity testing.
Cycle 2678. 09/24/92. Pack restarted under a new test regime.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 45.07A for .9Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3731E
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 35% DOD
5 cells
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.82A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 5735E
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 35% DOD
5 cells
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.49A for .3Hr
Cycle 7491. Raised Rchg from 103.5% to 104%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.87A for .3Hr
Cycle 9347. Raised Rchg from 104% to 105%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 7.63A for .3Hr
; Rchg = 103.5%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3761E
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 60% DOD
5 cells
06/22/91 - 09/29/93
10 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ;
Cycle 1649. Pack removed from testing.
Cycle 1660. Pack restarted L.C. testing.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ;
Cycle 1784. Test regime modified to;
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 55.57A for .667Hr ; 15.06A for .233Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 3392. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 55.57A for .667Hr ; 16.74A for .233Hr ; Rchg = 105.0%
Cycle 6171. Cell #4 (SN22) hit 1.0V at EOD. Pack average voltage was 1.063V.
Cycle 7582. Pack average EOD voltage fell below 1.0V. EOD voltage of cell #4
was .7325V. The EOD voltage of the remaining 4 cells ranged from 1.036V
to 1.068V.
Cycle 7927. Cell #4 removed from pack. EOD voltage dropped to 0V. Capacity testing was
run on this cell under the Pack ID of 3761X.
11.7Afor.3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
10/07/91.
07/27/92.
11.7Afor.3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3765E 5 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EGD Trend Plot 06/22/91 - 07/10/93
Eagle Picher 65 AmpHr 60% DOD -5 Deg C Test Ended at Cycle 6904
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 11.7A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 1091. Raised Rchgfrom 104.0% to 106.0%.
-65.0Afor.6Hr ; 61.75Afor.6Hr ; 14.3Afor.3Hr ; Rchg = 106.0%
Cycle 1604. Pack removed from testing. 10/07/91.
Cycle 1615. Pack restarted L.C. testing. 07/27/92.
-65.0Afor.6Hr ; 61.75Afor.6Hr ; 11.7Afor.3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 1723. Test regime modified to;
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 55.57A for .667Hr ; 15.06A for .233Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 2536. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 55.57A for .667Hr ; 16.74A for .233Hr ; Rchg = 105.0%
Cycle 6904. Pack removed from Life Cycle testing. End of discharge voltages fell below
1.0V.
Cycles 6910 - 6929. Cycles used to run capacity tests on cell number 4.
Cycles 6930 - 6948. Cycles used to run capacity tests on cell number 5.
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3831E
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Eagle Picher 81 AmpHr 35% DOD
10 cells
10/08/91 - 09/26/93
10 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-47.25A for .6Hr ; 44.89A for .6Hr ; 8.9A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3861E
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Eagle Picher 81 AmpHr 60% DOD
10 cells
08/07/92 - 10/01/93
10 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 69.25A for .667Hr ; 18.77A for .233Hr ;
Cycles 1818 - 1825. packs were cycled for capacity tests.
Cycle 1837. Test Regime changed to:
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 56.16A for .9Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 2034. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 56.7A for .9Hr
Rchg = 104.0%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -187- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
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Eagle Picher 81 AmpHr 60% DOD -5 Deg C Test Ended at Cycle 6538
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-81.0Afor.6Hr ; 69.25Afor.667Hr ; 18.77Afor.233Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 2250. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 69.25A for .667Hr ; 20.86A for .233Hr ; Rchg = 105.0%
Cycle 5091. Cells #4 and #6 (SN36 and SN39) hit 1.0V at EOD. Pack average votage was
1.036V.
Cycle 6188. Average pack EOD voltage fell below 1.0V. Five of the four cells have voltages
of less than 1.0V.
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Voltage
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3600G
Voltage Pressure Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Gates 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.76A for .633Hr ; 29.03 to 7.045A Taper for .266Hr ;
Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 2468. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.76A for .633Hr ; 29.084 to 8.698A Taper for ,266Hr
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 50.14A for .7Hr ; 48.237 to 6.363A Taper for .2Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -193- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
NSWC Crane Pack ID 3602G 4 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 10/28/92 - 09/28/93
Gates 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.29A for .9Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3603G
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot
Gates 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
4 cells
10/28/92- 09/28/93
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 26.29A for .9Hr ; Rchg = 104%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -197- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 45.07A for .9Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -199- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
NSWC Crane Pack ID 3631G 10 cells
Voltage Pressure Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 01/18/93 - 09/26/93
Gates 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 10. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 36.02A for .6Hr ; 6.883A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3635G 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 01/30/93 - 10/01/93
Gates 65 AmpHr 35% DOD -5 Deg C
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Cycle 11. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.92A for .6Hr ; 36.02A for .6Hr ; 6.883A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -203- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
NSWC Crane Pack ID 3661G 10 cells
Voltage Pressure Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 01/30/93 - 09/25/93
Gates 65 AmpHr 60% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 13. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 55.57A for .67Hr ; 15.06A for .23Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3665G 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 01/31/93 - 09/26/93
Gates 65 AmpHr 60% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 14. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0Afor.6Hr ; 55.57Afor.67Hr ; 15.06Afor.23Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 78. Restarted L.C. with a different regime.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 45,07A for .9Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -207- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
NSWC Crane Pack ID 3831G 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 04/19/92 - 10/01/93
Gates 81 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-47.25A for .6Hr ; 44.88A for .6Hr ; 8.5A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -209- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
NSWC Crane Pack ID 3835G 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 04/19/92 - 10/01/93
Gates 81 AmpHr 35% DOD -5 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-47.25A for .6Hr , 44.88A for .6Hr ; 8.5A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3861G 10 cells
Voltage Pressure Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 08/04/92 - 09/28/93
Gates 81 AmpHr 60% DOD 10 Deg C
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1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -212- Nickel-Hydrogen Technologies Session
Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 69.25A for .667Hr ; 18.77A for ,233Hr
Cycle 4276. Raised Rchg fro 104.0% to 105.0%.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 69.25A for .667Hr ; 20.86A for .233Hr
; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3865G 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 08/05/92 - 09/30/93
Gates 81 AmpHr 60% DOD -5 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 69.25A for .667Hr ; 18.77A for .233Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 1096. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 69.25A for .667Hr ; 20.86A for .233Hr
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3831Y 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 07/16/92 - 09/28/93
Yardney 81 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 20. Started Life Cycle Test.
-47.25A for .6Hr ; 44.88A for .6Hr ; 8.50A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 3199. Removed cell #2 (SN08) from pack because of low EOD voltage.
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3835Y 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 07/17/92 - 09/28/93
Yardney 81 AmpHr 35% DOD -5 Deg C
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Cycle 23. Started Life Cycle Test.
-47.25A for .6Hr ; 44.88A for .6Hr ; 8.50A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
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Cycle 19. Started Life Cycle Test.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 69.25A for .667Hr ; 18.77A for .233Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 429. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 69.25A for .667Hr ; 20.86A for .233Hr
Cycle 504. Restarted L.C. Test regime modified as follows;
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 56.7A for .9Hr Tchg = 105.0%
Cycle 583. Cell #6 (SN09) fell below 1.0V EOD. Pack Average was 1.085V EOD.
Cycles 713 - 717. Halted life cycle test for capacity cycles.
Cycle 858. Pack average EOD voltage fell below 1.0V. Low cell was #6 at .766V.
Cycle 881. 4/8/93. Life Cycle test halted. Low cell at EOD was #6 at .757V. Pack average
voltage at EOD was .986.
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3865Y 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 02/05/93 - 03/26/93
Yardney 81 AmpHr 60% DOD -5 Deg C
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Cycle 15. Started Life Cycle Test.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 62.49A for .7Hr ; 60.118-7.923A Taper for .2Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 323. Cell #1 (SN10) fell below EOD voltage of 1.0V. Pack average EOD voltage was
1.079V.
Cycle 406. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 105.0%.
-81.0A for .6Hr ; 62.49A for .7Hr ; 60.320-12.580A Taper for .2Hr
Cycles 502 - 503. Halted life cycle test for capacity cycles.
Cycle 709. 3/29/93. Life Cycle test halted. Low cell at EOD was #2 SN15) at .902V. Pack
average voltage at EOD was 1.041.
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 5631W 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 07/01/90 - 09/26/93
Yardney 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.49A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 103.5%
Cycle 1368. Lowered Rchg from 103.5% to 101.5%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 4,97A for .3Hr
Cycle 4864. Raised Rchg from 101.5% to 102.5%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 5.73A for .3Hr
Cycle 10144. Raised Rchg from 102.5% to 103.0%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.11A for .3Hr
Cycle 16707 - 17180. P1:1 pressure indication not working.
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 5635W 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 09/22/90 - 09/28/93
Yardney 65 AmpHr 35% DOD -5 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.9Afor.6Hr ; 36.0Afor.6Hr ; 4.97Afor.3Hr ; Rchg = 101.5%
Cycle 5654. Strain Gauge on Pressre P1:1 failed. Changed to monitor a
different cell on cycle 5885.
Cycle 8630. Raised Rchg from 101.5% to 102.0%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 5.35A for .3Hr
Cycle 11243. Raised Rchg from 102.0% to 103.0%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.11A for .3Hr
Cycle 13748. Raised Rchg from 103.0% to 104.0%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.87A for .3Hr
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 5661W 10 cells
Voltage Pressure Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 09/10/90- 07/22/91
Yardney 65 AmpHr 60% DOD 10 Deg C Test Ended at Cycle 4751
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 11.7A for .3Hr
Cycle 1828. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 106.0%.
-65.0A for .6Hr , 61.75A for .6Hr ; 14.3A for .3Hr
Cycle 3716. Raised Rchg from 106.0% to 107.0%.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 15.6A for .3Hr
Cycle 4751. Pack failed. EOD Pack Average Voltage below 1.0V.
; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 5665W 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 09/14/90 - 01/25/91
Yardney 65 AmpHr 60% DOD -5 Deg C Test Ended at Cycle 1720
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 11.7A for .3Hr
Cycle 1400. Raised Rchg from 104.0% to 106.0%.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 14.3A for .3Hr
; Rchg = 104.0%
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 5731W 5 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 12/14/90 - 09/22/93
Yardney 65 AmpHr 35% DOD 10 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.49A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 103.5%
Cycle 7065. Raised Rchg from 103.5% to 104.0%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.87A for .3Hr
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 5735W 5 cells
Voltage Pressure Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 12/14/90 - 10/03/93
Yardney 65 AmpHr 35% DOD -5 Deg C
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.49A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 103.5%
Cycle 10492. Raised Rchg from 103.5% to 104.0%.
-37.9A for .6Hr ; 36.0A for .6Hr ; 6.87 A for .3 Hr
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 5761W 5 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 12/13/90 - 03/06/91
Yardney 65 AmpHr 60% DOD 10 Deg C Test Ended at Cycle 1067
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 11.7A for .3Hr ; Rchg --- 104.0%
Cycle 650. Raised Rchg from 1.04.0% to 1.06%.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 14.3A for .3Hr
Cycle 1004. Pack failed. EOD Pack Average Voltage below 1.0V.
Cycle 1046. Last LEO Cycle.
Cycle 1047-1067. Special testing run on pac k to determine post LEO characteristics.
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Cycle 1. Started Life Cycle Test.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 11.7A for .3Hr ; Rchg = 104.0%
Cycle 194. Raised Rchg from 1.04.0% to 1.06%.
-65.0A for .6Hr ; 61.75A for .6Hr ; 14.3A for .3Hr
Cycle 427. Pack failed. EOD Pack Average Voltage below 1.0V. Last
LEO Cycle,
Cycle 428-448. Special testing run on pack to determine post LEO characteristics.
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Ni-H2 Cell Characterization for INTELSAT Programs
Andrew Dunnet
INTELSAT
Washington, D.C. 20008-3098
Martin Earl
COMSAT Laboratories
Clarksburg, MD. 20871-9475
ABSTRACT
Various Ni/H2 cell designs manufactured for INTELSAT Programs
during the past decade have been characterized electrically as a function of
temperature. The resulting data for these INTELSAT V, VI, VII and VIIA
cells are assembled in a manner which allows ready comparison of
performance. Also included is a detailed description of each design.
INTRODUCTION
As part of a coordinated program to extend the operational lives of its
spacecraft, INTELSAT characterizes the performance of each type of battery
cell flown.
INTELSAT is operating batteries using 30 Ah cells made by Eagle-
Picher, Industries, 48 Ah cells from Hughes Aircraft Company, and 85 Ah
cells made by Gates Aerospace Batteries. In the near futdre we will be
operating 120 Ah Gates cells also.
Life testing, performance characterization, and associated analytical
work is done at COMSAT Corporation Laboratory, Clarksburg, Md.
This paper reports on the results of the performance characterization,
with temperature, of the four types of Ni/H2 ceils in or about to be in
operation with the INTELSAT fleet of geostationary communications
satellites.
Pl_/,f,_Oit,_; PA3E f3LA_t_' ,NOT FKME,_
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BACKGROUND
One reason why INTELSAT is successful in achieving long life for its
operational fleet of spacecraft is the care taken in the operation of the
spacecraft batteries. In support of the orbital operation, batteries of each type
flown are placed into real time life test. These tests, performed at COMSAT
Laboratories, simulate the operation in orbit as closely as possible. A test is
normally started three seasons before the first use of the batteries in orbit.
Individual cells are operated in the same test with the battery and are
periodically removed from the test for destructive physical analysis (DPA).
These tests are not intended to validate the design of the batteries; rather they.
are to address problems on the ground before they are encountered in orbit.
Solutions can be devised and tested to ensure continued operation in orbit.
In addition to the life testing, COMSAT also performed a series of
parametric performance tests, at the cell level, to characterize the response of
the batteries under a variety of thermal and charge conditions.
Since 1983 INTELSAT spacecraft have all had Ni/H2 batteries. These
batteries have used cells from the three main Ni/H2 cell manufacturers in
the "USA. Sixteen batteries using 30 Ah Eagle-Picher Industries (EPI) cells are
in operation on the later INTELSAT V spacecraft, ten batteries using 44 Ah
Hughes Aircraft Company cells are in operation on the INTELSAT VI
spacecraft, and two batteries using 85 Ah Gates Aerospace Batteries have
recently been launched on the first INTELSAT VII. This is the first of at least
six similar spacecraft which will be joined by three INTELSAT VIIA spacecraft
equipped with batteries using 120 Ah Gates cells. These are the four types of
cell reported upon.
Details of the cells are given in Table 1. Figures I to 4 show cross-
sectional drawings of each cell. While Table 2 gives details of each battery,
INTELSAT has always flown two batteries per spacecraft. Figures 5 to 7 are
pictures of each type of battery. As yet no pictures are available of an
INTELSAT VIIA battery.
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PARAMETRIC TESTING
In each of the four cases, a minimum of four cells of each type were
subjected to charge/discharge cycles at 10°C intervals from +30 to -20°C except
for the I-5 cells which, because of their design, operate successfully down to
-30°C. In addition, self discharge performance data was generated at 10, 20,
and 30°C for durations of 144 hours. The testing sequence is presented in
Table 3. Pressure, temperature, cell voltage, charge, and discharge current are
carefully monitored.
Figure 8 displays a typical series of charge/discharge voltage and
temperature profiles. From this type of data, cell end-of-charge voltage, mid-
discharge voltage and capacity are determined as a function of cell
temperature. This is a modification to the data which was previously
presented using chamber set point temperature for the abscissa [1]. Two cells
of each group were instrumented with strain-gauges. A typical series of
charge/discharge pressure profiles are displayed in Figure 9. When this data
is normalized to 0°C using the gas law and cell temperature data, the resulting
profiles indicate the degree to which the gauges are temperature
compensated. The charging pressure profiles can be used to generate plots of
instantaneous charge efficiency by taking their derivative with respect to
time. Finally, pressure profiles for 144 hours of self-discharge were
determined at 10, 20, and 30°C. These pressure profiles were converted to
capacity remaining profiles by considering the pressure range for capacity
measurements. The results for each case are displayed ii_ Figures 10 to 13.
Plotted are capacity, end-of-charge voltage and mid-discharge voltage as a
function of cell temperature; charge efficiency versus charge in and percent
capacity remaining as a function of open-circuit time at temperature.
The self-discharge data can be further developed assuming first order
kinetics and Arrhenius behavior [2]. The resulting self-discharge
characteristics and Arrhenius plots are displayed in Figure 14. The activation
energy associated with the rate constant for each case is included in Table 4.
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[1] J. D. Dunlop, et. al., "NASA Handbook for Nickel-Hydrogen Batteries,"
NASA Reference Publication 1314, 1993, Chapter 5.
[2] J. F. Stockel, "Self-Discharge Performance and Effects of Electrolyte
Concentration on Capacity of Nickel-Hydrogen (Ni/H2) Cells," 20th
Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, Miami Beach,
Florida, August 1985, Vol. 1, pp. 1.171-1.174.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF INTELSAT NI-H2 CELL DESIGNS
Manufacturer
Cell Dimensions (cm)
Diameter
Total Length
Cell Mass (g)
Capacity @ 10°C to
1.ov (ah)
Stack Design
Component Shape
Configuration
Arrangement
Terminal Design.
Positive Electrode
Plaque Type
Impregnation Type
Ni(OH)2 Loading (g/cc)
Co(OH)2 Loading (g/cc)
Plate Thickness (ram)
No. of Plates
Mass Fraction (%)
Separator Type
Thickness (mm)
Mass Fraction
Electrolyte
Discharged State (w/o)
Mass Fraction (%)
Negative Electrode
No. of Plates
Thickness (ram)
Pt Loading (g/cm 2)
Mass Fraction (%)
IV
EPI
8.9
21.2
890
34
Truncated Disk
Single
Back to Back
Ziegler/Axial
Wet Slurry
Aqueous EC
1.42
0.12
0.775
24
37.3
Asbestos
0.25
2.0
38
10.7
34
0.137
8.10
4.2
IVI
HAC/EPI
8.7
28.0
1460
56
Pineapple Slice
Single
Recirculating
Teflon/Axial
Dry Powder
Alcohol EC
1.29
0.16
0.880
40
34.4
2 Layer Zircar
0.60
5.9
31
15.9
41
0.148
7.52
4.4
IVII
GAB
8.7
29.3
1840
90
Pineapple Slice
Single
Back to Back
Ceramic/Axial
Dry Powder
Aqueous EC
1.49
0.13
0.920
48
37.3
2 Layer Zircar
"?0.60
6.1
31
15.0
48
0.116
3.20
4.2
IVII-A
GAB
11.8
20.2
2640
122
Pineapple Slice
Single
Back to Back
Ceramic/Rabbit
Ear
Dry Powder
Aqueous EC
1.52
0.12
0.920
38
35.2
2 Layer Zircar
0.60
5.3
31
13.7
38
0.116
2.80
4.0
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of an ZNTELS&T V NiH2 Cell
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Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of an ZNTELS_T VZ NiH2 Cell
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Figure 3, Cross-sectional view of an INTELSAT VII NiH2 Cell
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Figure 4, Cross-sectional view of an
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF [NTELSAT BATTERY DESIGNS
Manufacturer
No. Batteries/SC
No. Packs/Battery
No. Cells/Battery
Battery Dimenions (crn)
Length
Width
Height
Radius
Battery Mass (Kg)
Rated Capacity (Ah)
Reconditioning (fl)
Load A
Load B
Diode Bypass
I-V
Ford Aerospace
2
1
27
51.8
52.1
22.2
30.12
30
50
,/
I-VI
HAC
2
2
32
2 Quadrants
28
80
63.9
44
43.2
86.4
,/
I-VII
SS/Loral
2
2
27
Pack I Pack 2
51.0 51.0
51.0 37.8
30.4 30.4
66.8
85.5
23.5
,/
I-VII-A
SS/Loral
2
2
27
Pack I Pack 2
50.8 50.8
52.8 39.5
23.5 23.5
81.45
120
16.2
J
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Figure 5. INTELSAT V NiH2 Battery
Figure 6. Two INTELSAT VI NiH2 Batteries on the Flt. 1 S/C
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Figure 7. INTELSAT VII NiH2 Battery
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TABLE 3 INTELSAT CHARACTERIZATION TEST REGIME
Sequences Temp. Measurements
1 10 o C Reconditioning
2 10 ° C
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
10" C
O°C
0 ° C
-10 ° C
-I0 ° C
-20 ° C
-20 ° C
-30 ° C
-30 ° C
10 ° C
10 ° C
20 = C
20" C
30 ° C
30 ° C
10 ° C
10 ° C
20 ° C
30 = C21
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capacit Y
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capaclty
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Charge Stand
Charge Stand
Charge Stand
Charge/Discharge
C/20, C/2
C/I0, C/2
C/I0, C/2
C/10, C/2
C/10, C/2
C/10, C/2
C/10, C/2
C/10, C/2
I-V i-VI
X
X
I-VII I-VIIA
X
C110, C/2 x x x x
C/10 , C/2 x x
C110., C/2 x x
C/10, C/2
C/10, C/2 x x x x
C/10 , C/2 x x =¢ x
C/I0, C12 x x .v, x
X
X
C = 30Ah
X
C/10, C/2
C/10, C/2
C/10, C/2
C110, C/2
C=48Ah C ,, 86Ah
C/10 , C/2
L4-04 LO03 ° L1-001 *
L4-84 L012" L1-022 °
L4-90 ° L013 L2-023
L4-107" L014 L2-060
C/10, C/2
CELLS #
Remarks
1
2X
x 3
C= 120Ah
L1-002"
LI-004 *
L1-016
L1-018
L1-022
L1-032
(1) Charge for 16 hours @ 10*C, Open circuit for 144hours @ 10=C, Discharge to 0.1V @ 10*C
(2) Charge for 16 hours @ 10°C, Open circuit for 144 hours @ 20=C, Discharge to 0.1V @ 20aC
(3) Charge for 1 6 hours @ 1OoC, Open circuit for 144 hours @ 30=C, Discharge to 0.1V @ 30°C
• Cells with Strain Gauge
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(TO O. IV) (TO O, IV) (TO O. IV) (TO l.SV) (tO l,OV) (I0 l.OV)
0oc 1.241 138.68 t71,13
10oc L.230 149.30 182.60
20oc 1.211 154.15 185.25
IOoc 1.248 t23.22 151.96
28oc 1.261 189.34 |35.54
3Boc 1.263 87.48 188.13
.242 137.18 178.85
• 232 147.88 180.8t
.214 149.32 181.27
.249 120.33 149.81
• 262 186.51 133.46
• 265 84.38 185.85
C 1.88
E
L i.B8
L
I .48
V 1.28
0
L i.@e
T
R B.BB
G
E e._e
/
8.48
V
0 8.28
L
T B.BB
68
C
58
E
L 48
L
38
T
E 28
H
18P
8
/
o -18
C
-28
-38
INTELSATVIIA- CHARGE/DISCHARGEVOLTAGEPROFILE
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i I 1
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il
ii.
, il
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FIGURE 8
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1o0_
C 988
E 880
L
L 788
680
P
R see
E 4Be
S 388
/
p 2Be
S lee
I
o
Te.._.
8oc
-18oc
.... 20oc
.... 18oc
28oc
30oc
CHRRGE
Slope Intercept
64 85 18
61 2 28
58 77 19
66 79 31
68 95 27
69 93 26
DISCHRRGE
Intercept
-5.716 815
-5.48 84 t
-5.251 833
-6. IS 1 734
-6. 438 734
-6. 656 608
INTELSRTVIIR- CHARGE/DISCHARGEPRESSUREPROFILE
I
"\-_
r i \. \.\-..'<%
0 2 4 6 8 18 12 14 e 28 48 68 88 188 128 148 168
CHRRGE TIME (HOURS) CRPRCITY (RH)
CHRRGE DISCHARGE
Temp. Slope Intercept Slope Intercept
0oc 63.53 19 -5.467 779
10oc 63.28 21 -5.443 835
-20oc 63.84 21 -5.415 858
18oc 63.91 31 -5.65 727
---- 200C 63.84 26 -5.S98 649
30oc 63.29 26 -5.73. 4 523
1888
INTELSRTVIIR- CHARGE/DISCHARGENORMALIZEDPRESSUREPROFILE
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I
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FIGURE 9
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TABLE 4. SELF-DISCHARGE ANALYSIS
INTELSRT V
INTELSRT VI
INTELSRT VII
INTELSRT VIIR
Intercept
I@°C 28°C 3@OC Rye.
98.51 92.@5 98. IG 98.9f
89,11 58.89 93.G4 98.q5
88.52 gt.44 93.3G 9|,11
89.93 @0.36 99.7@ @O,@2
Slope
18°C 28°C 38°C
-.eol3z -.oeze3 -.on3z4
-.note4 -.on34G -.oosTt
-.88t@9 -.@@283 -.88343
-.88185 -.@@2Bt -.88331
Ratex 10 -3
t@°C 2@°C 3@°C
t .32 2.83 3.24
L ,84 3.4G G.7|
t.89 2.83 3.43
I .05 2.81 3.3I
INTELSRT V
INTELSRT VI
INTELSRT VII
THE5ELF-DISCHFIRGECHFIRRCTERISTICS(5e]f-DischarBeTime,t>18hours)
10OC
In(PR)-ln (98.51)-.80L32xt
2oOc
, n (PR)-ln (52.B5)-. @@2@3xt
In (PR)-ln (9@, @9)-, @@346xtlnCPR)-InCB.lt)-.@@tB4xt
In (PR)-I n (BB, 52)-. @@LBgxt In(PR)-ln (gt . 44)-. @R2@3xt
INTELSRT VIIR In (PR)-I n (B5.93)-. @@t@5xt I n (PR)-ln (B8,3G)-. @@281x¢
THEEOURTIONSTHRTBESTFITTHEFIRRHENIUSPLOT
INTELSRT V l n (Rate) =l n ( ] [ . [00,102 )-3B64.3/Temper ature (K)
30Oc
ln(PR)'ln(S@.lG)-.BB324xt
In(PR)-ln(93,G4)-.E@G71xt
InIPR)-ln(93,3G)-.eB343xt
In(PR)-in(O.TB)-.@B33txt
INTELSRT VI l n (Rate)=l n (57. 462.104 )-5538.4 Temperature (K)
INTELSRT Vll ln(Rate)=ln(3B. 12G*103)-4912.B/Temperature(K)
INTELSRT VIIR ln(Rate)=ln(3G.95B*103)-4911 .5/Temperature(K)
PERCENTCRPRC]TYREMRININGFORANYOPEN-CIRCUITTIMERNDBTRNYTEMPERRTURE
INTELSRT V PR-BB.I/e yt (where y-lt.lBQxIB2/e 3BG4"3/TemB'(K) . tlme>[@ hr=)
INTELSRT VI PR-BB.95/e yt (where y-57.462xIB4/e 553B'4/TemB'(K) . tlme)[@ hr=)
INTELSRT VII PR-BI.II/e yt (where y-3B.t26xt@3/e 49t2.9/Temp'{K) , tlme>t@ hr=)
INTELSRT VIIR PR-BB.B2/e yt (where y-36.95Bxt@3/e 49tl'5/TemP'(K) . time>t@ hr=)
RCTIVRTIONENERGY(kcal/mole)
INTELSRT V INTELSRT VI INTELSRT VII INTELSRT VIIR
7.729 1t.677 9,826 9.B23
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Calculation of the Thermoneutral Potential
of NiCd and NiH2 Cells
Albert H. Zimmerman
The Aerospace Corporation
E1 Segundo, California 90245
The thermoneutral potential of a nickel cadmium or nickel hydrogen cell is the potential
at which the cell charge or discharge process puts out zero heat, and thus is the potential
corresponding to the enthalpy change of the charge/discharge reaction, AH. A relatively
straightforward method for obtaining the thermoneutral potential Eta, is based on the
measured potential and temperature derivative of the cell reactions, which are related to
the free energy change AG, and entropy change AS, respectively.
AH=AG+TAS (1)
==
Where E is the cell potential, and T is the Kelvin temperature.
However, since Eq. (2) is derived for a constant pressure system, it does not fully describe
the thermoneutral voltage of NiCd and NiH 2 cells, which are constant volume systems in
which the pressure can change significantly. Particularly in the nickel hydrogen cell, the
pressure of hydrogen can often vary over an order of magnitude or more during the course
of a charge or discharge. In a nickel cadmium cell, although significant changes in oxygen
pressure can occur during charge or discharge, since oxygen does not enter into the
charge/discharge reaction, these pressure changes are related to the heat generated from
oxygen evolution and recombination. However, the entropy changes due to changes in
hydrogen pressure relative to the 1 atm standard state must be included in Eq. (1) to apply
this method to the nickel hydrogen cell. This gives Eq. (3)., assuming that the variation in
reversible potential with temperature is measured at constant pressure.
In Eq. (3) F is the Faraday constant, and P is the hydrogen pressure in the cell in atm.
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Ea'=E- + 2F
Nickel Cadmium Cell
The half reactions, and cell reaction in the nickel cadmium cell are given in Eq. (4)-(6).
Ni( OI-I)2 +2OH--.NiOOH+ H20+e-
(4)
Cd(OH)2 +2e--Cd+ 2OH-
(5)
2N/(O/-/)2 +Cd(OH)2-.2NiOOH+ Cd+21"I20 (63
The standard potential for reaction (6) is 1.299 volts (Ref. 1). The derivative of voltage with
respect to temperature at constant pressure is -0.001514, -0.001014, and -0.0005 volts/K for
reactions (4)-(6) respectively (Ref. 2). The value for reaction (4) was derived from the
values published in Ref. (2) for the NiCd cell and the cadmium electrode, which are more
reliably known that that for the nickel electrode. Thus the value used here for the nickel
electrode also includes the effect of approximately a 5% cobalt additive level present in the
active material of the NiCd cells.
The thermoneutral potential may be derived from Eq. (2), employing Nernstian expressions
for the dependence of potential on reagent concentrations, giving Eq. (7).
-[--ff ) -ff )
(7)
The last term in Eq. (7) is a second order term that is quite small (approximately 10 _V at
25 deg C). In evaluating the thermoneutral potential of the NiCd cell from Eq. (7), it is
found that, to first order, the temperature dependence of the reversible potential cancels out
the temperature dependence introduced by the entropic term. Using the reversible
potentials and their temperature derivatives for reactions (4)-(6), the thermoneutral
potential is found to be 1.448 volts. This voltage is independent of temperature to first
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order for the NiCd cell.
Measurements of the thermoneutral potential based on calorimetry have indicated a value
of 1.45 volts (Ref. 3). More accurate measurements at different temperatures have
indicated 1.454+0.013 volts at 5 deg C, and 1.453+0.004 volts at 20 deg C using data from
Ref. 4. All these measurements are in excellent agreement with the value calculated above
based on reversible potentials and their temperature coefficients. The temperature
derivative of the potential for the nickel electrode reaction may be refined from these data
to give -0.001534 volts/K, a value that will be used in the next section for nickel hydrogen
cell calculations. These measurements are summarized in Table 1, and are based on
measured heat production during discharge over a range of depths-of-discharge, currents,
and temperatures. Thermal output was determined by integrating over the charge and
discharge cycles, with heat being determined by the difference in temperature between the
top and the baseplate of a 50 Ah NiCd battery. The temperature difference was calibrated
by holding the battery in steady-state overcharge, where a precisely known thermal output
is obtained.
Table 1. Thermal Data for Obtaining Thermoneutral Potentials for NiCd Cells
Test Temp. DOD Voltage Current Power Heat Eth
Number deg C (volts) (amps) (watts) (watts) (volts)
1 20 0.167 27.77 14.00 388.85 59.5 1.456
1 20 0.343 27.59 13.77 379.86 59.5 1.450
1 20 0.481 27.53 13.62 374.88 60.0 1.451
2 5 0.302 27.42 20.78 569.76 92.5 1.449
3 20 0.282 27.09 30.76 833.36 154.0 1.459
4 5 0.130 28.36 13.72 389.03 57.0 1.478
4 5 0.270 27.61 13.75 379.72 56.0 1.440
4 5 0.424 27.59 13.59 374.91 58.0 1.448
5 20 0.331 27.26 21.08 574.71 97.5 1.449
6 20 0.357 26.96 30.09 811.15 148.0 1.449
7 20 0.351 27.36 20.83 569.98 99.0 1.460
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Table 1A. Average Thermoneutral Potentials for NiCd Ceils
Average Eth (volts) Standard Deviation
5 deg C 1,454 . 0.013 _
20 deg C 1.453 0.004
1.454 0.010All tests
T1
Best Value is 1.454+0.010 volts
IF II
Nickei Hydrogen Cell
In the nickel hydrogen cell the reaction at the nickel electrode is nominally the same as that
in the NiCd cell, and is given by Eq. (4). The negative electrode reaction and the overall
cell reaction are given by Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively.
2H:O+ 2e--'H2 +20H-
(8)
2Ni(OH)2-.2NiOOH +H2 (9)
As can be seen from reaction (9), there is no net change in water or hydroxide as a result
of this reaction. The standard reversible potential of reaction (8) is -0.828 volts, and with
a temperature coefficient at constant pressure of -0.000834 V/deg. The standard reversible
potential of the cell reaction (9) is 1.318 volts. Based on the value for the temperature
coefficient of the reversible potential of the nickel electrode calculated for the nickel
electrode, the temperature coefficient of the standard potential of the nickel hydrogen cell,
i.e. reaction (9), is -0.000700 volts/deg.
Based on Eq. (3) and the Nernst Equation, the thermoneutral potential of the nickel
hydrogen cell may be expressed as
(10)
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The first term in Eq. (10) results from the reversible cell potential and the remaining terms
from the change in entropy from the electrochemical process, the entropic decrease from
hydrogen compression in the cell volume, and the Nernst Eq. These terms are arranged in
decreasing order of significance. At 25 deg C the first term is 1.318 V, the second term is
0.2086 volts, the third term is -0.0295 volts at 10 atm of hydrogen, the fourth term is 0.0128
volts, and the last term is negligable. Thus at 25 deg C the thermoneutral potential of a
nickel hydrogen cell is 1.5394-0.012841nP volts. At 0 deg C it is 1.5384-0.012841nP volts.
These values are approximately 30 mv lower than those in Ref. 5. This difference may in
part be due to the use of potentials and temperature derivatives here based on nickel
electrodes containing approximately 5% cobalt additive. This additive is known todecrease
the reversible potential of the nickel electrode by about 30-40 mV.
Conclusions
The thermoneutral voltage of the nickel hydrogen cell has been semi-empirically evaluated
based on the best available thermal data for the nickel cadmium cell, and the known
thermodynamics of the cadmium and hydrogen electrodes. The thermoneutral potential thus
obtained is dependent on both hydrogen pressure and cell temperature. At room
temperature and average cell pressures of about 300 psia, the thermoneutral potential thus
obtained is 1.501 volts, which is in reasonable agreement with the value of 1.51 volts
commonly employed. In utilizing this voltage for thermal calculations it is necessary to also
include heat from self-discharge and oxygen recombination as additional, and independent
terms.
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Performance Model of a Recirculating Stack
Nickel Hydrogen Cell
Albert H. Zimmerman
The Aerospace Corporation
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A theoretical model of the nickel hydrogen battery cell (Ref. 1) has been utilized to describe
the chemical and physical changes during charge and overcharge in a recirculating stack nickel
hydrogen cell. In particular, the movement of gas and electrolyte have been examined as a
function of the amount of electrolyte put into the cell stack during cell activation, and as a
function of flooding in regions of the gas screen in this cell design, Additionally, a two-
dimensional variation on this model has been utilized to describe the effects of non-uniform
loading in the nickel electrode on the movement of gas and electrolyte within the recirculating
stack nickel hydrogen cell. The type of nonuniform loading that has been examined here is that
associated with higher than average loading near the surface of the sintered nickel electrode, a
condition present to some degree in many nickel electrodes made by electrochemical
impregnation methods (Ref. 2). The effects of high surface loading were examined primarily
under conditions of overcharge, since the movement of gas and electrolyte in the overcharging
condition was typically where the greatest effects of non-uniform loading were found.
The results indicate that significant changes in the capillary forces between cell components
occur as the percentage of free volume in the stack filled by electrolyte becomes very high.
These changes create large gradients in gas-filled space and oxygen concentrations near the
boundary between the separator and the hydrogen electrode when the electrolyte fill is much
greater than about 95% of the stack free volume. At lower electrolyte fill levels, these gaseous
and electrolyte gradients become less extreme, and shift through the separator towards the nickel
electrode. Similarly, flooding of areas in the gas screen cause higher concentrations of oxygen
gas to approach the platinum/hydrogen electrode that is opposite the back side of the nickel
electrode. These results illustrate the need for appropriate pore size distributions, and the
maintenance of both convective electrolyte and gas flow paths through the stack, if the
recirculating stack nickel hydrogen cell design is to work properly.
Two models were utilized to examine the role of surface loading. The first of these was like
that used in Ref. 3, in which a one-dimensional model allowed a relatively high resolution
mapping of cell behavior through the cell stack. The second model was a two-dimensional model
that was capable of examining the properties of the cell stack not only across the stack
components, but also through the height or width of the individual nickel electrode, separator,
or gas screen regions. This second model was applied to cells containing nickel electrodes
having surface loading, as well as to cells where the surface loaded nickel electrodes also had
surface cracks or localized regions of lower surface loading that could allow a more facile flow
of gas or electrolyte. These latter cases allowed the complex interplay of electrode structure,
oxygen recombination, and recirculation patterns to be examined in detail, and indicate situations
where performance problems specific to a recirculating stack cell could be encountered. ' The
results reported here provide reasonable explanations for many of the popping (i.e. explosive
Pfl_c, lr_NG PA'3E BLAr_K NOT FiLMeD
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hydrogen/oxygen recombination) events observed in nickel hydrogen cells. Furthermore, the
results suggest some component and stack design changes that would give this design greater
margin to tolerate and properly manage oxygen evolution and recombination without damaging
the stack components.
DESCRIPTION OF MODELS
The basic architecture of the models applied here have been previously described (Ref. 1),
and thus will not be discussed in detail here. The general modelling method builds up the
desired cell stack design by combining a number of finite elements in the desired physical
arrangement. The elements presently available for this purpose include distinct finite elements
for the nickel electrode, hydrogen electrode, separator, wall wick, gas screen, and the gas spaces
in the cell. The arrangement of these elements indicated in Fig. 1 was used here as the
minimum physically reasonable combination of elements for a one-dimensional model of the
recirculating stack cell. The configuration of Fig. 1 provides for recombination and stack
recirculation by allowing convective and diffusive movement of oxygen gas through the gas
screen (elements 4-13), to recombine at the adjoining hydrogen electrode (element 3). The water
produced by this recombination can wick into the separator (element 2), the wall wick (element
1), and back into the separator(elements 24-33) between the active nickel electrode (elements 14-
23) and the electroactive hydrogen electrode (element 34). This configuration also allows gas
and electrolyte flow in response to capillary, convective, and diffusive forces between the nickel
electrode, the separator, and the active hydrogen electrode. Elements 35 and 36 provide the gas
space that maintains reasonable variation of hydrogen pressure with state of charge in the cell,
and also provide convective and diffusive coupling of gas between the cell gas space and the gas
screens at the back sides of the platinum electrodes.
The model described by Fig. 1 consisted of 36 elements. To discern the material gradients
through the gas screen, separator, and nickel electrode, each of these components was divided
into 10 equally sized finite elements. Thus a scan through elements 2-34 provided at any point
Gas Space
Wall Wick 1
p Gas Screen
2 3 4-14
Separator
Figure 1.
Nickel Electrode Separator Pt[
15-23 24-33
Gas Space 36
Assembly of Finite Elements for Modeling a One-Dimensional Recirculating
Stack Nickel Hydrogen Cell.
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in time an indication of how element properties (such as oxygen pressure, hydrogen pressure,
state-of-charge, electrolyte concentration, or porosity) varied through the repeating stack unit.
The component dimensions employed here were a 1 cm 2 area for all components, coupled with
thicknesses of 0.3 mm for the separator, 0.16 mm for the hydrogen electrode, 0.5 mm for the gas
screen, 0.8 mm for the nickel electrode, and a 0.1 mm thick wall wick. Appendix A lists the data
file used in setting up and running the model, and lists all the physical and electrochemical
parameters utilized by the model as well as the geometric arrangement of the elements. For the
different cells modeled here, the only parameters that were changed were the electrolyte fill in
the stack components (hydrogen and nickel electrodes, separator, and wall wick) and the porosity
of the gas screen. Thus, the flooding of the gas screen studied herein applies to the situation
where approximately 1 cm 2 of the gas screen is partially or fully flooded. Ref. 1 describes the
role of each of the parameters listed in Appendix A in considerably more detail.
The cell described in Fig. 1 contains 55 interfaces across which materials such as gas,
electrolyte, or solid-state protons can move. Protons were only allowed to diffuse within the
active material of the nickel electrode (elements 14-23). Electrolyte was only allowed to move
by capillary, convective, or diffusive forces between the stack and wall wick elements (1-3, 14-
34). Gas movement was allowed between all elements by either convective or diffusive forces.
The transport of electrons and the charge exchange processes in the cell were modeled using
the component arrangement indicated in Fig. 2. Here the microscopic details within the 5-10
micron layers of active material in the nickel electrode described in Ref. 1 have been replaced
with a lumped combination of charge transport processes in each nickel electrode element. This
provides an excellent characterization of macroscopic performance of the stack, at the cost of
poor fidelity for predicting effects due to microscopic depletion in the nickel electrode. For this
reason, the voltage of the nickel hydrogen cell at the start of charge, and near the end of
discharge is not expected to agree precisely with real cells. The model illustrated in Fig. 2
contains 52 charge transport and charge transfer components, 10 involving nickel electrode sinter
conduction, 10 each involving oxygen evolution and 13-13charge transfer processes, 1 each
involving structure conduction and hydrogen oxidation/reduction in the hydrogen electrode, and
20 involving ionic conduction in the electrolyte between elements.
For a more detailed picture of how nickel electrode surface loading could affect cell
operation, the two-dimensional model illustrated in Fig. 3 was also used. This 2-D model has
the cell components stacked in the x-direction. This model includes a second dimension
perpendicular to the stack, in the y-direction. The 2-D model sacrifices some of the spatial
resolution in the x-direction to obtain a picture of element parameters in both the x and y-
14 15 19 23
Nickel electrode
m
],
34
t't
Figure 2. Electrical Component Configuration for One-Dimensional Model of a Recirculating
Stack Nickel Hydrogen Cell.
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directions. In Fig. 3, which includes 45 total finite elements, the element numbers are indicated
in each region of the cell. In Fig. 3, each group of three elements in the gas screen, nickel
electrode, and the separator are arranged along the x-direction.
Wall Wick 3
Gas Space\
\
Pt
Gas Screen NickelElectrode 7 - 9 Separator 4 - 6 43
10-12 Pt
Pt Gas Screen NickelElectrode 16-18 Separator 19-21 4213-151 ___m Pt
Gas Screen NickelElectrode 25-27 Separator 22-24 41
2S-30
Gas Screen _Tickel Electrode 34-36 Separator 37-39 40
31-33 r,
45 Gas Space
44
Separator
Figure 3. Finite Element Assembly for Simulating a Recirculating Stack Nickel Hydrogen
Cell in Two-Dimensions.
The physical size of the system modeled here was 1 cm 2 for all stack components in the one
dimensional model. For the 2-D model of Fig. 3, the total surface area of the stack components
was also 1 cm", however, this area was divided between the different elements in the y-direction
according to the details of the system being modeled, as will be discussed later. For example,
a crack in the surface of the nickel electrode against the gas screen was simulated by making
elements 30-41 0.1 mm high, while elements 4-21, 31-40, and 42-43 were all 3.3 mm high (the
crack was actually simulated by giving element 27 a very low loading level). In addition to the
45 finite elements present in the 2-D model, there were 83 interfaces through which gas and/or
electrolyte could move, and 95 electrical components describing electronic conduction, ionic
conduction, and charge transfer processes. The only charge transfer processes considered here
were 13-Ni(OI-I)2 redox, oxygen evolution, and hydrogen redox processes. The detailed parameters
describing the these processes and the detailed arrangement of elements, interfaces, and
components are given in Appendix B. Ref. 1 describes the role of each of the parameters listed
in Appendices A and B in considerably more detail.
Figure 4 indicates the paths for charge transport in the 2-D model, with the 46 electrical
nodes being noted. The picture in Fig. 4 can be best thought of as involving a resistive network
(highlighted) overlaying a network of ionic conduction, with charge transfer in the nickel and
hydrogen electrodes coupling these two networks. The resistive network distributes electrons
through the metallic conduction paths Of the electrodes, the ionic conduction network describes
ionic movement of charge in the electrolyte, with the electrochemical reactions in the nickel and
hydrogen electrodes enabling charge conversion between the electronic and ionic charge carriers.
The circles in Figure 4 represent the charge transfer resistances from the Butler-Volmer Eq.,
with those in the nickel electrode involving the parallel processes of the electrode
charge/discharge process and the oxygen evolution process. In the hydrogen electrode, the circles
represent the charge transfer resistance of only the hydrogen reaction.
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Nickel Electrode Separator Pt Electrode
Figure 4. Diagram Showing Paths for Charge Transport Through 2-D Model. The Shaded
Paths are Electronic Conduction, Circles are Charge Transfer Processes.
ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL RESULTS
EFFECT OF VARYING ELECTROLYTE FILL IN STACK
The percentage of porosity within the stack of components (excluding the gas screen void
volume) was varied from 88% to 99%, with the latter fill being very close to a flooded cell. The
model was then used to determine where the electrolyte ends up and where gases flow during
charge at 2 ma/cm: (about C/10) for 80,000 sec, which is long enough to bring the cell into
oxygen evolution at about 90% of the applied current (i.e. 10% charge efficiency). Figure 5
indicates the typical cell voltage and pressure profiles during charge. Voltage and pressure did
not change much as the amount of electrolyte in the stack was varied at these relatively high
levels. The lack of a clear transition into overcharge is because the temperature was 20 deg C.
At lower temperatures there appears a much clearer distinction between recharge and overcharge,
as the oxygen evolution potential increases relative to the recharge potential.
The cell charge was started from an initial state where 0.01 atm of oxygen was artificially
present in the gas space, and 2.0 atm of hydrogen gas was initially present in the discharged cell.
In some of the data that follows, effects are seen early in the recharge from recombination of this
oxygen. After this early equilibration period, the oxygen pressure in the cell was generally low
early in the charge period, rising to much higher values at the end of charge. Figures 6 and 7
indicate the variation in oxygen pressure across the stack at 10,000 sec, when the cell is not in
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overcharge, and at 80,000 sec, when the cell is in overcharge. These figures clearly show the
profile of higher levels of oxygen in the nickel electrode, since this is where the oxygen is being
generated. They also show higher levels of oxygen moving into the separator from the nickel
electrode as the amount of electrolyte in the stack is increased. At very high levels of electrolyte,
this can result in a very steep gradient in oxygen pressure near the surface of the platinum
electrode. This is a situation in which it is very possible to form actual bubbles of oxygen gas.
It should be noted that this model does not differentiate between gas bubbles and uniformly
dispersed gas.
Figure 8 indicates the change in oxygen pressure with time during charge in element 20,
which is in the center of the nickel electrode. The oxygen pressure is at its maximum level in this
element, since the source of the oxygen is the nickel electrode. Figure 8 shows how the oxygen
pressure starts to build up, particularly at the center of the nickel electrode as the cell goes into
overcharge at about 36,000 sec. A very similar time dependence for the buildup of oxygen was
observed in the other elements of the cell, however because transport of oxygen to the Pt catalyst
electrodes was more facile than from element 20, the pressures attained during overcharge were
less than in element 20.
Figures 9 and 10 indicate the variation in porosity through the cell stack at 10,000 see into
charge (when very little oxygen evolution occurs), and at 80,000 sec (when most of the charge
current is going into oxygen evolution. The porosity, as defined here, refers to the fraction of
the element volume available to contain gas, thus is not filled with solid materials or electrolyte.
As shown in Fig. 9, when little oxygen is being evolved, there is a large porosity gradient
between the hydrophobic Pt catalyst electrode and the separator and nickel electrodes. This is
particularly true at high KOH fill levels where both the separator and the nickel electrode are
nearly flooded with electrolyte. When there is significant oxygen evolution and recombination
(Fig. 10), while the Pt electrode porosity is not changed much, the separator porosity is increased
significantly by the movement of oxygen through the separation region. In full overcharge (2
ma/cm :) at 80,000 sec, most of the oxygen is transported through the gas screen to recombine
on the back side of the adjacent Pt electrode. However, at electrolyte fill levels less than 90%,
a very significant fraction of the generated oxygen diffuses as gas through the open spaces in the
separator material to recombine on the Pt catalyst.
The development of the porosity during the 80,000 sec charge period is indicated in Figs.
11-13, for elements 15, 24, and 34, respectively. In element 15 (nickel electrode) the porosity
generally increases through the charge period as the flux of oxygen migrating through the nickel
electrode in this region to the gas screen increases. In element 24 (separator), the porosity at
high electrolyte fill levels does not change much with oxygen evolution since there is little space
for electrolyte to move into. This behavior illustrates that capillary forces essentially disappear
at high electrolyte fill levels, since essentially all pores are filled with electrolyte. Most of the
free volume tends to end up in the hydrophobic regions of the Pt catalyst electrode. Interestingly,
in Fig. 12 with a 98% fill factor or less, a significant upswing in porosity is seen in the separator
commencing when oxygen evolution begins, essentially a result of the interplay of increasing
capillary forces and the pressure of oxygen evolution and movement from the nickel electrode
towards the Pt catalyst. Element 34 (Fig. 13, Pt electrode) indicates that there is a threshold of
electrolyte fill at about 95-96%, such that if more electrolyte is present some flooding of the Pt
electrode occurs as the Pt electrode recombines oxygen, largely because the other cell components
are not able at these high fill levels to wick the electrolyte from the Pt electrode. As the
charging continues and gas pressure builds up, more space becomes available in the cell (active
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material density increases), and the porosity of the Pt electrode increases. At electrolyte fill
levels below 95%, the higher porosity in the Pt electrode is always maintained, because the other
cell components are capable of effectively wicking electrolyte at all times.
The concentration of electrolyte varies across the stack in a dynamic way dictated by all
reactions in the cell. Fig. 14 indicates the concentration gradient at 10,000 sec into charge, when
essentially no oxygen is being evolved. The concentration of KOH is lower in the nickel
electrode because water is being generated by the charging reaction, and is higher in the platinum
electrode (element 34) because water is being consumed in the generation of hydrogen. These
processes maintain about a 2% concentration gradient across the stack modeled here, with little
changes being seen in the KOH concentration at the recombination Pt electrode or the wall wick.
However, when oxygen is being evolved (Fig. 15, 80,000 sec into charge) a significant
reduction in the KOH concentration in the recombination Pt electrode is seen due to the
recombination of oxygen that passes through the gas screen. It should be noted here that this
quite low KOH concentration would actually be dispersed across a more extended stack of plate
components in a real cell, since an electroactive Pt electrode would cancel out much of the
lowered concentration seen here in element 2. The variation in KOH concentration in element
2 also shows that at KOH fill factors above 90-95% the ability of the wall wick to effectively
transport electrolyte falls off dramatically. In the remainder of the stack the loss of oxygen to
the recirculation process results in a slightly increased concentration profile, all the while
maintaining the approximately 2% gradient between the Ni and Pt plates.
Figs. 16-19 focus on the changes in KOH concentration during the full 80,000 sec charge
period in elements 2, 15, 24, and 34 respectively. These elements represent the recombination
Pt electrode, the nickel electrode, the separator, and the Pt/H_ electrode. These figures show the
KOH concentration dropping in the recombination Pt electrode (element 2) when significant
oxygen evolution begins, and at the same time a significant increase in the remainder of the stack
(elements 15-34).
It is typically assumed that the nickel electrode charges and discharges uniformly through
the thickness of the sintered electrode, simply because the sinter structure is both highly porous
and highly conductive. Figures 20 and 21 indicate the gradient in state-of-charge realized across
the nickel electrode at 10,000 and 80,000 see into a 2 ma/cm _ charge. In Fig. 20 it is clear that
the nickel electrode charges more efficiently on the side facing the separator and the Pt/I-I_
electrode. This is primarily because of the ionic resistance in the electrolyte through the nickel
electrode, with some contribution from the varying oxygen activity arid KOH concentration
through the nickel electrode. In Fig. 21, this state-of-charge variation through the thickness of
the sinter is reduced as the electrode approaches the fully charged state. Fig 21 also shows a
cumulative effect of electrolyte fill level on charge efficiency. High fill factors give improved
charge efficiency. A number of factors contribute to this effect. First, the greater amount of
electrolyte reduces the ionic resistance. Second, the higher oxygen pressure in the nickel
electrode slightly improves the charge efficiency by reducing the oxygen evolution rate. Finally,
the slightly elevated KOH concentration associated with the higher electrolyte fill factors act to
slightly improve charge efficiency.
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EFFECTS OF GAS SCREEN FLOODING
The effect of flooding the gas screen in a region of the nickel hydrogen is of interest,
because some cell activation procedures may leave excess amounts of electrolyte trapped in the
gas screen. Intuitively, it seems clear that this will limit gas transport in and out of the hydrogen
electrode, and if enough of the gas screen is flooded, severe impacts on the cell performance will
result. The gas screen flooding modeled here was done assuming that only 1 cm 2 of the gas
screen is flooded. This is insufficient to significantly affect the electrical performance of the cell
much, since there is very little overpotential associated with the hydrogen electrode. However,
gas screen flooding will redirect oxygen transport in the flooded regions, giving local areas of
higher than normal oxygen pressure. This was modeled here by filling the gas screen region of
elements 4-13 with KOH in a 1 cm _ area. The model was then run with several electrolyte fill
levels: 95 and 98%.
Figure 22 indicates the variation in oxygen pressure through the stack when the gas screen
is flooded, in comparison with a non-flooded gas screen. Clearly, the flooded gas screen allows
high pressures of oxygen gas to approach the Pt electrode through the gas screen. In addition,
the increased oxygen flux forced through the nickel electrode and the separator results in
considerably higher oxygen pressures through the separator and approaching the active Pt/H_
electrode. Clearly this situation significantly increases the likelihood of popping, i.e. explosive
recombination of oxygen on the Pt surface when the oxygen concentration locally exceeds 4%
of the hydrogen (about 1 atm oxygen here).
Figure 23 indicates how gas screen flooding affects the porosity of the cell stack when the
cell is in overcharge. The flooding of the gas screen has little effect by itself on the porosity of
the components, since this is primarily dictated by the amount of electrolyte in the stack coupled
with the pore size distributions of the components. If this model were run in a mode where the
electrolyte was not trapped in the gas screen, but could undergo free transport in or out of the
stack, greater effects would be seen on the porosity in the stack components.
Figure 24 indicates how gas screen flooding affects the electrolyte concentration gradient
through the stack when the cell is in steady-state overcharge (i.e. at 80,000 sec into charge).
Again, while gas screen flooding reduces the electrolyte concentration throughout the stack by
about 0.3%, there is little change in this concentration profiles for cells of differing KOH fill
levels which have flooded gas screens. There is a significant interplay between the KOH fill and
gas screen flooding in terms of the wall wick function in the ceil. This is because the wall wick
loses its capillary function above 95-96% KOH fill, in addition to the change in oxygen
recombination as the gas screen floods. Thus, in Fig. 24, at a 95% KOH fill, a cell with a
flooded gas screen will tend to wick some electrolyte from the stack, while this essentially is
turned off at a 98% KOH fill.
A significant driving force for degradation in nickel hydrogen cells during overcharge, and
for developing oxygen bubbles and popping, is the pressure differential developed across the
stack components as the cell is charged and discharged. In overcharge it is possible to build up
a significant overpressure of oxygen gas if the gas transport is sufficiently inhibited by low
component porosity, or the gas evolution rate is sufficiently high. Fig. 25 indicates the pressure
differential resulting from the model runs described above at the 80,000 see point in charge, i.e.
when the cell is in overcharge. Fig. 25 plots the maximum pressure differential between the
nickel electrode and the separator or gas screen elements adjacent to the Pt electrodes. With the
normally functioning gas screen, very little pressure differential is seen until the KOH fill reaches
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96-98%. When areas of the gas screen become flooded, the pressure differential is increased
4-5 times. With a flooded gas screen region, electrolyte fill levels above about 90% will likely
result in a significant pressure differential across the stack. Clearly, the location of electrolyte
in the cell can play a large factor in establishing stress levels during overcharge, and cumulative
stress during long term cycling.
RESULTS WITH NON-UNIFORM LOADING
Four differing non-uniform loading profiles in the nickel electrode were examined in
comparison with a uniform loading of 1.6 g/cc void. Figure 26 indicates these four loading
profiles. Profile A has high loading only on the gas screen side of the nickel electrode. Profile
B has high loading only on the separator side, while profiles C and D have high and moderate
loading on both surfaces of the nickel electrode. As indicated in Fig. 26, the loading drops
linearly to a minimum level in the center of the nickel electrode. The total amount of active
material in the nickel electrode is maintained at a constant level in all these simulations. All of
these simulations started with 95% of the volume in the components being filled with 31% KOH
electrolyte. Other pertinent parameters are indicated in Appendix B. The simulations that were
run consisted of charging at 2 ma/cm 2 for 80,000 sec, long enough to charge the cell and to be
in overcharge. Typically, the cell was 92% charged by this charge cycle, and the internal
hydrogen pressure was 27-28 atm, depending on the quantity of oxygen in the cell when it was
in overcharge. The pore size distribution in the nickel electrode was assumed to shift linearly
from a generic distribution measured for a relatively uniformly loaded electrode, towards smaller
pore sizes according to the remaining free volume in the nickel electrode elements. A density
of 3.6 g/cc was used for the nickel electrode active material, thus it was not possible to fill the
pores with active material beyond this density.
Figure 27 indicates the effect of non-uniform loading on the buildup of oxygen in the cell
components during the charge, showing oxygen partial pressure at the end of the recharge period.
The oxygen builds up in the nickel electrode as the cell goes into overcharge, being quite low
prior to overcharge. The high surface loading prevents the diffusion of oxygen from the nickel
electrode, thus resulting in very high partial pressures of oxygen. Figure 27 indicates the oxygen
partial pressure through the stack for loading profiles A-D in Fig. 26, along with the uniformly
loaded case. In the case where the high surface loading exists on both surfaces of the nickel
electrode, the total pressure in the nickel electrode exceeds that outside the nickel electrode, since
even the strong convective flows in the stack are unable to move enough through the nickel
electrode surfaces to maintain uniform pressure. This is shown in Fig. 28. These pressure
differentials clearly can exert significant stress on the structure of the nickel electrode, possibly
contributing to swelling, active material being forced from the pores and into the separator, and
blistering.
Fig. 29 compares the electrolyte concentrations for uniformly and non-uniformly loaded
nickel electrodes when in overcharge. Local concentration gradients clearly become much more
significant when the nickel electrode has local areas of high loading, particularly when the
highest loaded areas are adjacent to the separator rather than near the gas screen. These localized
areas of high loading tend to support most of the oxygen evolution and charging reactions, thus
developing a more strongly graded electrolyte concentration.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL RESULTS
The two dimensional model described earlier was first run with a uniform loading level in
the nickel electrode of 1.6 g/cc void. The results from this simulation are indicated in Figure 30,
which shows the percentage of oxygen in the gas phase present within the cell as a function of
position within each component. The slightly increased oxygen levels at the top of the cell result
from electrolyte recirculation through the wall wick from the Pt electrode on the left, to the
separator on the right. This pumps some additional electrolyte into the top of the separator on
the right side of the stack in Fig. 30, thus slightly inhibiting oxygen diffusion in this wetter
region. As indicated by Fig. 30, the oxygen level only reaches a 4-5% concentration in the
middle of the nickel electrode, with levels under 1% existing in the separators and gas screens.
Clearly in this case there is facile transport of gas and liquid components through the cell, and
there is little risk of popping or other phenomena associated with the buildup of oxygen in the
stack. Figure 30 indicates the way the nickel hydrogen cell is supposed to work in terms of gas
and electrolyte transport.
Another simulation was run with surface layers 25% of the thickness of the nickel electrode
on each side of the electrode. These surface layers were loaded at 3.1 g/cc void. The inner 50%
of the electrode thickness was loaded at a level which gave an average loading level of 1.6 g/cc
void. It should be noted here that the cell voltage during recharge differed by less than 5 my
between the surface loaded cases and the uniformly loaded cases, with the voltage being slightly
higher when the loading was not uniform. Figure 31 indicates contours of oxygen concentration
for this case. The oxygen level in the nickel electrode is dramatically increased, with oxygen
levels over 80% being obtained in the center of the nickel electrode near the bottom of the stack.
Oxygen concentrations as high as 2% penetrate as far as 50% of the way through the separator
towards the Pt electrode. Although these oxygen levels are quite high, they are dissipated in a
relatively uniform way through the separator and gas screen such that the Pt electrode is not
exposed to oxygen concentrations over 1%. This is well below the level of 4% required to
initiate a popping event, i.e. a localized hydrogen/oxygen explosion.
The asymmetry between the top and the bottom of the stack in Fig. 31 is again due to the
recirculation of electrolyte through the wall wick at the top of the ceil. This characteristic
recirculation pattern gives higher oxygen levels at the top of the cell. The increased oxygen level
at the bottom of the nickel electrode and the adjacent separator is likely to result from gas
transport being more facile away from the boundaries of the cell.
Variation in the transport of gas in the y-direction in the cell was modeled by putting a
small crack in the position of element 27, which was on the side of the nickel electrode against
the gas screen. This crack was a surface region 0.1 mm high and 25% of the electrode thickness,
and which was loaded at 0.115 g/cc void. The remaining regions of the nickel electrode were
loaded at 0.115 g/ccv if in the center, and 3.1 g/ccv if on the surface. Thus, element 27 provided
a channel for gas flow out of the nickel electrode. Clearly, if surface loading exists in nickel
electrodes, there will be areas having lower loading and other areas where actual channels exist
to allow gas flow out of the electrode. The crack designed into the electrode is meant to simulate
these kinds of areas.
Figure 32 indicates the results of this simulation in the form of contours of oxygen
concentration throughout the cell stack. As expected, the oxygen preferentially moves out of the
nickel electrode and into the gas screen through the crack, giving a small region in the gas screen
where a higher concentration of oxygen exists. Because the gas screen allows facile movement
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and diffusion of gas, high concentrations of oxygen do not penetrate very far into the gas screen
region. Thus, as long as the gas screen is maintained relatively free of entrapped electrolyte,
there appears to be little risk of igniting the high oxygen levels in the nickel electrode through
the gas screen. Interestingly, a secondary effect of the crack in the nickel electrode in Fig. 32
is that it forces a stronger recirculation pattern by channeling the oxygen through the gas screen.
This reeirculation pattern is recognized by the curvature of the oxygen contours at the top of the
cell stack in Fig. 32. However, the oxygen gradients are still greatest at the surface of the nickel
electrode, and oxygen concentrations up to 4% still only penetrate about 50°/, of the way through
the separator.
A final simulation, which was very similar to that of Fig. 32, was done, except that the crack
was put on the separator side of the nickel electrode (in the element 25 position). The size and
loading associated with this crack were the same as previously described. Fig. 33 shows the
contours of oxygen in the cell stack obtained during overcharge. The increased oxygen transport
through the crack is seen as a bulge in the contours in the separator on the right side of the cell.
As it propagates through the separator, this bulge moves upward, until about 75% of the way to
the top of the stack, it touches the Pt electrode at an oxygen concentration of about 4%. It is
clearly possible in this situation to ignite the oxygen, and potentially to propagate an ignition
front back toward the nickel electrode. Interestingly, if the bulge were to propagate uniformly
across the separator, it is unlikely that it would reach the Pt electrode at a 4% oxygen level. The
i'ecirculation of electrolyte into the top of the separator makes the dissipation of the oxygen bulge
much more difficult near the top of the stack. In addition, some oxygen is being channeled
through the wall wick and into the separator on the left side of the stack. These effects from the
recirculation process accentuate the increased oxygen concentration in the separator in regions
where the wall wick contacts separator. The increased wetness of the top of the separator on the
right side of the stack also results in a significantly higher concentration of oxygen within the
top of the nickel electrode, whei'e hauch of the internal volume contains more than 80% oxygen
gas.
Clearly, the variation of separator wetness possible in a recirculating design can increase
the likelihood of popping if surface loading exists, particularly when compared to a back-to-back
design where oxygen is expected to move much more uniformly across the separator. Note that
the bottom of the separator on the right side, which is the driest region, is carrying the majority
of the oxygen gas, but the 4% ox'_gen contour reaches only a little more than 50% of the way
through the separator.
CONCLUSIONS
The behavior described above for a recirculating stack nickel hydrogen cell is in all cases
exactly what would be expected based on the present qualitative physical understanding of the
nickel hydrogen cell. The results of this model, however, allow the details of cell performance
and operation to be better quantified, and provide some visibility into how the various physical
and electrochemical processes operate at a microscopic scale through the component stack. This
information can serve as a useful guide f'or those who design and operate nickel hydrogen cells.
The results of the studies reported here indicate that the transport of gas and electrolyte
through the nickel hydrogen cell can have very significant effects on the performance of the cell,
depending on the amount and location of electrolyte in the cell. For the recirculating stack
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design modeled here, as well as for other cell designs, it is necessary to maintain appropriately
designed gas and electrolyte management processes during all periods of cell operation. In the
recirculating stack modeled here, it is clear that if the fraction of stack void volume filled with
electrolyte exceeds a threshold of 90-95%, significant changes in the internal cell operation occur.
Capillary forces become exceedingly weak, wall wicks become much less effective, and the
interface between the separator and the Pt electrode can become the site of large gradients in
porosity and oxygen pressure.
If the gas screen in the recirculating stack is allowed to flood in localized regions, high
oxygen pressures are allowed to approach the Pt electrode through the gas screen. Clearly these
results have ramifications both in terms of how the nickel hydrogen call stack is designed, how
individual components are manufactured, and how cells are activated with electrolyte. Further
modeling of specific activation processes could be most instructive in indicating techniques to
prevent popping and to assure appropriate electrolyte fill levels in the cell. These results clearly
show that the major material conversion and transport processes in the nickel hydrogen cell can
be usefully modeled, and that the results can provide guidance to cell designers, manufacturers,
and users.
The effects of non-uniform nickel electrode loading on the operation of a recirculating
stack nickel hydrogen cell were modeled, and it was found that variations in loading levels within
the nickel electrode can have a profound effect on local levels of oxygen in the cell, and can also
affect local electrolyte concentrations during recharge, and presumably discharge. Loading
variations can channel oxygen generated from overcharging the nickel electrode either into the
gas screen, or into the separator. Channeling such oxygen into a relatively dry gas screen was
found to have no undesirable consequences for a C/10 overcharge rate. Channeling oxygen into
the separator was found to couple into the recirculation pattern in the cell such that oxygen
concentrations in excess of 4% could contact the Pt electrode. Such contact occurred in regions
where separator wetness was maximized by the recirculation process. The coincidence of an area
of high wetness due to the cell recirculation path with an area on the nickel electrode surface that
channels oxygen into the separator, could lead to very serious popping within the nickel hydrogen
cell.
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Figure 30. Oxygen Concentration
in Reeirculating Stack NiH., Cell During Overcharge,
Uniform Loading @ 1.6 g/cc, 95% KOH Fill
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Figure 32. Oxygen Concentration in Recirculating Stack NiH z Cell with Surface
Loading (3.1 g/ccv), and with surface crack on Gas screen side of Ni electrode
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Figure 33. Oxygen Concentration in Recirculating Stack NiHz Cell with Surface
Loading (3.1 g/ccv), and with surface crack on Separator side of Ni electrode.
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1.52
I._
1.44
1.44
1.44
1.42
1o4
1.38
1.3&
1.34
90"AH NI H2 CELL VOLTAGE
,,r
,J
(
(4)
charge t_fd=
te
c,)
0-,
4
$
4--
l i_zi_
_>*.
- _OWER DISSIPATED IN CHARGE:
experimental lactom:
nl = 0.074
n2 = 0.64
_ n3 = 0.4
i
13 Cc/Cd
nZ Uclc
I
nl Uc Ic
n3 Uclc
1.34
1993 Nasa Aerospace Batt=ry WorlUhol:), November 16-18
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1.6
1.55
1.5
_L45
1.4
1J5
1.3
64 AH NIH2 CELL VOLTAGE IN CHARGE
"L- 1.546
- 1.491
n
electrochemical reaction,,_: 2)
(1)
+
(2)
(2) +
+,3) (4)
(3) +
:9
" k=C_/Cdo.94;.oJ.o_,_
charge
J
1.5
3.5
Z-5
_r
z
_L
1.5
1 m
POWER DISSIPATED IN CHARGE
- experimental factors :
nl =0.074
n2=0.395
r_Udq
nlUclc
/ [
.,/ , "
• "-5 k=Cc/Cd 0.94 'I'
.07
UtR
nR4.
1.28 1,.5
199'IN= Acroapace Battery Workshop, November 16-18
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U CELL VOLTAGE
JOULE EFFECT
CONTACT RESISTANCE
TERMINAL RESISTANCE
;ONTACT RESISTANCE
ELECTROCHE MICAL
HEATING
STACK
:i
NICKEL TABS RESISTANCE
C;
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THERMAL MODELING OF NIH2 BATTERIES
-,4
C(_JPLE
36 NODES PER COUPLE
"I-V
;If_. r7 t
¢"K r'h
ql
22 NODES PER PLATE
199"3 Nua Ac_r_¢¢ Bau©ry Worl_kop, Novcmbc¢ 16-1|
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THERMAL MODELING OF NIH2 BATTERIES
15-2- AT CELL LEVEL ! 1/4 OF A CELL! i __=INTE..3RATiON OF BATTERY STRUCTURE AT CELL LEVEL"
MODEL APPROACH •
230_
2204
2104
4
ALUMINIUM SLEEVE
+
SOUTHANE RESIN
1107
STACK
ALUMINIUM
BASE PLATE
ALVEOLUS
+
SOLITHANE RESIN 1_07
2007
RADIATOR
1993 Nasa Aerospace Battery Workshop, November 16-18
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5.1 -
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH "
-> EVALUATION OF THERMAL CAPACITY
(SPECIFIC TEST)
VHS 96 CM [ --> _ C _,k,,_ = 2333 J/*C
WITH SLEEVE AND ALVEOLUS [ --> _ C ¢,_r,=,,,,, = 2330 J/*£
7
,--, •
--> EVALUATION OF HEAT GENERATION
(SPECIFIC TEST)
VHS 96 CM TOTAL AVERAGE HEAT DISSIPATION IN DISCHARGE
70% DOD " P = 1'2.W
80% DOD " P = 1'6.5W
-> TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ON ,_ VI.-IS 90 CM CELL
CORRELATION WITH MODEL PFEDIETr_NS
(SEE THERMAL VACCUM TEs'Ir ON VHS 96 CM CELL)
,#-
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THERMAL MODELING OF NIH2 BATTERIES
SIDE
PLATE
(3 NODES)
I
840 NODES FOR THE WHOLE BASEPLATE I
1993 N=_t Acro_p=¢= ]_tttcr7 Wor_bop, November 16-18
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]>
THERMAL MODELING OF NIH2 BATTERIES _L5.5- BATTERY COMPLETE MODEL i
COMPLETE SYSTEM • 983 NODES
27 CELLS (5 NODES EACH)
WITH ALL BASIC INPUTS
DIODES SYSTEM
(8 NODES)
1993 Nasa A©rcupacc BalteryWorkshop, November 16-18
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5.1
WITH THIS APPROACH "
SIMPLIFIED CELL MODEL
SIMPLIFIED DIODE MODEL
BASEPLATE MODEL
x 27
" 5 NODES --> 135 NODES
• 8 NODES --> 8NODES
" 840 NODES --> 840 NODES
COMPLETE SYSTEM " 983 NODES
>
+14
-,.i
A COMPLETE DETAILED MODEL
DETAILED CELL MODEL
DETAILED DIODE MODEL
BASEPLATE MODEL
x 27
• 250 NODES ---> 6750 I',IODES
" 33 NODES --> 331NODES
• 840 NODES --> 840 NODES
COI_PtE/E SYSTEM 7623 NODES
7,1"
FURTHERMORE EXPERIMENTAL STEPS .adRIEDIII_Cq'I.Y gqCLUDED
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM _3t, IDIEL
(AT CELL AND DIODE LEVEL)
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Charge Efficiency of Ni/H 2 Cells During Transfer Orbit of Telstar 4 Satellites
by
W.C. Fang, D.W. Maurer, B. Vyas and M.N. Thomas
INTRODUCTION
The TELSTAR 4 communication satellites being manufactured by Martin Marietta
Astro Space (Astro Space) for AT&T are three axis stabilized spacecraft 1 scheduled to be
launched on expendable vehicles such as the Atlas or Ariane rockets. Typically, these
spacecraft consist of a box that holds the electronics and supports the antenna reflectors
and the solar array wings. The wings and reflectors are folded against the sides of the box
during launch and the spacecraft is spun for attitude control in that phase; they are then
deployed after achieving the final orbit. The launch phase and transfer orbits required to
achieve the final geosynchronous orbit typically take 4 to 5 days during which time the
power required for command, telemetry, attitude control, heaters, etc., is provided by two
50 AH nickel hydrogen batteries augmented by the exposed outboard solar panels. In the
past, this situation has presented no problem since there was a considerable excess of
power available from the array.
In the case of large high powered spacecraft such as TELSTAR 4, however, the
design power levels in transfer orbit approach the time-averaged power available from the
exposed surface area of the solar arrays, resulting in a very tight power margin. To
compound the difficulty, the array output of the spinning spacecraft in transfer orbit is
shaped like a full wave rectified sine function and provides very low charging rates to the
batteries during portions of the rotation (Fig 1). In view of the typically low charging
efficiency of alkaline nickel batteries at low rates, it was decided to measure the efficiency
during a simulation of the TELSTAR 4 conditions at the expected power levels and
temperatures on three nickel hydrogen cells of similar design. The unique feature of nickel
hydrogen ceils that makes the continuous measurement of efficiency possible is that
hydrogen is one of the active materials and thus, cell pressure is a direct measure of the
state of charge or available capacity. The pressure is measured with a calibrated strain
gage mounted on the outside of the pressurized cell.
1The spacecraft is actually spin stabilized in transfer orbit and three axis stabilized (sometimes called body
stabilized) on station in the earth centered coordinate system using momentum wheels and magnetic
torquers.
m_N(OII)CN( ImA'_I BLANK NOT FiLMID
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SIMULATION PARAMETERS
The array power was calculated in one degree increments of spacecraft rotation
and the expected stowed array output. The efficiencies of the charge and discharge
converters were in excess of 90%. The resulting battery charge or discharge current is
shared by the two batteries for each degree of rotation. These calculations were
performed for various spacecraft (S/C) power levels up to 490 W which represents the
expected load with active transfer orbit equipment; also covered were lower loads (430W)
such as those available after the LAE burns, etc.
Traditionally, both batteries share the charge and discharge currents equally
(parallel operation) so that the net time-averaged charging current, with 430 W S/C load,
is only C/98. At 490W S/C load the situation would be much worse. A practical
solution was to employ "sequential charging" to increase the charging current. In this
mode, all the charge current is fed into one battery with the other left on open circuit
during the charge phase; after a period of time, e.g. 15 minutes, the batteries are switched.
In this case, the charging efficiency increases to well above 90% for the 430W load
(Fig.2). Precise measurements of the charge efficiency during sequential charging under
simulated transfer orbit cycle power conditions are presented in this study.
EXPERIMENT
The transfer orbit cycle simulation was accomplished by utilizing the output from a
programmable arbitrary wave form generator (Wavetek Model 175) into a fast power
supply/amplifier (Kepco Model BOP 36-6M; rise time for the current is 5x105 A/sec). The
actual current profiles imposed on the cells were measured across a shunt using a storage
digital oscilloscope ('Nicolet 410). The sampling rate was at 5 msec. Figure 3 shows a
typical recorded profile for current. The recorded profiles were then used to calculate the
net time-averaged current(Iave). The cells were initially brought to -50% state of charge
(- 470 psi) by charging or discharging at 5A and then allowed to equilibrate for a
minimum of 2 hours before starting the experiment. Two current profiles corresponding to
490 W and 430 W S/C loads were used at a period of 3 sec/cycle (10 RPM on the S/C) 2.
For comparison, the cells were also charged at the equivalent time-averaged constant
current of the simulation. The temperatures chosen were 0°C and -15°C corresponding
to the most probable and the lowest expected temperatures, including margin,
respectively.
2This is the baseline SIC spin rate required for attitude control. Other experiments have shown that the
spin rate has minimal effect on the charging efficiency.
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The cell pressure and voltage were monitored during the run. The strain gage was
calibrated at each temperature by charging the cells to various pressures followed by
discharging to 1.0V cutoff to get the corresponding available capacity. The
charge/discharge rate of 5A was used to have a minimal thermal effect and to correspond
to the approximate rate used during the deployment phase. Figure 4 shows the typical
results for capacity versus cell pressure. These data can be fit to an equation of the form:
Capacity (available) = A + BP (a)
where P is the cell pressure and A and B are constants. The charging efficiency, F, by
definition is given by:
F = Capacity(available) (b)
Capacity(input)
The Capacity(input) is simply the time-averaged current multiplied by the time, i.e.,
lave t. Therefore the instantaneous charging efficiency, Ft, becomes:
a (A + Be B_B_(aP)
F,=-_ T_ )=I_ dt (c)
Thus, the instantaneous charging efficiency is the first derivative of the curve of cell
pressure vs. time multiplied by B/Iav e.
A typical curve of the change in cell pressure with time is shown in Fig. 5. The
curve is rather noisy on a micro scale due to the cyclic nature of the current. Consistent,
reliable results were obtained by curve fitting the pressure - time data using TableCurve 3
software with F-statistics as the selection criteria. Figure 6(a) illustrates the typical
goodness-of-fit between the equation and the data. The fit is excellent as evidenced by the
extremely low values in the percentage residual (<9 2%) as shown in Fig 6(b). Similar fits
were obtained for all the data using the equation of the form:
P = C + Dt + Et 3 (d)
where C, D and E are constants. Combining equations (c) and (d) the instantaneous
charging efficiency, Ft, becomes :
Ft = (-_ )( D + 3Et 2 ) (e)
Fitted curves under various test conditions of S/C power, ambient temperature and
3TableCurve, Jandel scientific, Corte Madera, CA.
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.increasing state of charge are illustrated by the plots in Figs. 7 to 11. For comparison, the
charge efficiency under conditions of time-averaged constant charge current at similar S/C
power and temperature are also presented.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The AT&T S/C design rules require that the battery must not be discharged more
than 70% based on a planning estimate of 58 AH total capacity; this corresponds to 17
AH remaining. It was expected that the batteries would be injected into transfer orbit at
85% state of charge 4 or 49 AH available. The charging efficiency for the 430 W and 490
W SIC loads with sequential charging at 0°C and -15°C are shown in Figs. 7 and 8
respectively for available capacity ranging form 20 to 50 AH. These results indicate that:
• the charging efficiency is greater than 95% in most of the range tested, dropping to
92% at 0°C, 490 W at the 49 AH point expected during planning.
• the charging efficiency decreases with increasing state of charge of the cell and the
decrease is more dramatic at 0°C than at -15°C.
• the charging efficiency is higher for 430 W than for 490 W.
• the charging efficiency is higher at lower temperatures due to increased oxygen
overpotential as expected.
It must be emphasized that extrapolation of the curves beyond the data range is
difficult particularly in the higher state of charge ranges. Note that these cells have nearly
70 AH capacity (c.f. Fig. 4) compared to their 50 AH nameplate capacity as do the
TELSTAR 4 cells. Thus, the available capacity levels estimated in planning should be
accomplished at reasonable efficiency. However, at the 490 W load, the time- averaged
current is so low that it requires a significant amount of time to charge the battery. Thus it
will be desirable to operate at lower loads such as 430 W as much as possible, or to utilize
several powered down drift orbits to reach a sufficiently high state of charge prior to the
deployment phase when no charging is possible.
The comparison of the charging efficiency between the simulations and the
equivalent constant current charging is shown in Figs. 9 - 11. (Note that the equivalent
constant current for the two cases are close but not identical to the time averaged
simulation due to the difficulty in adjusting the programmable power supply. These
differences, however, have a negligible effect on the results). In all cases, the constant
current charging yields a slightly higher charging efficiency than the simulation. This can
4Not 100% due to self discharge on the launch pad and support of the S/C loads during ascent phase
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be attributed to the following two factors. First the charging efficiency decreases non-
linearly as the charging current is decreased while the time-averaged calculation assumes it
to be linear so that the efficiency of the equivalent constant current could be either larger
or smaller than that of the time averaged-current depending on whether the deviation of
the efficiency fi'om linearity is negative or positive. The other factor is that the simulation
consists of both discharge and charge cycles, although the net time-averaged charge
current is the same for the simulation as the constant current charging, the net charging
efficiency of the simulation is always smaller than the constant current due to the fact that
the discharging efficiency is always -100% while the charging is not. Thus, the difference
between the simulation and constant current charging will be determined by the sum of
these two factors. The net result, however, is that suitably selected constant current
charging can be used to determine the expected performance of the batteries for these
conditions in qualification and acceptance testing. An example is given in Figure 12 to
illustrate the charging efficiency of constant current charging as a function of both
charging current and cell capacity available(state of charge).
SUMMARY
A sequential charging scheme for nickel hydrogen cells during transfer orbit of
Telstar4 has been demonstrated to provide >90% charge efficiency necessary for a
successful launch of the satellite. As expected, the charge efficiency is higher at lower
ambient temperature of -15C and at a lower power load level of 430W. The charge
efficiency using simulated conditions is slightly lower than charging at time averaged
constant current. However, selected constant current charging can be used to determine
the performance of these batteries for qualification and acceptance testing.
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Orbital Management and Design Considerations for NiCd Satellite
Power Systems
Benjamin J. Tausch II
Martin Marietta Astronautics
July 30, 1993
Abstract
Several recently manufactured 50 and 60 ampere hour aerospace NiCd battery cell lots, produced
by Gates Aerospace Batteries, are prone to premature on orbit performance degradation. The
failure mechanism is cadmium migration, and the consequent development of sot_ shorts. A
Martin Marietta Astronautics satellite program instituted an orbital management strategy for a set
of these batteries that reduced the rate of degradation and brought the system to stable operation.
This strategy involves: a) minimizing the accumulated battery overcharge, b) regular discharge
exercises, and c) periodic battery reconditioning. Because of changes in the NiCd cell
manufacturing process the actual performance of subsequent lots of NiCd cells is open to
question. Future NiCd based power system designs should therefore allow for fine control of
charge parameters, and an on orbit battery reconditioning capability. To minimize risk it is much
better to perform a full life test to qualify the cells before launch, rather than in parallel with
orbital operations. If there are any changes in the manufacturing process of cells, it is extremely
important to maintain very strong cognizance of secondary subcontractors, recognizing that the
cell and battery manufacturing discipline is easily atrophied.
Root Cause of Cell Degradation
Investigation into several recent plate lots from Gates Aerospace Batteries _ led to the conclusion
that defects in the negative electrode was the primary cause of the performance degradation. The
observations of monitored manufacturing parameters and more esoteric parametric relationships
that are not routinely monitored support this. Ground test cells used in the investigation provided
data, but correlation to on orbit degradation was the final criteria for. comparison. In particular,
two NASA missions, Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), and Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
(UARS), have exhibited severe performance problems early in the mission.
The actual cause of the changes in negative plate parameters is still under investigation. Most are
the result of subtle changes and a deterioration in the manufacturing process that accumulated
over several years. Over sixty parameters were investigated. Items that showed correlation relate
to the negative plate. High N/P ratio, high negative plate utilization, high 0° C capacity, and the
ratio of cell 0 ° C capacity to battery 0° C capacity all correlate very well to bad cell lots. Cells with
these characteristics are extremely sensitive to overcharge.
laA.._E BLANK NO]" F_LM|I_
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Common Bus Regulated Battery Charging
Batteries require overcharge to maintain state of charge. Constant current charging can lead to
thermal runaway. To prevent thermal runaway, a power regulator unit (PRU) with a voltage
temperature (V/T) control charging mode was developed) This limits the maximum battery
voltage during charge based on battery temperature: the higher the temperature, the lower the
terminal voltage. The regulator controls voltage by reducing the charge current into the batteries.
This design is the basis for the McDonnell Douglas Modular Power Subsystem (MPS). The MPS
is the power subsystem for NASA Multi-Mission Modular Spacecraft 3 Common bus applications.
Parallel charging common bus applications, developed in the late 1960's, have successfully flown
straight V/T control for years. Specific examples of this are the early Landsat satellites and the
Solar Maximum Mission (SMM).
As the batteries charge, the terminal voltage increases to the WT limit and the PRU reduces the
charge current to the batteries. The current tapers off over the charge cycle. This effect is taper
charging. In this mode, altering the V/T level controls the state of charge of the batteries. The
higher the V/T level, the higher the current at the end of charge. The higher the current, the more
overcharge returned to the batteries. The use of V/T charging eliminated the concern about
thermal runaway, and many "old" battery designs accepted overcharge very well. There are many
batteries in GEO that have overcharged for years with no problems.
Astronautics Satellite Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) Configuration
The Astronautics satellite uses an M:PS based power system. Figure 1 shows the EPS functional
diagram. There are three, 22 cell, 60 ampere hour, Gates 50AB22 lot 13 batteries in the MPS.
The PRU uses NASA standard V/T levels 2 through 8. The PRU also has a current mode with
three charge rates. The current mode limits the maximum charge current to 0, 5, or 10 amperes,
total for all three batteries. There is a + .25 ampere tolerance in current mode. Current mode is
secondary to V/T control. If the battery voltage is greater than the selected V/T level with the 10
ampere current mode selected, V/T control will limit the battery charge current accordingly. The
0 ampere current mode is useful in strict control of battery overcharge and in performing on orbit
battery capacity tests.
There are two relays for each battery in the MPS. The batteries connect to the bus in a primary or
redundant mode, disconnect from the bus, or are diode isolated from the bus. Off line batteries
can connect to reconditioning load banks or a charger external to the MPS. The reconditioning
load bank has a high rate discharge at 22 ohms, and a low rate discharge at 66 ohms. The
reconditioning battery charger is a constant current charger at a low rate 1.25 or a high rate of 2.5
amps.
The design of the Astronautics MPS allows for on orbit battery capacity tests. During a battery
capacity test, called BATMAN, the batteries discharge normally during an eclipse period.
Selecting a current mode of 0 amperes, during the eclipse, prevents the batteries from charging
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during the next sunlit period of the orbit. The batteries enter the next eclipse period at a higher
than normal DOD. These exercises reduce the memory effect and determine operational
performance margins. A modified version of a BATMAN, in which loads are turned on and off
during the final eclipse, is a BATIFT. This test characterizes performance at high discharge
currents. The maximum load seen during nominal operations and BATIFT exercises is 25 amperes
per battery.
Electrical Power Subsystem Functional Diagram
MPS
I
I
Re_litioniag 1
Re¢ondMonm| ]
Powzr Retm-a Bus
Figure 1.
Circuitry external to the MPS provides orbital reconditioning capability. A full reconditioning
starts with high rate discharge using the 22 ohm load bank. High rate discharge continues to
22.44 volts, or approximately 1 volt per cell. The on board computer (OBC) detects the voltage
and commands the low rate load bank. The battery continues to discharge into the low rate load
bank until it reaches 10 volts and the OBC commands the battery open circuit. The charge cycle
begins with one to four hours at a low rate of 1.25 amperes. A high rate charge of 2.5 amperes
follows low rate. The amount of time on high rate charge is a function of the ampere hours
discharged fi'om the battery, and the thermal response. Reconditioning takes place during short
eclipse periods and full sun orbits. Only one battery is reconditioned at a time, and at least two
batteries remain on the bus.
On Orbit Symptoms
In the MPS design all three batteries operate in parallel on a common bus. Battery charge current,
which is controlled by the PRU, is shared among all three batteries. Parallel charging on a
common bus requires similar battery performance to succeed. Flight V/T levels are based on the
expected depth of discharge (DOD) and a desired charge to discharge (C/D) ratio. Given a
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constant orbital eclipse duration, the natural effect of V/T control is that the lower the DOD, the
higher the C/D ratio. On orbit C/D ratio's greater than 1.10 are common, and there are several
instances of C/D ratio's at 1.20 and above. The high C/D ratios ensure that the batteries are fully
charged every orbit, and end of night discharge voltage will support mission operations. The
SMM and Landsat satellites operated successfully this way for years, without reconditioning.
As the recent lots of Gates cells were launched, it became clear that straight V/T charging and
high C/D ratio's accelerated battery performance degradation. After a few months of straight V/T
control, UARS and GRO started observing divergence in battery performance. Performance
divergence occurred in an Astronautics satellite for similar reasons. C/D ratios increased, load
sharing became unequal and temperatures diverged. Parallel charging, common bus regulated
power systems depend on similar characteristics for each battery. As cells in each battery suffered
degradation at different rates, the battery performance suffered. Ultimately, one battery on GRO
developed a hard short, and was taken offthe bus.
The result of the generation of soft shorts is differences in cell performance within a battery. The
differences within a battery when small are invisible, but will manifest themselves on a battery to
battery level when deviations are large. On an MPS there are telemetry sensors that monitor
battery differential voltage. This is the difference between the sum of the voltages of two sets of
11 cells. The first indication of cell divergence is usually a non zero reading in differential voltage.
V/T level control assumes that each cell voltage is very close to the battery voltage divided by the
number of cells. In cases where the battery differential voltage is high, some cells will be at higher
voltages than others. Since the battery is a series of cells, all the cells see the same charge and
discharge current. The consequence of mismatched cells is that a good cell will have a higher
voltage than a bad cell during charge. High charge currents at elevated voltages can cause damage
to the cell. Under V/T control with mismatched cells, the system is at a level that will maintain the
weak cell, with the potential of damaging good cells.
As the number of cells that are off nominal increases within a battery, the overall performance of
the battery becomes affected. All three batteries are on a common bus, and the voltage of each
battery is the same. Cell mismatches within each battery cause differences in voltage versus
current performance. These differences manifest themselves in battery temperatures and load
sharing. What happens on a cell by cell basis within a battery, is now evident on a battery to
battery level.
Satellite Anomaly History
The Astronautics satellite is in an inclined low earth orbit. Several times a year, there are full sun
periods of more than a week. Figure 2 shows a typical eclipse profile. V/T 5 was the nominal
charge level after launch. No overcharge limiting control was in place 4. The differential voltage
divergence began about 9 months after launch, after a full sun period, and the V/T level remained
unchanged. The batteries underwent a normal reconditioning during full sun. Four months after
the full sun period the differential voltage rose to greater than 200 mv and battery performance
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degradation became evident. Figure 3 shows the median value of the differential voltages over
time. The long period at V/T 5 during full sun caused soft shorts in the cells. The continued use of
V/T 5 caused a runaway soft short situation. As the shorts developed, the battery charge current
increased and caused more shorts.
Orbital Eclipse Duration
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Figure 2.
A change to V/T 4 occurred 12 months into the mission. This was to compensate for the
mismatched performance. The C/D ratios reduced slightly but performance continued to degrade.
A second reconditioning occurred 14 months after launch. The discharge performance of the
batteries on the 22 ohm and 66 ohm load indicated a large discrepancy among cell capacities.
Approximately 74 ampere hours discharged out of each battev to approximately 10 volts.
Analysis of the data showed that some cells were in reversal for more than 30 ampere hours.
There was no concern about pressure in the cell at such a low rate. There was a concern regarding
damage to cells because this phenomenon was totally unexpected. The reconditioning
demonstrated that straight V/T control did not effectively limit C/D ratios, and was damaging to
the batteries.
After the second reconditioning, battery overcharge reduction continued by using the recharge
fraction (RCF) method. The use of this charge control method would ultimately lead to a stable
operating regime, but the battery degradation had progressed too far to see results in a short time.
Performance divergence reached a 5 ampere difference in load sharing at a 70 ampere bus load.
There was as much as 3 degrees C difference in battery top of cell temperatures. Differential
voltages were very high. The culmination of poor battery performance occurred when a low
voltage incident developed during a BATMAN exercise.
The BATMAN exercise spanned three eclipse periods. Load sharing during the first two eclipses
was typical of the degraded performance observed before the exercise. During the third eclipse
load sharing became poor. Two batteries provided less than 10% of the 30 ampere bus load, and
the third battery provided 80%. The consequence of one battery supplying the load at the elevated
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DOD of the third eclipse was a steep drop in voltage that resulted in a bus voltage of 24 volts.
Minimum voltage allowed without entering safehold mode is 25.12 volts. The low voltage
incident prompted changes in the orbital management of the power subsystem.
To minimize overcharge, 0 ampere mode RCF control at V/T 4 to an RCF = 1.08, was instituted.
When the ampere hours returned is 108 % of ampere hours removed, the OBC commands the
PRU to 0 ampere mode, terminating battery charge. Weekly BAT_T capacity checks to DOD's
greater than the nominal mission range were instituted to reduce the memory effect, and to
determine operational performance. Future reconditioning would be less stressful.
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Figure 3.
The Astronautics satellite has OBC software that allows tuning of charge control parameters.
RCF, the ratio of ampere hours charged to ampere hours discharged, is the charge control method
employed. RCF control limits the percentage of overcharge allowed. To accomplish this, the OBC
modifies normal DOD by a predetermined RCF value, and terminates battery charge once the
adjusted DOD reaches zero. OBC commanding of the PRU to zero ampere current mode
terminates battery charging. The OBC detects battery discharge during the eclipse portion of the
orbit and commands the PRU back to a normal V/T 4 charge mode. Specifically, the equation for
normal DOD is:
DOD(N) = ([E,,=o/'discharge (N)n x At] - [Z,,=o )'charge(N) n x At]) + NAMEPLATE
DOD adjusted by an RCF is:
DOD(N) = ([E,,=o/discharg, (N)n x At] - [E,,=o {Icharge(N)n x At} + RCF]) + NAMEPLATE
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Where"
N= Battery #1, #2, # 3
n = Iteration
t = Time
ldi_h_ge = Battery Discharge Current
lch_ge = Battery Charge Current
NAMEPLATE = Rated nameplate capacity of the battery
RCF = Recharge Fraction
The computer performs these calculations every 1.024 seconds. The current sensors used for
integration have a resolution of .4 amperes. The granularity of the current sensor data and the
integration introduce errors into the calculation, but the relative difference between RCF values
remains constant. In other words, an RCF value of 1.06 may be in the actual range of 1.03 to
1.09, but an RCF of 1.07 is greater than 1.06.
Additional AH Charged vs. DOD
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Figure 4.
Closer inspection of the RCF control equation reveals that the ampere hours overcharged during
each cycle is a function of DOD and RCF. Figure 4 shows ampere hours overcharged versus
DOD and RCF. There are equivalent ampere hours overcharged at an RCF of 1.10 at 10 % DOD
and at an RCF of 1.06 at 17 % DOD. Experience has shown that .4 to .5 ampere hours
overcharge at 10 % to 15 % DOD provides enough overcharge to adequately maintain voltage,
without exacerbating the generation of soft shorts. In short eclipse periods, the overcharge drops
to a much smaller number and there is a corresponding drop in the end of night voltage.
Generally, the drop in voltage is not enough to cause an impact to the mission.
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Orbital Management Corrective Actions
The Astronautics satellite's peak power loads are random and can occur at anytime during the
orbit. Maximum DOD's for a nominal mission are 19 % with average DOD's of 12 % to 15 %.
Eclipse duration and peak power loads are the main factors that drive orbital DOD. Figure 5
shows nominal mission maximum DOD's and eclipse duration. This data does not include any
battery capacity tests that are generally in the 25 % to 35 % DOD range.
Coincident with 0 amp mode RCF control, weekly battery performance exercises and capacity
tests, called BATIFT's, started. Performance was extremely poor, and normal operations were
very close to putting the satellite into safe hold mode due to low battery voltage. The BATIFT
exercises determine the bounds of the performance envelope. The initial exercises started by
turning on timed peak power loads during an eclipse period, and assessing performance. This
process continued through the eclipse as long as the load sharing and voltage was satisfactory.
The combination of the RCF control, the low voltage incident, and the weekly BATIFT exercises,
brought the batteries back under control.
Improved performance warranted extending the BATIFT exercises over two eclipses, similar to a
BATMAN. The performance during the first eclipse of the exercise determined if extending to
two eclipses was warranted.. Good voltage response, load sharing and discharge voltage fulfilled
the criteria for continuation. In the subsequent sun period, no charge was applied to the batteries.
Using two eclipses allowed DOD excursions beyond the nominal mission DOD. This served two
purposes. First, exercise beyond the normal limits helps reduce voltage depression due to the
NiCd memory effect. Second, the increase or decrease in performance of the battery is more
evident at higher DOD's. BATIFT exercises continued weekly until the next full sun period.
During this full sun period reconditioning number three took place.
Daily Maximum DOD vs Eclipse Duration
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Normal reconditioning uses the 22 ohm and 66 ohm load banks to discharge each battery
individually. Cells were in reversal for extended periods during the second reconditioning. The
voltage and differential voltage response to long periods of reversal indicates that this is
detrimental to the long term health of the batteries. The batteries that were not on the
reconditioning load bank were being trickle charged during full sun at V/T 3. This proved to be
extremely damaging to the batteries. Performance after the second reconditioning quickly became
worse than before the reconditioning.
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Reconditioning number three occurred at approximately 16 months of mission life. The approach
to reconditioning was to limit the time in reversal, and reduce the overcharge during full sun. To
reduce the stress on the weaker cells, the reconditioning discharge terminated at the first cell
reversal. The battery voltage, current, differential voltage and ampere hours discharged determine
a cell reversal. A spreadsheet assisted in the determination of cell reversal. V/T 2 is selected when
full sun is entered to reduce the trickle charge current to an acceptable level. Instead of
overcharging after discharge, the battery charged to a specific voltage. In this case the voltage
was about 1 1/2 volts above the V/T 2 level bus. The sensitivity of these batteries to overcharge
warranted this approach. Also, there is no reason to charge the battery to a higher voltage just to
let it discharge when connected to the bus.
Reconditioning to cell reversal proved to be a limited success. The three batteries discharged 22,
37 and 35 ampere hours respectively. The reconditioning sequence completed with several days of
full sun left. Selecting the 0 ampere current mode for the remaining days of full sun further
reduced overcharge. A design compatibility problem prevents the 0 ampere current mode from
being used while any battery is on the reconditioning bus. In the 0 ampere current mode, it
became evident that a significant amount of soft shorts remained in the batteries. The bus voltage
dropped over a volt per day due to the self discharge effect of the shorts. The differential voltages
also increased during this period. A daily V/T 2 short duration charge was used to maintain bus
voltage at acceptable levels.
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After the third reconditioning, voltage performance improved slightly and battery temperatures
came back into line. Differential voltages still were very high, and load sharing was acceptable.
Weekly BATITT exercises resumed after reconditioning. After each BATIFT exercise the load
sharing improved, and the differential voltages would tend toward zero. The response of the
differential voltage was a byproduct of the BATIFT, and not an objective. Differential voltages
provided useful information, but steps taken for remedial treatment of the batteries were not in
response to differential voltage signatures. Voltage performance, thermal response and load
sharing were the indicators used for state of health assessment. It took several weeks for the
batteries to become fairly well matched.
Telemetry analysis became a sizable effort. Determining operational margins at nominal mission
DOD's was difficult. The BATIFT performance determined mission margins and limits to the
mission. The system performance was good for the next 5 months. The RCF value of 1.08
maintained state of charge, and did not generate more sott shorts.
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Figure 7.
Reconditioning number four occurred at 19 months into the mission. The rules for this
reconditioning were the same as the third one. The performance to cell reversal of this
reconditioning improved. Figure 6 shows reconditioning ampere hours discharged for all
reconditioning activities. The higher values indicate smaller relative differences among the cells.
The I-V curves for reconditioning do not indicate any significant plateau out to 50 ampere hours.
This type of reconditioning enhances voltage but it does not recover a long term NiCd plateau.
Figure 7 shows voltage versus ampere hours discharged. Reconditioning number one shows a
typical I-V curve, and reversals are evident in reconditioning number two. Also shown is the
limited reconditioning number three, and the lack of a plateau and downward slope of
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reconditioning number four. Reconditioning provides a boost in operational voltage that allows
the mission to continue without restrictions.
RCF control at 1.06 started after the fourth reconditioning. Differential voltages increased for
about 2 months. Load sharing differences were slightly greater than at an RCF of 1.08. After a
period of about 3 months, the batteries became well matched again and performed adequately.
The most recent reconditioning took place 26 months into the mission and the results were
comparable to the previous reconditioning. The load sharing has improved, and differential
voltages are now under 30 millivolts. All mission objectives are being met, and the system has
reached stability.
Conclusions
Many future satellites will have to rely on aerospace NiCd battery technology. Changes in the
United States aerospace battery manufacturing industry indicate that the future is uncertain at
best. Process, personnel and material changes have a large effect on the final product. Isolating
the cause of the orbital anomalies to parametric relationships in the manufacturing process was a
huge undertaking. The use of the ToR discriminators for 50 ampere hour cells provides early
indications into the relative hardiness of a plate lot. This level of effort and scrutiny may not be
possible for all future cell builds. Flexibility provided in the design of a satellite power system
allows the ability to react to sensitivities of different types of cells.
Variable charge control and orbital reconditioning capability are especially important in parallel
charging common bus applications. The MPS is an extremely reliable system. As long as the
batteries tolerate overcharge, the system has performed well beyond its intended design life. When
ceils diverge and batteries become degraded, straight V/T control contributes to further
degradation. Hardware and software on the Astronautics satellite provided the tools to mitigate
battery degradation through overcharge control. Having a 0 ampere current mode, which is
paramount in managing overcharge, was also extremely useful for battery capacity checks
Overcharge is extremely damaging during full sun and short eclipse orbits. Lowering the V/T level
or using zero ampere current mode are effective methods to reduce overcharge during the long
period of trickle charge. RCF control is effective in limiting overcharge during orbits with long
eclipse periods. Eliminating the battery's ability to continue to charge reduces the continued
generation of soft shorts, and improves overall battery performance. Daily overcharge limitation is
the most important aspect in controlling battery degradation.
The battery capacity checks and reconditioning provided methods for remedial treatment of
severe battery degradation. Orbital capacity tests used to determine the performance envelope
provided needed exercise for the batteries. Frequent excursions beyond the normal DOD range
control the NiCd memory effect. There is little doubt that these controls enabled the mission to
continue.
A reconditioning capability in LEO provides a method to recover voltage performance for NiCd
based satellite power systems. Overcharge limitation results in batteries operating at a lower state
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of charge. Depressed voltage performance is a consequence of operating at a lower state of
charge. Reconditioning enhances voltage performance. Reconditioning to different levels has not
proven to be a liability. Batteries become matched quickly after reconditioning reacting to the
RCF charge control.
Differential voltage monitors provide information about the relative likeness of cells within a
battery. The charge control level should not be changed based solely on differential voltage. This
could result in a condition of increased overcharge meant to bring the cells closer to one another
in performance. Initially the differential voltage will reduce and the change appears to be effective.
As the overcharge increases more shorts develop and the differential voltage returns to a high
value. Continued overcharge on these types of batteries can lead to a hard short. Differential
voltage as an indicator of cell compatibility is useful. The criteria for adequate orbital performance
should be voltage, load sharing and thermal response.
Uncertainties in future battery designs indicate that cognizance of battery overcharge should start
before launch and continue throughout the mission. Steps to limit overcharge begin immediately
atter launch. Limiting overcharge early in the mission may prevent the onset of severe
degradation, The ability to control overcharge through variable RCF control and zero ampere
current mode has proven very effective. Future common bus parallel charge systems should
include these capabilities to provide the flexibility to respond to the uncertainties of future battery
performance.
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Mark R. Toft, "Preliminary Results: Root Cause Investigation of Orbital Anomalies and
Failure in NASA Standard 50 Ampere-Hour Nickel-Cadmium Batteries", Proceedings of the 1992
NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop
2 Robert Gruber, "High Efficiency Solar Cell Array Peak Power Tracker and Battery
Charger", IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Power Conditioning
Specialists Conference, 1970 Record
3 Bob Kichack, "Standard Power Regulator for the Multi-Mission Modular Spacecraft,"
Distributed by McDonnell Douglas Corporation
4 RCF control is always in effect, although it may not limit overcharge. During the early
phases of the mission, RCF control to a current mode of 5 amperes was used. The 5 ampere
current mode equates to about 1.7 amperes per battery. When the switch to 5 ampere current
mode was commanded by the OBC, the charge current had tapered below 1.7 amperes per
battery. V/T control supersedes current mode, so the effective control mode was straight V/T 5.
The taper charge under V/T 5 control contributed a substantial amount of current to overcharge
the batteries.
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Nickel Cadmium Battery Operations On-Orbit:
Trials, Tribulations and Success on
the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
Gopalakrishna M. Rao and Scott D. Miller*
NASAJGoddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Abstract
The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS), designed, built, integrated,
tested and operated by NASA and Martin Marietta is a low-Earth orbiting, Earth-
observing spacecraft which was launched via Space Shuttle Discovery on September
12, 1991 and deployed three days later. The Modular Power Subsystem (MPS) on-
board the satellite is equipped with three NASA Standard 50 Ampere-hour (Ah) nickel-
cadmium (NiCd) batteries. McDonnell Douglas Electronics Systems Company
fabricated the MPS, and batteries from Gates Aerospace Batteries cells.
Nominal battery performance was achieved for the first four months of spacecraft
operation. First evidence of anomalous battery performance was observed in January
1992, after the first maximum beta angle (low Depth of Discharge) period. Since then,
the Flight Operations Team (FOT), under the direction of Goddard Space Flight
Center's UARS Project and Space Power Application Branch, has monitored and
managed battery performance by adjusting solar array offset angle, conducting
periodic deep discharge, and controlling battery recharge ratio. This paper covers a
brief overview of the UARS, its MPS, the FOT's operational battery management, and
the observed spacecraft battery performance.
Martin Marietta Services Inc. - Goddard Operations, Lanham MD
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Introduction
Spacecraft Systems Overview
The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) is NASA's first spacecraft (S/C)
in its Mission to Planet Earth. The study of environmental change affecting the entire
Earth as a self-contained system via space observations is the mission's goal. Nine
instruments (plus one sensor of opportunity) simultaneously and comprehensively
study global stratospheric energy input, winds, and chemical composition, in addition
to those changes associated with human activities which lead to ozone depletion.
The UARS design is a three axis stabilized spacecraft which combines a
Multimission Spacecraft (MMS) bus designed and manufactured by Fairchild Space
Company with an Instrument Module (IM) designed, fabricated, integrated and tested
by Martin Marietta (formerly General Electric) AstroSpace, East Windsor, New Jersey.
This work was completed for NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center's (GSFC's) Earth
Science Mission Operations (ESMO) Project.
UARS achieved orbit through Space Shuttle Discovery launch on September 12,
1991 and was deployed three days later, September 15. Mission Operations have
since been carried out by Martin Marietta for NASA's ESMO Project. The mission orbit
is a 96 minute, circular orbit inclined 57 degrees to the Equator with a 585 Km height.
This allows stratospheric sensors to observe up to 80 degrees in latitude (North and
South) and provides near total global coverage. The full range of local times at all
geographic locations is viewed every 36 days.
The UARS was designed for a nominal mission life of 18 months covering 2
Northern Hemisphere winters - the design life of the CLAES cryogenic instrument,
with a minimum of an additional 18 months planned and a goal of 5 years. The SIC
power system was designed for a maximum 1600 Watts (orbital average), 786 Watts
of which was reserved for the instrument load. The S/C maximum load has been
about 1350 Watts with instrument loads of approximately 450 Watts. SIC weight upon
mission orbit insertion was 6800 kg. The FOT utilizes NASA's Space Network and the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) to provide routine command
uplinks and science and telemetry data downlinks.
The IM is a truss-type torque-box constructed of graphite-epoxy tubes with titanium
end fittings and supports all ten instruments. The plus Y side of the S/C, where the
limb-looking and cryogenic instruments reside, must be kept in shadow at all times.
To satisfy both the shadowing and full globe coverage requirements, a "Yaw-Around"
maneuver is performed every 36 to 42 days. This entails turning the SIC around 180
degrees and allows, alternately, Northern (backwards flight) and Southern (forward
flight) Hemisphere Limb viewing.
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The MMS bus includes the Modular Attitude Control Subsystem (MACS), the
Propulsion Module (PM), the Command and Data Handling Subsystem (C&DH) which
incorporates the On-Board Computer (OBC), the Earth Sensor Assembly Module, the
Signal Conditioning and Control Unit, and the Modular Power Subsystem (MPS) which
houses the three NASA Standard 50 Ah NiCd batteries and power control/distribution
circuitry.
The UARS Power Subsystem comprises all power control, power distribution and,
all other related hardware. It contains the McDonnell Douglas Electronics Systems
Company (MDESC) supplied MPS, main and auxilliary Solar Arrays and related
equipment. Figure 1 relates how these components are connected and interact.
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Figure 1. UARS Power Subsystem Block Diagram
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Table 1 lists the major Power Subsystem components and their functions.
TABLE 1. UARS Power Subsystem Components and Their Functions
:_ower Subsystem Component
Standard Power Regulation
Unit (SPRU)
Function
Battery charge control.
Signal Conditioning Assembly Command and telemetry conditioning.
(SCA)
Fusing of internal MPS loads.Bus Protection Assembly (BPA)
50 Ah Batteries
Power Control Unit (PCU)
Remote Interface Units (RIUs)
Main Array
Aux Array
Auxiliary Array Switch
Solar Array Drive and
Deployment Electronics
[SADDE)
Solar Array Drive (SAD)
Energy storage.
Power distribution and system configuration.
C&DH Interfaces.
Energy conversion - provides 1200 Watts power for
instrument loads and battery charging.
Energy conversion - provides additional 400 Watts
3ower for instrument loads only.
Controls Aux Array power as a function of Instrument
load current.
Provides drive and rate control to rotate SA at 1
revolution per orbit, tracking the Sun.
Maintains SA Sun-pointing while the SIC is in an
Earth-viewing orientation. Can rotate the SA in
either direction for both forward and backward SIC
flight.
Mission & Power Subsystem Operations
Tota/S/C operations are provided by Martin Marietta under the direction of the
ESMO/UARS Project staff. The power and battery operations are managed in concert
with the Space Power Applications Branch.
The Power Subsystem was designed to provide 1600 Watts orbital average by
using the MPS in conjunction with an auxilliary Solar Array and auxilliary array switch,
since the MPS capability is limited to 1200 Watts. Power is distributed to the MMS and
IM modules at 28 +/-7 Volts D.C. The MPS was constructed by MDESC according to
the NASA/GSFC Specification for Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) Modular
Power Subsystem(1). According to the UARS General Instrument Interface
Specification(2), the MPS output voltage range should be between 22 and 35 V.
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The MPS receives commands from the OBC for enabling the battery control mode
in the SPRU and for setting the operating limits for battery voltage and battery current.
The various MPS operation modes are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. MPS Charge Modes and Their Operations
MPS Battery Charge Mode
Standby
Peak Power Tracking (PPT)
Battery Voltage Limited
(V/T)
Constant Current Limited
(CCM)
Safehold
Operation
When no SA power is available and the
batteries are supplying the S/C power, the
SPRU retains its last commanded state in
memory and can receive additional
commands.
The SPRU will always operate at the SA
maximum power output point in order tb
transfer all available power to the load and to
charge the batteries until the voltage-
temperature set point (VFT mode) is reached,
or until the battery current reaches the current
set point if Constant Current Mode (CCM) is
enabled.
The SPRU will operate on the voltage side of
the SA I-V curve in order to control the battery
voltage to one of the eight selected voltage-
temperature set points, and will allow the
battery to charge at a current determined by the
battery characteristics.
When enabled, the SPRU will operate on
voltage side of the SA I-V curve in order to
control the battery current to one of three
selected levels (0.75, 1.5, 3.0 A), and will allow
the batteries to charge at a voltage determined
by the battery characteristics up to the selected
V/T limit.
When an OBC fault is detected, the SPRU will
receive a command to disable CCM (if
enabled) and to set the V/T set point to a
preselected V/T level. This remains in effect
until reset by an external command.
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MPS telemetry data is reported by the C&DH module and is plotted by the UARS
Generalized Plotting Software/Level Zero (UGPL) off-line. Table 3 lists the MPS
Telemetry Points that the UARS FOT uses for trend analysis.
Table 3. MPS Telemetry Points
Battery Terminal Voltage (Volts)
Load Bus Voltage
(Volts: EOD,EON.lnstantaneous)
Battery Current
(Amperes: High & Low Sensors)
Total SIC Current (Amperes)
IM Current (Amperes)
Half-Battery Differential Voltage (mV)
Battery Temperatures (C)
MPS Temperatures (C)
Total Discharge (Amp-min)
Net Charge (Amp-min)
CID Ratios
State Of Charge (%)
Depth Of Discharge (%)
Main SA Power (Watts)
Aux SA Power (Watts)
Solar Array Te.mperatures (C)
Solar Array Output Power (Watts)
Batteries
The three NASA Standard 50 Ah NiCd Batteries on-board UARS, which were
fabricated by MDESC using GAB cells (50AB35, LOT 2), are on a parallel bus and
charged to NASA Standard VFI curves using the MPS and NASA Standard Power
Regulator Unit (SPRU). The battery cells were constructed according to the
NASA/GSFC Specification for the Manufacture of Aerospace Nickel-Cadmium Storage
Cells(3 & 4), while the Batteries were manufactured according to NASAJGSFC
Specification for the Standard Nickel-Cadmium Spacecraft Batteries (5).
The batteries were specified to a name plate capacity of 50 Ah and to operate in
low-Earth orbit up to 20% Depth of Discharge (DOD), and 28+/-7 Volts for a nominal
36-month mission( 3 & 4). Thermal vacuum testing revealed that with a full-up UARS
at 24% DOD, the lowest EON Voltage at the beginning of the mission should have
been close to 27.0 V(2). Thermal vacuum testing also revealed nominal performance
within specifications on ground tests prior to launch.
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Beta Angle
Beta angle is defined as the angle between the orbital plane and the Earth-to-Sun
line. Variation of this parameter affects the Solar Array (SA) energy conversion, the
SIC loading, and the Battery Charge and Discharge profiles. The cyclical variation of
the orbit Beta angle (I3) is caused by the 57 degree orbital inclination and orbital
geometry. Figure 2 shows the cyclical Beta angle and Night Length variations since
launch. The Beta angle variation changes SA Night periods (in addition to the normal
seasonal changes) from a maximum eclipse of 36 minutes at zero degree Beta, to a
minimum of zero minutes at Beta angles above 66 degrees. Figure 3 is a plot of the
Total S/C Current over the mission to date.
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Figure 2. Beta Angle & Night Length vs. Date
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Figure 3. Total SIC Load
Battery/M PS Management
This section highlights UARS MPS and battery management from deployment to
26 October 1993. Table format is used to aid both clarity and brevity. The heading
lists the covered periods and orbit beta angles, the battery performance and
characteristic parameters are presented in each Table.
The FOT, Project Office and Space Power Applications Branch have managed the
MPS and Batteries by monitoring the Half Battery Differential Voltage (Differential
Voltage), End Of Night (EON) Voltage, and Battery Charge and Discharge current
sharing, and by controlling battery overcharge, recharge ratio, battery temperature, the
difference between battery temperature (delta temperature), and DOD. This strategy
has continuously been updated and changed to fit the battery performance and
characteristics that were of greatest concern at that particular time. The end result is
a plan that started with a basic premise that operations would be normal and not
intensive.
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z. Early Orbit (9/15/91-12/91)
Beta " 27, 0 (Yaw Forward to Backward {F>B}), 65,0 (Backward to Forward {B>F}), 37 -
0 (F>B), 80 (Full Sun when Beta >66)
MPS 'rfi0de(s)
Switch VFF 6 to VFF 5
by OBC when System
C/D - 1.00
Operations Comments
Early-orbitJInstrument activation and calibration were
priorities. Power Subsystem set-up for 1600 Watt load,
actual SIC load ~1350 Watts. No SA offset.
High Peak charge current_, and battery overcharge.
NOMINAL PERFORMANCE
zz. Post Max Beta #1 (1/92-4/92)
Beta: 80, 0 (B>F), 39, O(F>B), 63, 0 (B>F),
MPS mode!s)
V/T 6 to V/T 5 by OBC
when Systerfl
C/D = 1.00
Switch to straight VFT
charging:
Operations Comments
After return to S;_C eclipses, onset of Differential Voltage
observed, 10-2£)mV on all 3 Batteries (Figure 4).
Onset of ANOI_A_OUS PERFORMANCE
Began increased battery performance monitoring and
investigations, i3attery temperature rose and delta
VFF6
VFF5,
finally VFT4
temperature incre_'sed in V/T6 (Figure 5). Switched to V_5
until Beta >60 degrees, then switched to VfT4 to decrease
both battery temperatures and delta temperature, and reduce
overcharge during low DOD period.
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Figure 5. Battery Temperatures :15 December 9f - 15 April 92
III. Through next relative max Beta, low DOD (4/92-5/92)
Beta:, -65, 0 (F>B), 37,
MPS mode(s).___
V/T4,
VFr5,
and then back to VFI-4
V/T4
Operations Comments
V/T4 at higher Beta angles, switched to VF[5 after increasing
the load, but battery temperature rose and de!ta temperature
diverged dramatically, switched back to VfT4 and battery
temperature and delta temperature decreased, however still
operating with higher delta temperature. Began TMON
control of MPS heater thermostat with little to no effect on
delta temperature.
After next relative max Beta (37 deg), began SA Offset ~35
deg ahead, controlled manually. Reduced peak charge
current per battery from 33 A to -20-25 A. Still no effect on
differential voltage, battery temperature or delta temperature.
zv. SA Drive Anomaly (6/92-7/92)
Beta:, 0 (B>F), 80, 0 (F>B),
MPS mode(s)
V/T4
V/T4
Operations Comments _ ---.--
SA "parked" at S/C Noon. Minimum SIC Load (2 of 10
instruments on) - max DOD 18-20%. SIC nights vary from
54 min to 10 min over Beta cycle with the SA stopped.
Reduced charge capability during full sun reduces
overcharge during Max Beta. Higher effective load and
decreased charge rates. Observed first beneficial battery
operations and improved performance during this period.
Differential Voltages, delta temperatures and C/Ds decrease.
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v. SA Restarted, next Relative max Beta (7/92-8/92)
Beta:, 38, 0 (B>F), 65,
MPS mode(s)
V/T4
Operations Comments
__,. --.------ _ _'t., hSA rotation restarted w_[ 45 degree offset ahead of Sun.
Attempted to maintain improved characteristics. Changed
TMON set points for MPS heater activation to maintain low
delta temperature. Differential Voltages and delta
t_eratures increased.
vz. Next Rel Max Beta (9/92-10/92)
Beta:, 0 (F>B), 64, 0 (B>F),
MPS mode(s)
" rr4
Operations Comments
SA offset increased to further limit peak charge current and to
decrease heat generation on charge. Decreased time in
taper. No effect on delta temperatures. EON Voltage
reached new low (26.4V). Consequently, achieved a Power
negative condition during relative maximum Beta. Increased
DOD, "exercised" batteries during normally low DOD period.
Reduced overcharge and delta temperature. As Beta angle
decreased and load increased, low EON LBV (<26 V) and
increased delta temperature became major concerns.
Decreasing SA Offset resulted in poor current sharing. Could
not switch to V/T5 due to high delta temperature experienced
at VfT5 in 4192.
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vzz. EON LBV continues to decrease (11/92)
Beta:, 39, 0 (F>B),
k,lPS mode(s)
V/T4
VFF4
Operations Comments
Differential Voltage curves change character, considered a
change but not certain if this indicates improvement or further
degradation. By Inhibiting the warmest/weakest battery (#1)
from controlling the VFi- feedback loop, EON voltage was
raised. Battery 3 (next warmest battery) controls/delays V/F
switch to taper (effective VFF=4.2+), increased charge without
increasing peak charge current. Consequently, battery
temperatures rose.
At maximum SiC loading, could not provide required EON
Voltages. Used other than normal MPS configuration to
maitain EON LBV above 26.8V when DOD>18%. Load
sharing improved slightly with inhibited Battery 1 V/T
feedback loop (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Battery Load Sharing: September - December 92
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VIII. Max Beta #3, Deep DOD Conditioning #1 (12/92)
Beta:, 80,
MPS mode(s)
VFF4, then VfT3 when
DOD<10%
V/T3/CCM 0.75A
V/T3
V/T4
lerations Comments __-
Battery 1 differential voltage range surpassed battery 3's.
Decreased battery overcharge and increased DOD during
tow load period.
"med first low earth orbit battery cond;tioning to boost
EON Voltage - Deep DOD (target 35%) conditioning without
reconditioning circuitry. Used Full-Sun period 12/12-12/25
when recharge opportunities are the greatest. Increased SIC
load to maximum (slow discharge rates -5-9 Amps ),
increased SA Offset to achieve a negative energy balance,
and took the best performer (battery 2) off the charge bus to
force it to discharge through the diode which allowed
batteries 1 & 3 to get deeper DODs. Also used Constant
Current Mode of 0.75 A to limit charge during Albedo Charge
,eriods.
When battery 2 reached 32% DOD; began Peak Power
Tracking and decreased SA offset to allow system to be
positive. Put battery 2 back on charge bus when all
three battery voltages were approximately the same.
Maximum DODs were: Battery 3=34.0%, Battery 1=31.5%,
and Battery 2=32%. Voltages increased approximately 1.5
volts per battery (see Figure 7), however, battery discharge
remained unchan_
Exercised the batteries when normal DOD<10%. Increased
SA Offset to make subsystem power negative and achieve a
DOD between 12-18% at least once other da'
When DOD>10%, resumed normal operations. Loaded New
PMON Software to autonomously control SA Offset. Three SA
Control modes: (1). Select Offset Angle and PMON maintains
it, (2). Select Desired Total Peak Charge Current and PMON
calculates and commands required SA Offset once per orbit,
and (3). Retain Manual Control by rate variation (same as
before).
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zx. Post Max Beta #3, and next Zero Beta (1/93-2/93)
Beta:, 0 (B>F), 38, 0 (F>B),
MPS mode(s)
V/T4 &
V/T4.2+
_/FT4 &
VfT4.2+
3pe___rations Comments
Battery delta temperatures and current sharing diverged.
Inhibited battery 1 from V/q feedback to increase charge
without increasing peak charge currents and boost E'ON
Voltages. Used V/T4 when delta temperatures increase.
Also decreased MPS heaters on period with TMONs. Battery
temperatures and delta temperature remained unchanged.
At Zero Beta (Maximum load) turned off redundant SIC
equipment (1 Transponder and 1 Star Tracker) and damaged
instruments to reduce load and maintain EON LBV above
24.8V. Further evidence of weak battery__performance.
x. Next 2 Relative max Betas (3/93-4/93)
Beta:, 64, 0 (B>F), 64, 0 (F>B),
MPS mode(s)i.__
 rr4 &
V/'T4.2+
V/T3
Operations Comments
Battery temperatures and charge/discharge current sharing
continued to diverge. MPS battery heaters on at SIC sunrise
by stored commands to better control peak charge heating,
and also decreased peak charge current and decreased
overcharge, but no real effect on temperatures and current
sharing.
At relative maximum Beta angles, when DOD<10%, cycled
SA Offset to achieve 12-18% DOD at least once every other
day and exercised batteries. Tested New PMON software
allowing a switch from VFT control to CCM based on a
selected battery 1 C/D goal. _reater control of
battery overcharae. Also utilized SA Offset control to select
_e current.
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xz. Relative Max Beta (5/93)
Beta:, 39, 0 (B>F),
MPS mode(s)
VFI-4
V/T4 to CCM (0.75 A)
at selected Battery 1
C/D goal.
Operations Comments
Load decreased due to ISAMS decreased operation, 7 of 10
instruments fully operational. Still observing significant delta
temperatures and poor charge/discharge current sharing.
Results of decreased overcharge lead to implementation of
V/T control to CCM switching upon reaching Battery 1 C/D
goal as the operational mode. _,cntinued i"_Drovement in
charqe acceptance, load sha.ring (Figure 9), and battery delta
temperatures (Fiqure 10).
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Figure 9. Battery Load Sharing from March - May 93
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XII. Max Beta #4, Deep, Discharge Conditioning #2 (6/93)
Beta:, 80 (Full Sun, Min DOD, 6115-6/18),
NIPS mode(s
VFF3
VFI'3 & CCM 0.75A
&
V/T1 & CCM 1.5A
&
V/T3
V/T3 &
V/T4
lerations Comments
When DOD<10%, exerci'--_ed batteries, by cycling SA Offset to
achieve 12-18% DOD at least once per day. Decreased
overchar e and increased load duringlow DODtload period.
Deep DOD Conditioning #2:
3erformed 2 condit;oning discharges - one each on
consecutive Full-sun days, to achieve the full benefit of the
deep discharges based on the ground test results of
Zimmerman and Effa( 6)
DAY ONE - Deep Discharge (40% target, discharge rates -5-
9 amps) and Slow Recharge (Increased SA Offset), Battery 2
off the charge bus, and extra heater loads to decrease
Albedo charging. When Battery 3=36% DOD (B1=33%,
B2=31.5%), decreased SA Offset, Commanded VFT1 at CCM
1.5 A until all 3 battery voltages were same, then put Battery 2
back on the charge bus and switched to straight VFT3
recharge back to 100% SOC.
DAY TWO - Repeated Day One with all three batteries on
charge bus. When Battery 2=40% DOD (B3=38.5%,
B1=34.5%) decreased SA Offset, commanded straight V/T3
recharge to 100%. No net EON Voltage gain (Figure 11),
however, battery discharge sharing improved (see Figure 12
below).
ontinued to limit overcharge and to exercise batteries until
DOD>10% by cycling SA Offset to achieve 12-18% DOD at
least once every other day. Switched to V/T4 when
DOD>10%, SA Cyclin__.g.gceased
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Figure 11. Battery Voltages Pre and Post June 93 Conditioning
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Figure 12. Battery Discharge Current Pre and Post Conditioning June 93
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x:rzz. Post Max Beta #4, Next 2 relative Max Betas (7/93-8/93)
Beta: 0 (F>B), 37, 0 (B>F), 66
MPS mode(s)
VFF4 and CCM (0.75A)
VFF4 and CCM (0.75A)
VFF4 and CCM (0.75A)
Operations Comments
Battery charge and discharge current sharing continued to
improve. Battery delta temperatures decreased. Battery
performance improved. Continued to utilize switching from
VFT4 to CCM based on selected C/D of battery 1 (maintained
Battery 1 C/D between 1.04 and 1.05).
SA Anomaly - SA parked at S/C Noon from 4 to 8 August led
to minimum Instrument Load (2 of 10 on) and a change in
battery charge regime due to fixed SA.
SA restarted with Offset after Yaw around, utilized SA Offset to
control peak charge currents. No change in battery
performance.
xzv. Next Relative Max Beta. September 93 SA Anomaly to Present (9/93-Present)
Beta: 0 (F>B), 62, 0 (B>F)
MPS mode(s)
VFF4 and CCM (0.75A)
VFF4 and CCM
(0.75A),
Straight V/T4,
vrl-5 &
VFF5 and CCM (0.75A)
V/T5 and CCM (0.75A)
Operations Comments
SA Anomaly - SA parked at S/C noon 9/17-9/21, leads to
minimum Instrument Load (4 of 10 on). SA-control TMONS
developed and loaded to S/C. SA restarted with SA Offset
9/21. Little change to battery performance.
SA stopped to investigate "jumping ahead" SA motion 10/2-
10/25. However, cow kept 5 of 10 instruments on with
parked SA due to improv,=d battery performance and SIC load
management. Switched to VFF5 as load increased and Beta
decreased without battery thermal runaway. Differential
Voltage pegged (>+728mV) during SA testing (>65 min SA
night, EON LBV=24.2V @ 28% DOD).
SA restarted with Offset after Yaw around. Battery
performance continues to improve.
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Figure 13 shows the EON LBV from December 1992 (the first deep discharge
attempt) though October 26, 1993. It is annotated with significant events effecting the
EON LBV and all YAW maneuvers. Yaw maneuvers usually represent the highest
DOD for any particular Beta cycle. Figure 14 is a plot of the Minimum EON Voltage for
the mission to date. C/D ratios, and Half Battery Differential Voltages over the mission
are represented in Figures 15, and 16 respectively. Battery load sharing and Battery
Temperatures since launch are presented in Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 13. Daily Minimum EON LBV, 1 Dec 92 - 26 Oct 93
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Figure 18. Daily Average Battery Temperatures
Thus, better current sharing; lower recharge ratio, differential voltage, and delta
temperature; and fairly stable EON voltage indicate improved battery performance over
the past several months. These trends began when overcharge was limited by
switching from VT control mode to CCM based on the selected battery 1 C/D ratio.
s
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Conclusions
Anomalous battery performance was first observed in January 1992. During this
early mission period, the onset of Half Battery Differential Voltage excursions were
considered a problem. However, Half Battery Differential Voltage changes do not tell
us whether those changes are an effect of just one or of many cells. As a result, Half
Battery Differential Voltages are used as a "first warning" or an indicator of battery
degradation. Other battery characteristics and performance parameters must be
monitored for additional information. These parameters are used to manage battery
performance.
Because the batteries are in parallel in the MPS design (Figure 1), the effective
operation of the MPS relies heavily upon having batteries that are well matched. The
UARS batteries, although well matched at mission start, have operated with delta
temperatures since launch. Temperature differences between batteries along with
the battery temperatures have served as good indicators of relative battery
performance.
Battery charge and discharge current sharing have both shed light on the battery
performance puzzle. Charge and Discharge current sharing go hand-in-hand with
battery temperatures in pointing to both the most efficient and the weakest performing
batteries. For example, Battery #1 has had the greatest Half Battery Differential
Voltage range and the highest temperature. It has also accepted the most charge
current while providing the least discharge current, and is hence considered the
weakest performer.
In addition, the weakest performer has been the battery receiving the greatest
overcharge. Battery and MPS operations during the early part of the mission --
charging at Vf'l" 6 to a system C/D=1.00 and then switching to V/T 5 with taper,
probably contributed to battery overcharge.
Aggressive management of overcharge has been the underlying operation leading
to improvements and relative stabilization of battery behavior. Battery temperatures,
delta temperatures, and current sharing during charge and discharge have all trended
back to more nominal behavior.
Battery exercise certainly helps to limit overcharge during low load (high beta
angle/minimum SIC night) periods. Cycling the SA Offset to achieve a power negative
condition and allowing the batteries to "spiral down" in SOC for several orbits,
exercises the batteries during those low load periods when DODs of only 6-10% are
expected. The result is a DOD of 12-18% at least once per day over a week when low
loads are the norm. In addition, this battery exercise may minimize the so called
"memory effects" which are common for NiCd batterie s(6)-
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Deep Discharges have been performed during the bi-annual Full-Sun periods to
minimize overcharge and to attempt to improve battery performance. UARS utilizes
these very low load (-1-6% DOD) intervals to condition the batteries through low rate,
deep discharges up to 40% DOD and followed by low rate recharge. This operation
has been added to our operational list in an effort to maintain and possibly boost EON
LBV.
Even though these batteries have met the minimum mission requirements, we
contend that the amount of "care and feeding" they have required has been
considerably greater than was originally anticipated. One of the biggest obstacles the
FOT has had to overcome in operating the UARS power subsystem is both the limited
number and selection of telemetry points available to trend. Individual cell voltage
monitors, more accurately calibrated current sensors, and the addition of battery
temperature sensors on and around each battery would indicate early anomalous
behavior and overcharge conditions, and would certainly have helped in managing the
battery operations as discussed above.
Recognizing that the case for Low-Earth Orbit Battery Reconditioning is still being
debated, we have found deep conditioning discharges and periodic battery exercise
during low load periods to be beneficial. To aid these operations, it would be useful
,i • • • i!to have reconditioning circuitry available in the S/C Power Subsystem. Deep
Discharge is only possible on UARS during the periods of Full-Sun (almost full orbit
opportunities to charge batteries) that the SIC experiences bi-annually.
Several additional MPS features that would have been advantageous in conducting
the operations outlined above are:
• Independent charge controller for each battery.
• Single commands for each VFF level/MPS charge mode selection.
• Greater thermal control over the MPS.
- Incorporation of the heat pipe used successfully on other S/C.
- Additional MPS/Battery heaters and/or heater control.
and
• Incorporation of a charge system based on controlling overcharge.
- Switching MPS modes at a specific C/D, etc.
NASA is currently implementing some of these features in GSFC's up-coming low-
Earth orbiting S/C's Power Subsystem designs.
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Finally, the success of the UARS mission and the power subsystem in particular
has been directly affected by the successful management of the MPS and the
batteries. Anomalous battery performance and its resultant effects have been
aggressively attacked through monitoring and managing the following parameters:
Monitor
• Voltage (EON/EOD/Instantaneous),
• Current Sharing during Charge and Discharge (High and Low currents)
• Half Battery Differential Voltage,
• SOC, and
• Eclipse Time (Beta Angle),
• Battery Overcharge,
• Temperature,
• Recharge ratio,
• DOD,
• Time in peak Power Tracking,
• Time in Taper,
• Solar Array Offset (Peak Charge Current),
• V/T control mode, and
• Constant Current Mode.
It is our fervent hope that the Trials, Tribulations, and Successes experienced by
the UARS Power Subsystem Operations Group, which includes the UARS GSFC
Project Staff, GSFC's Space Power Applications Branch, the UARS FOT, UARS
Mission Planning Group/Space Systems Applications Incorporated (SSAI), and
MDESC can aid future Power Subsystem Designers and Operators by documenting
the problems encountered, solutions stumbled across, and of course the planned,
successful operations performed during UARS mission operation to date.
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ANNUAL TRENOPLOT
Pack: 6351A Manf: HUGHES 50.0 AH
Orbit: LEO Tamp (C):20 ODD(q): 40.0
Olscharge(Amp/Hrs): 36.0]0.56 Charge(AmplHrs): 25.011.12
TEST OATA AS OF OCTOBER 23,1993
Plot ares #I -- keys:
Left-slde:
o-- High Cell
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x-- Low Cell
Plot area f2 -- keys:
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Cycle Numbers
1. CYCLE #t8, DECREASED FROM VT 7 (t.454 V/C) TO VT 6.5 (1.444 V/C) DUE
TO HIGH PERCENT RECHARGE.
2. CYCLE #5378, INCREASED TO VT 7 (1.454 V/C) DUE TO LOW PERCENT RECHARGE.
TEMPERATURE RISE OF .5 DEGREES CENTIGRADE SINCE V/T CHANGE.
3. CYCLE 8257, INCREASED TO VT 7.5 (1.464 V/C) DUE TO LOW EDD'S.
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ANNUAL TRENDPLOT
Pack: 6352A Manf: HUGHES 50.0 AH
Orbit: LEO Temp (C):5.0 DOD(qb]: 25.0
Olscharge(AmplHPs): 25.010.50 Charge(AmplHPs): 25.011.10
TEST DATA AS OF OCTOBER 23, 1993
Plot area fl -- keys:
Left-side: Right-side:
o-- High Cell OFF
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
Plot area f2 -- keys:
Left-side: Right-side:
OFF v-- PERCENT RECFI;
Plot apes f3 -- keys:
Left-side: Right-side:
o-- High Cell OFF
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
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Cycle Numbers
1. CYCLE f47, LOWERED FROM VT 7 (1.488 V/C) TO VT 6.5 (1.478 V/C) DUE TO
HIGH PERCENT RECHARGE.
2, CYCLE |529, LOWERED FROM VT 6.5 (1,478 V/C) TO VT 6 (1.468 V/C) DUE TO
HIGH PERCENT RECHARGE.
3. CYCLE f 569, LOWERED FROM VT 6 (1,468 V/C) TO VT 5.5(1.458 V/C) DUE TO
HIGH PERCENT RECHARGE (111°b).
4. CYCLE f 2866, CX t C12 TO 1.1 V IST CELL, A/HO(36.3)
5. CYCLE f 5628, CX I C/2 RO 1,1 VOLT FIRST CELL, A/HO (33.8).
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ANNUAL TRENOPLOT
Pack: 6321H Manf: HUGHES 21.0 AH
Orbit: LEO Temp (C):20 O00(ob): 40.0
Olscherge(AmplHrs]: 15.010.56 Charge[AmplHrs): I0.511.12
TEST DATA AS OF OCTOBER 23, 1983
Plot area fl -- keys:
Left-side:
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o-- Average
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Plot apes tl2 -- keys:
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Ceils Cycling
I0 10 10 I0 10 10 10
I I I I I I I
fi I _ _ ji t I It ii _ t i jl I ji u 1i j t _ g i
v
V V V
'V V
V V
V
V
V V V V
V V
V
V
V V
v V V
V V V V
V V V V V
V V V V V V
G
O
X
X
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0XXXXxx 0
XXXXxx
XX X
Xx
1.
2.
i
425 ' '1025 t625 22'25
725 t325 1925
Cycle Numbers
START LIFE-CYCLING, V/T 5.5 (1.424 V/C].
CYCLE 1851, VIT INCREASED TO 6.0 (1.434 V/C).
' 28'25 J 3425 '
2525 3125 3725
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ANNUAL TRENDPLOT
Pack: 6350S Manf: SAFT 50.0 AH
Orbit: LED Temp (C): 20 DOO(qb): 40.0
Dlscharge(Amp/Hrs): 35.3/0.56 Charge(Amp/Hrs]: 25.0/1.12
TEST DATA AS OF OCTOBER 23, 1983
Plot area #t -- keys:
Left-side:
o-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
Plot area #2 -- keys:
Left-side:
OFF
Plot area f3 -- keys:
Left-side:
a-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
1.48
t.46
1.44
1.42
1.18
1.12
1.06
1.00
10 10 10 10
I I I I
000
000
O0
_Xxx
O00 000
B
U oXXx
X
Right-side:
OFF
Right-side:
v-- PERCENT RECH
Right-side:
OFF
Ceils Cycling
lO lO lO lO 1o 1o 1o lO
I l I l I I ! I
u 0 u O
I1 O 0 0 0 0 0 O
O O rt O 0 [] O [] [] [] O 0 0 0 0
g O O O O O X X X X
n [] n [] 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X X
O O O O O X X X X X X X X X X X
v
VVVVy
V v V
V V V
xXXX X
VVVVVVVVV
V V v
V ? VVVv
V
X 0
VVvvv
oOX _ OoO
0 [] °000
X
X 0 XXx °
X
X
BOO 0 O
_00 O 0 ODe
X 0 0 0
O [] O O O O O•• O X
O X O xXx O
o •xOo X O0 X
Xx
0 X
Xo X X
X
X X X
X
34'25
3725
!
4:_5 ' , , , ,1025 IB'25 22'25 28'25
725 1325 1925 2525 3125
Cycle NumbePs
1. START OF LIFE CYCLING, VIT 6,0 (1.434 V/C).
2. CYCLE #775, INCREASED TO V/T 13.5 (1.444 V/C) DUE TO LOW EOD'S.
3, CYCLE f1125, INCREASED TO V/T 7.0 (1.454 V/C) DUE TO LOW EOD'S,
4. CYCLE f1513, INCREASED TO V/T 7.5 [1,464 V/C) DUE TO LOW EOD'S.
5. CYCLE f2020, INCREASED TO V/T 8.0 (1.474 V/C) DUE TO LOW EOD'S.
6. CYCLE #3076, INCREASED TO V/T 8.5 (1.484 V/C) DUE TO LOW EOD'S.
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ANNUAL TRENOPLOT
Peck: 6351S Manf: SAFT 50.0 AH
Orbit; LEO Temp (C): 0 OOO(_): 25.0
DIscharge(AmplHrs): 25.0/0,50 Cherge(Amp/Hrs]: 25.0/1.t0
1.49 o
TEST DATA AS OF OCTOBER 23, 1993
Cells Cycling
I0 10 10 10 10 10 10
I I I I I
1'I O o O O g O [] _ []
O
1,47
1.45
1.43
1.23
1.21
1.19
1.17
Plot area #1 -- keys:
Left-side:
o-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
Plot ePee #2 -- keys:
Left-side:
OFF
Plot area #3 -- keys:
Left-side:
o-- High Cell
o-- AvePege
x-- Low Cell
10 10 10 10 10
I 1 I I I
0 0 O 0 0 _ O O O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 _ _ _ X X X X X X X X X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x X X X X
V V
V V V
0
0 o
X
OO
XoO
X_Oo0
0 0 0 0 O O O O 0 0 0 O 0 O 0 O 0 O O O O O 0 g O O D0
210 910 1610 2310
610 1310 2010
Cycle Numbers
STARTED LIFE-CYCLING, VIT 6 (11480 V/C].
2910 3510
2810 3210 3810
R(ght-e]de:
OFF
Right-side:
v-- PERCENT RECH
Right-side:
OFF
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*--GEO"° AIR FORCE
TREND OF MID SHADOW
Pack: 9224S Man#: SAFT 24.0 AH
Orbit: 6EO Temp (C]: 20 DOD[_): 60.0
DISCHARGE(t8.0 AMPS).
CHARGE (P.4 AMPS) WITH 1.414 VIC
SHADOWS 1 THRU 28
PLOT,area #1 -- keys:
LefT,-alde:
o-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
Plot, area #2 -- keys:
LefT,-elde:
OFF
PloT,area #3 -- keys:
Left,-slde:
o-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
RighT,-aide:
v-- EOC TEMP
A-- EOC TEIdP
-- EOC TEMP
Rlohr,-side'
v-- qo RECHS.
Rlgh_-alde:
OFF
1.38
5 5
[]
X
E t.09
O
D
V 1.05
t.01
1993 NASA Aerospace
'V
¥
V
5 5
X
I
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V
@ B
X X
X
X X
0
B B
X X
X
X
¥ •
O []
O 0
X X
T T_
9 15 21
3 6 12 18 t4
Shadow Numbers
1. Shadow #t, lowered VL t'o 1.414 v/c, due to high per-cenT, recharge.
2, Shadow Pl, during Cycle # 25, a ayet,em problem occured that' caused the
A/He to be reed as 21,474 A/H. The peck wee then recharged wlt'h a V/L
for 202 hours.
3. Shadow #3, The DO• was adjusted to 80qo.
4. Cycle #2t8, lowered to VT4 [1.394 v/c) due to oells warming at, EDC.
5. Cycle #248, raised to VT4.5 [t.404 v/c) due to low EOD volt'a.
6. Cycle #307, lowered 1;o VT4 (1.394 v/c) due to warming at, EOC.
7. Cycle #339, raised to VT4.5 [1.404 v/o) due to low EOD vol1;a.
8. Cycle #409, at'arted pack using true VT control.
9. Cycle #428, raised to VT5 [1.414 v/e) dub to low EOD.
t0. Shadow #21, due to ohember problems, the paok remained In DCV 29 daya
during Shadow Dsy #36.
11. Cycle #1087, raised 1;oVTS.5 [1.424 v/c) due to low EOD.
Battery Workshop -531- Nickel-Cadmium Technologies Session
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ANNUAL TRENOPLOT
***GEO***AIR FORCE
TREND OF MID SHADOW
Pack: 8240S Manf: SAFT 40.0 AH
Orblt:GEO Temp (C):20 DOO(Ob):BO.O
DISCHARGE (28.7AMPS)
CHARGE (4.0AMPS)
SHADOWS 1 THRU 26
Plot; eree #1 -- keys:
Left-side:
a-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Call
Plot; area tl2 -- keys:
Left;-elde:
OFF
Plot; area 13 -- keys:
Left-aide:
a-- High Ceil
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
Rlgh:-alde:
v-- EOC TEMP
Rtght;-slde:
v-- qroRECHG
Rlght;-efde:OFF
4 4 4
] I I
V
gang
V
Cells Cycling
4 4 4
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R 12 18
Shadow Numbers
1. Shadow ff 1, VT 5 (1.414 V/C).
2. Shadow # 4, DOe changedfrom 86 to 80 per cent recharge.
3. Shadow # B, VT 4.5 (1.404 V/C) due t;o cells warming during charge.
4. During Shadow f 8, the peck was using e 2 at;ep V/T. The first;
ten days and t;he last; nine days of t;he shadow period were at;
VT 4.0 (1.394 V/C). During days 1t 1;hru33 (mid-shadow) t;he pack ran
at; VT 4.5 (1.404 vie).
5. Shadow f 10, voltage clamp changed to volt;ege/t;empePet;urec:ont;roiied
volt;age limit;st; VT 5 (1,4!4 V/C].
6. Shadow # 20, due to chamber problema, t;he peck remained In OCV 29 days
duping Shadow Day #7.
7. Shadow # 23, Increased t;o VT 5.5 [1.414 V/C), due t;o low EOD.
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ANNUAL TRENOPLOT
Pack: 6335A Manf: GATES 35.0 AH
Orbit: LEO Temp (C]:20 Doo[qo): 40.0
Dlscherge(AmplHrs): 25.0/0.56 Cherge[Amp/Hrs): 17.5/1.12
TEST DATA AS OF OCTOBER 23, 1993
Plot area fl -- keys:
Left-side:
o-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
Plot area #2 -- keys:
Left-side:
OFF
Plot area t3 -- keys:
Left-side:
o-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
9 G 9 9
I I l I
Cells Cycling
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
I I I I I [ I I
1.48
1,46
1.44
1.42
1.16
1.08
1.00
.92
O0 O0 O 0oOY Oo=ooO oxO xOO
Right-aide:
OFF
Right-side:
v-- PERCENT RECH
Right-aide:
OFF
O
V
V
|
V V V V V
V V
V VV V
V
v V V V V v V v v
V V V V V V V V
X
X
0
x
0
o a
X X x
0 0
O _ 0 O
x
O 0 0[]
V V v
V V V
n
o ole °x
X X
i
i l ,I i I i l i i i i i410 16 0 2810 4010 5929 6949
1010 2210 3410 4762 6226 8344
Cycle Numbers
1. LIFE CYCLING STARTED AT VT 4.0 (1.380 V/C),
2. VT'S WERE INCREASED FROM 4.0 TO 8.0 IN 1/2 VT INCREMENTS DUE TO LOW
EOD'S AND qo RECHARGE.
3. A PERCENT OF RECHARGE INCREASE WAS NOTICED AFTER EXTENDED OPEN CIRCUIT
TIMES DURING CHAMBER PROBLEMS.
4. CYCLE #3840, IT WAS NOTICED THAT ALL CELL CASES WERE SWOLLEN DUE TO
HIGH PERCENT OF RECHARGE (117_).
5. CYCLE f6073, PACK SLIGHTLY RECONDITIONED WHEN TEST SYSTEM WENT DOWN.
VOLTAGE STEADILY INCREASED THE NEXT 25 CYCLE S AND THEHOECLLINED.
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ANNUAL TRENDPLOT
Pack: 6335B Menf: GATES 35.0 AH
Orblt: GPS Temp (C): 20 DOD[qo): 41.4
Olscharge(Amp/Hrs): 15.8/0.92 Charge[Amp]Hrs): 03.5/9.50
TEST DATA AS OF OCTOBER 23, 1993
Plo¢ area #I -- keys:
Left-side:
a-- High Cell
o-- Average
x-- Low Cell
PIo¢ ares #2 -- keys:
Left-side:
OFF
Plot eros #3 -- keys:
Left-side:
o-- Hloh Cell
o-- Average-- Low Celt
Rlght',-alde:
OFF
R1ght-alde:
v-- PERCENT RECH
Rlgh';-side:OFF
1.43
1.41
1.39
1,37
1.19
1.13
1.07
1.01
Cells Cycling
10 10 10 I0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 I0
I _ t ! I t I 1 | I I I .[,
gggHnnnnigi nga
HHgggggntn_nggH nnn
liar
10 10 I0 10 10 10
! I | I I !
O0 n
De g9ggg_t_tmltl_BxXX_°X'_'_
V VV VVv vV
vV v
VVVVVvVvVVVVvv_ V VV v
VVVV
fl
VVVV
VVV
V VvVvv
VV
V vVV
n figs ggn g g g
g gg gg| n g|
o g_g u _ _ o ggg
° o _ _ ° ° eo _go xoX 0 O X
O XO _ X xe eÜoa o o
e o x_S _ _ xX 0 O0
X i X_ O0 X X e
5'o ' 1_0 ' 290' ' 4b ' 5_0 ' 8_0 ' 7-_0 ' toos' ' t2',i
110 230 350 470 590 710 908 1t19
Cycle Numbers
1, STARTED LIFE CYCLING AT V/T 4.0(1.380 V/C),
2. VT'S WERE ADJUSTEDFROM 4.0 TO 5.0, IN INCREMENTSOF 1/2 VT, DUE TO
LOW EOO'S.
3. CYCLE #528, PACK WAS RECONDITIONEDWITH A/HO 20.12.
4. CYCLE #694, DECREASEDTO VIT 4.5[t,404 V/C) DUE TO HIGH EOC TEMP.
5. CYCLE #733, INCREASEDTO V/T 5.0(1.4t4 V/C) DUE TO LOW EOD,
6. CYCLE #962° INCREASEDTO V/T 5.5(1.424 V/C) DUE TO LOW EOO.
7. CYCLE #1005. PACK WAS RECONDITIONEDWITH A/HO 19.0.
8, CYCLE #1374. INCREASEDTO V/T B,0[t.434 V/C) DUE TO LOW EOD.
9. CYCLE #1506, PACK WAS RECONDITIONEDWITH A/HO 23.7.
i !
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Pack: 63536 l_anf:GATES 50.0 AH
Orblt: LEO Temp (C): 20 ODD(Oh): 40.0
Olscharge[Amp/Hrs): 35.3/0.58 Chsrge(Amp/Hrs): 25.0/1.12
TEST DATA AS OF OCTOBER 23, 1993
Plot sres #I -- keys:
Left-slde:
[]-- High Cell
[]-- Aversge
x-- Low Cell
Plot area #2 -- keys:
Left-side:
OFF
Plot area f3 -- keys:
Left-side:
[]-- High Cell
[]-- Aversge
x-- Low Cell
1.43
1.41
1.38
1.37
1.19
1.17
1.15
1.13
10
t
Right-side:
OFF
Right-side:
v-- PERCENT RECF
Right-side:
OFF
glflg
'V V
V
Cells Cycling
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
V Y
'V V V V v V V V V V V V V v V V V v V V
V V V V V V V V V V V v V
V V V V V
3'o ' 8'o ' ' 2;0 ' ' 3;,0
60 120 180 250 310
Cycle Numbers
STARTED CYCLING I VT 5.5 (1.424 V/C).
CYCLE # 45, INCREASED TO VT 6 C1.434 V/C), OUE TO LOW EOO'S.
' 41)0 '
370 430
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Charge Control Session
Session Organizer: Joe Stockel
Office of Research & Development
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -577-

INTELSAT BATTERY CHARGE PHILOSOPHY
Andrew Dunnet
INTELSAT
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
*INTELSAT has I0 rather aged NiCd Batteries and 30 NiH2
batteries of various designs presently in orbit.
*With all of them we try to minimise the overcharge they are
exposed to as well as maintaining temperatures in the moderate -5
to +20 deg. C. Preferably keeping the temperature under +I0 deg.C.
*INTELSAT uses a current integration on discharge and returns
between 105% and 115% depending on the battery and load.
The I-5 NiCd batteries are recharged to 105% or a cell
voltage of 1.58V, which ever comes first.
The I-5 NiH2 batteries are recharged to 110% to 115%
depending on current load.
The I-K NiH2 batteries are recharged to 112%.
The I-6 NiH2 batteries are recharged to 105%.
The I-7 NiH2 batteries will be recharged to 110%.
*INTELSAT always reconditions their batteries prior to an
eclipse season. With the NiH2 the benefit to the batteries is not
clear but the twice yearly health check is well worth the effort.
Reconditioning is to the first cell to:
IV for the I-5 NiCd batteries.
0.9V for the I-6 NiH2 batteries.
0.SV for all other NiH2 batteries.
*INTELSAT minimises the temperature during solstice by
reducing the recharge to just compensate for self discharge.
*In the past INTELSAT has always controlled the recharge by
computer generated commands on the ground. Starting with I-7 this
function will be controlled by the spacecraft in orbit. All the
parameters; recharge ratio, thermal limits and recharge rates, are
up-linked from the ground.
_¢, PA_;IE BLANK NOT FfLMED
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PRESSURE-BASED CHARGE CONTROL ON Ni-H 2
Dean Maurer, AT&T / Bell Labs
SOME PRESSURE CONTROL CONCERNS
A. ABSOLUTE VALUE
- THERMAL EFFECTS OF OVERCHARGE
- CAPACITY/TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
-TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE EFFECTS
B. RATE
- THERMAL EFFECTS
CELLS
._-"_,cIBr_'_'_ PA_E BLANK NOl F)LMtb
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N94-28125
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON BATTERY
CHARGE CONTROL
NASA SPACE POWER WORKSHOP
NASA/MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALABAMA
11/17/93
G.J. METHLIE
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NICAD CHARGE CONTROL-
GSFC TCVL
PROGRAM- SPECIFIC TCVL'S
V/T CHANGES WITH TIME
THINGS THAT CAN BE DONE
DELTA T VS "DIURNAL CYCLE"
- dE/dT
P & DELTA P
INTEGRAL I dt
RECHARGE RATIO CONTROL
1/2 BATTERY VOLTAGE DIVERGENCE
VOLTAGE "OR" DELTA T
1993NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -590- Charge Control Session
GSFC TCVL CONTROL
TRADEOFF BETWEEN STATE-OF-CHARGE AND CELL DAMAGE
EARLY TCVL'S SET MOSTLY TOO HIGH
THERMAL PROBLEMS ABOVE ABOUT 30 CENTIGRADE
POSSIBLE HYDROGEN EVOLUTION AT 0 -10 CENTIGRADE
RECHARGE RATIOS OFTEN 120- 160%
FLOYD FORD/GSFC & STEVE GASTON - 1972
EXTENSIVE WORK FOR OAO ESTABLISHED 8 TCVL'S
SAFT 20 AHr CELLS
C/2 LEO CYCLING FROM 10- 30 CENTIGRADE
EARLY MODEL CONFIRMED IN BENCH TESTING AT GULTON
PARAMETER AND E DIVERGENCE CORRELATION LOW
RECHARGE RATIOS EFFECTIVE FROM 1 O0 - 110 %
i
LESS DAMAGE WITH TIME/TEMPERATURE AND CYCLING
USED TO GENERATE NWSC/CRANE DATA BASE
G.E./NASA (STD) CELLS MOST RELIABLE
WORKED WELL WITH VERY DIFFERENT CELL DESIGNS
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -591- Charge Control Session
PROGRAM-SPECIFIC TCVL'S
CHANGED SLOPE OF E VS T FOR DIFFERENT MISSION T'S
SOME ELIMINATED TRICKLE IN LEO
SOME USED WITH VERY HIGH CHARGE AND DISCHARGE
RATES
HENNIGAN - SEQUENTIAL CHARGING NOT ADVANTAGEOUS
WAS HELPFUL FOR VERY HIGH RATE MISSIONS
HIGHER RATE CHARGE - BETTER CAPACITY ON HIGH RATE
DISCHARGE - MINIMIZE TRICKLE TIME
"BUILD IN" IR CORRECTION
RECONDITIONING DISCHARGE SHOWED "STAIR STEPS"
NEED REDUNDANT BATTERIES AND CELLS IN THEM
SOFT SHORTS (TEMPORARILY) ERASED
40,000 LEO CYCLES ACHIEVED (LIKE SOLAR MAX)
INTERACTION BETWEEN GS AND VEHICLE EXTENSIVE
EVENTUALLY IviAINTENANCE TIME EQUALS OPERATING TIME
OR SOMETHING ELSE ENDS MISSION
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -592- Charge Control Session
GSFC TCVL CONTROL (CONT'D)
ALSO EFFECTIVE IN GEO WITH STEP TO C/50-100 TRICKLE
SUPPORTED THE MAJORITY OF LEO & GEO PROGRAMS WELL
"ARRHENIUS" PLOT OF CYCLE LIFE VS DOD BETTER THAN NOW
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -593- Charge Control Session
V/T CHANGES WITH TIME/TEMPERATURE/CYCLING
CELLS DEGRADE
INTERNAL RESISTANCE RISES
HYDROLYSIS OF NYLON *
CORRELATION WITH DPA'S
PROPORTION OF CHARGED NEGATIVE INCREASES
ACTIVITY CHANGE SHIFTS Eo FOR NEGATIVE
HYDROGEN GENERATION & "PRESSURE CYCLING"
[KOH] FALLS FROM 31% TO 19% WITH 10% HYDROLYSIS
NICKEL ELECTRODE E0 SHIFTS WITH pH CHANGE
CAPACITY MEASURED IN R/D'S FALLS AT SAME TCVL'S
*- LIM, H.S., "STUDIES ON THE STABILITY OF NYLON SEPARATOR
MATERIAL", 27th Power Sources Symposium, Atlantic City, N.J.,
21-24 June, 1976, pp. 83-85.
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THINGS THAT CAN BE DONE
WATCH BATTERY VOLTAGE TREND
WATCH BATTERY TEMPERATURES TREND
WATCH LOAD SHARING
APPLY LIM'S RATE CONSTANT TO TIME/TEMPERATURE PROFILE
ESTIMATE EXTENT OF HYDROLYSIS
ESTIMATE Ri BY CURRENT-STEP METHOD
CORRECT FOR Eo and Ri CHANGES
BEST TO CONFIRM WITH CELLS FROM MISSION SIMULATION TEST
REDUCE TASKING AND STAY WITH ORIGINAL TCVL'S
DESIGN FUTURE CELLS WITHOUT NYLON ( i.e. "SUPERNICADS")
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -595- _,_ Control Session
DELTA T VS "DIURNAL CYCLE"
COMPARE BATTERY TEMPERATURES WITH VEHICLE MODEL
INCREASE OR DECREASE CHARGE LEVELS TO ELIMINATE TREND
-dE/dT
AVOID -ROLLOVER CHARACTERISTICS VARY TOO MUCH
IN ONE TEST, 2/30 CELLS DID NOT EXHIBIT ROLLOVER
TRANSIENT LOADS CAN CAUSE PRENLATURE CHARGE TERMINATION
P & DELTA P
CORRELATE WITH DELTA T & SOC
USED AS A "BACKUP" OR CHECK ON NICADS
MAIN APPROACH TO NICKEL/_ROGEN
CAN BE APPLIED TO EOCP & EODP
PRESSURE GROWTH CORRELATED TO GRID CORROSION
INTEGRAL I dt
DIRECTLY DETERMINES RECHARGE RATIO
HIGHER PARTS COUNT & SEMICONDUCTOR FAILURE SUSCEPTIBILITY
ACCOUNT FOR "SOFT SHORTS:"
-596- Charge Control Session1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop
\
1/2 BATTERY VOLTAGE DIVERGENCE
RECENT MISSIONS MANAGED TO KEEP THIS DOWN
ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY "SOFT SHORTS"
DOES THIS "DRIVE" PROBLEMS?
VOLTAGE "OR" DELTA T
USED PRIMARILY TERRESTIALLY
VOLTAGE CUTOFF FIXED AT 1.515 V. +/- 10 mV/CELL
DELTA T AT 3 CENTIGRADE OVER BASEPLATE
SUPPORTED C RATE CYCLING WITH 10 C PEAK LOADS
WORKS FROM 5 - 60 CENTIGRADE
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -597- Charge Control Session
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Advanced Nickel-Hydrogen Spacecraft Battery Development
D.K. Coates, C. L. Fox, D. J. Standlee and B. K. Grindstaff
Advanced Systems Operation
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
Joplin, Missouri 64802
N94- 28129
Abstract
Eagle-Picher currently has several advanced
nickel-hydrogen (NiH2) cell component and bat-
tery designs under development including com-
mon pressure vessel (CPV), single pressure ves-
sel (SPV) and dependent pressure vessel (DPV)
designs. A CPV NiH 2 battery, utilizing low-cost
64mm (2.5 in.) cell diameter technology, has been
designed and built for multiple smallsat programs,
including the TUBSAT B spacecraft which is cur-
rently scheduled (24 Nov 93) for launch aboard a
Russian Proton rocket. An advanced 90 mm (3.5
in.) NiH 2 cell design is currently being manufac-
tured for the Space Station Freedom program. Pro-
totype 254mm (10 in.) diameter SPV batteries are
currently under construction and initial boilerplate
testing has shown excellent results. NiI-I 2 cycle life
testing is being continued at Eagle-Picher and IPV
cells have currently completed more than 89,000
accelerated LEO cycles at 15% DOD, 49,000 real-
time LEO cycles at 30% DOD, 37,800 cycles un-
der a real-time LEO profile, 30 eclipse seasons in
accelerated GEO and 6 eclipse seasons in real-
time GEO testing at 75% DOD maximum. Nickel-
metal hydride battery development is continuing
for both aerospace and electric vehicle applica-
tions. Eagle-Picher has also developed an exten-
sive range of battery evaluation, test and analysis
(BETA) measurement and control equipment and
software, based on Hewlett-Packard computerized
data acquisition/control hardware.
Introduction/Background
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc. (EPI) has been
supplying the defense and aerospace industry with
high quality, high reliability batteries for more than
forty years. More than 25 electrochemical systems
are represented including nickel-hydrogen, nickel-
cadmium, nickel-iron, nickel-metal hydride,
nickel-zinc, silver-zinc, silver-metal hydride, so-
dium-sulfur, lead-acid and a wide variety of ther-
mal and lithium battery systems. EPI batteries have
been included in a large number of space and mis-
sile systems including the Hubble Space Tele-
scope, Skylab, the Patriot and Cruise missiles,
Standard Missile, Sidewinder, Copperhead,
AMRAAM, TOW and many others. Eagle-Picher
manufactures more than 80% of all batteries used
in U. S. missile and weapons systems. Nearly ev-
ery manned U. S, spaceflight has used EPI batter-
ies including the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo and
Space Shuttle missions. Eagle-Picher built the sil-
ver-zinc cells which powered the Lunar Rover on
the surface of the moon. More than 50 earth-or-
bital communications and surveillance spacecraft
which use EPI nickel-hydrogen batteries have been
launched.
EPI batteries have also been used in a num-
ber of solar and electric race vehicles in such races
as the GM Sunrayce, the Solar 300 and the Aus-
tralian World Solar Challenge. Eagle-Picher has
supplied batteries to more winning electric race
vehicles than any other manufacturer. Michigan
State University placed first in performance and
third overall in a ground-up design vehicle with
EPI nickel-metal hydride batteries in the Ford
Hybrid Electric Challenge in June, 1993. The
University of Michigan solar/electric race vehicle
won the 1993 Sunrayce using EPI batteries. Eagle-
Picher is currently operating the world's only ad-
vanced electric vehicle battery manufacturing
plant. This facility is manufacturing nickel-iron
batteries for the Chrysler TE electric minivan. In
addition, EPI has set multiple land and water speed
records for electric vehicles and electric boats and
set the world's electric vehicle record for the long-
est distance driven on a single charge.
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Nickel-hydrogen (NiH 2) batteries are the sys-
tem of choice for both low-earth-orbit (LEO) and
geosynchronous-earth-orbit (GEO) communica-
tions and surveillance satellites. NiH 2 batteries
have almost completely replaced sealed aerospace
nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries for these appli-
cations. The Nil-/2 battery system has been in pro-
duction at EPI for more than fifteen years. The
first NiH 2 batteries Were launched in 1976 aboard
the U. S. Navy NTS-2 satellite and a U. S. Air
Force Flight Experiment satellite. There were sev-
eral additional GEO satellites using EPI NiH 2 bat-
teries launched throughout the 1980's including
INTELSAT V, G-Star, AmericanSat, Spacenet
and SatCom K1 and K2. Eagte-Picher now has
NiH 2 batteries flying aboard more than fifty satel-
lites, including several European spacecraft such
as Olympus (British Aerospace), Eutelsat II
(Aerospatiale), TVSat II (AEG), Telecom II and
HispaSat (Matra). EPI NiH: batteries are also be-
ing used in demanding LEO applications such as
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). This flight
database amounts to more than 97,000,000 opera-
tional cell-hours in space.
Nickel-Hydrogen Life Testing
There is also an extensive ground testing
database. NiI-I 2 cells and batteries are being cycle
life tested at EPI and other organizations, in both
the U. S. and Europe. A full summary of NiI-l_
testing at EPI has been recently published (1). EPI
currently has more than 100 flight-type NiI-t_ cells
on life test under several different cycle regimes
and depths-of-discharge (DOD). A summary of
some of the testing being done is indicated in Fig-
ure 1. Cells have accumulated over 89,000 charge/
discharge cycles under an accelerated LEO regime
at 15% DOD. This test is an accelerated LEO re-
gime in which the cells charge for 23.5 minutes
and discharge for 21.5 minutes for a total of 32
cycles per 24 hour day. Testing is done at 5+3 °C.
The cells are operating at 15% DOD under the
accelerated regime which would be equivalent to
30% DOD under a real-time LEO regime, based
on current density. Several 76 Ahr cells are being
tested under the same regime and have accumu-
lated more than 69,500 charge/discharge cycles.
Cell _ %DOD #Cycles*
RNH-30-1 R/T LEO 30 49,000
RNH-50-15 ACC LEO 15 89,000
RNH-76-3 ACC LEO 15 69,500
RNH-76-3 R/T 1 -- 21,500
RNH-76-3 R/T 2 - 37,800
RNH-76-3 RFF3 - 37,000
RMH-4 R/3" LEO 40 8900
RMH-10 R/T LEO 15 6,700
RNH-65-1-3 ACC GEO 75 MAX 30**
SAR-10017 ACC GEO 75 MAX 16"*
SAR-10017 R/T GEO 75 MAX 6**
RJT=Real Time ACC=Accelerated
*As of November, 1993 **Eclipse Seasons
Figure I -- EPI Life Test Summary
Intelsat V type RNH-30 cells have completed more
than 49,000 real-time LEO cycles at 30% DOD.
These cells are operating on a standard 55/35 LEO
regime for a total of 16 cycles per day. This test
has been in continuous operation for more than 9
years. Typical end-of-charge (EOCV) and end-of-
discharge voltages (EODV) as a function of the
number of cycles are indicated in Figure 2. No
performance degradation has been observed to
date.
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Figure 2 -- Real Time LEO Life Test
Cells are also being tested under accelerated
and real-time GEO test regimes as indicated in
Figure 1. This testing has completed up to 30
eclipse seasons as shown in Figure 3. Each forty-
two day eclipse season is performed in real-time.
Test acceleration is achieved by eliminating the
trickle charge period between seasons. In this
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manner, approximately eight eclipse seasons can
be performed per calendar year, rather than only
two. The test is operating at 75% DOD maximum
and the cells are reconditioned every fifth season.
Figure 3 shows the EODV for Day 21 for each
season. Day 21 is the day on which the maximum
DOD occurs and therefore represents the minimum
voltage experienced by the cell during the season.
Extrapolation of this data indicates that cell fail-
ure, defined as an EODV on Day 21 of less than
1.0 volt, would not occur before approximately
42 seasons. Another accelerated GEO test has ac-
cumulated 16 seasons and the real-time GEO test
is up to 6 seasons. This test includes trickle charg-
ing between eclipse seasons. Additional testing
indicated in Figure 1 shows 21,500 cycles, 37,000
cycles and 37,800 cycles in three separate real-
time test regimes and up to 8900 cycles in nickel-
metal hydride cell testing (RMH designation).
sign us!ng pineapple-slice type electrodes in the
back-to-back configuration. The cell uses a zirco-
nium-oxide wall-wick and continuous electrode
leads. Terminal seals were of the nylon compres-
sion type. All of the cells were nickel precharged
(hydrogen limited) in the cell electrolyte activa-
tion procedure. The advanced design used a com-
bination of asbestos and Zircar separators, lower
cell stack compression, a double spring washer
arrangement and a catalyzed wall-wick. The cells
were built in two sizes, 65 Ahr and 8 ! Ahr. Both
standard and advanced cells were built in the 65
Ahr size, but only the advanced cell was built in
the 81 Ahr size. All cells were equipped with
microstrain gages and aluminum thermal sleeves.
The sleeve serves to remove heat from the area of
the cell adjacent to the dual cell stacks and pro-
vides a means of mechanically mounting the cell
for testing.
ACCELERATED GEO SIMULATION
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Figure 3 m Accelerated GEO Life Cycle Test
Space Station Freedom Cell Testing
Nickel-hydrogen IPV batteries have been se-
lected as the power supply for the SSF program
(2). The batteries will be used to supply power to
the station during the eclipse portion of the orbit
(LEO). In response to a NASA-Lewis Research
Center contract in the fall of 1990, Eagle-Picher
delivered 130 NiH 2 cells for life-testing and de-
velopment work. These cells were designed for
service in low-earth-orbit, and specifically for use
in evaluating battery requirements for the SSF pro-
gram. The cells consisted of two basic designs: a
"standard" design and an "advanced" design. The
standard cell was an Eagle-Picher "Mantech" de-
The cells were fully characterized at Eagle-
Picher prior to delivery to NASA. Initial accep-
tance testing at EPI showed excellent electrical
performance and uniformity. The cells deliver up
to 56 Whr/kg with a very narrow capacity distri-
bution over the production lots. Following deliv-
ery of the cells in the fall of 1990, most were placed
on cycling tests at the Naval Surface Warfare Cen-
ter-Crane, as part of the SSF life test program. The
standard design 65 Ahr cells were built into 6 cell
packs containing 8 cells each. Three cell packs
are operating at 35% DOD and the other 3 packs
are being tested at 60% DOD. The cells are oper-
ating at a charge-return ratio of 1.04 (the ampere-
hour ratio of charge to discharge). As of March
1993, these cells had achieved 5200 to 5600
cycles. The advanced 65 Ahr cells were split into
four separate tests containing 5 cells each. The
four tests have currently completed from 5000 to
10,000 charge/discharge cycles. The advanced 81
Ahr cells are also split into four tests, with each
test containing 10 cells. The 81 Ahr cells have
completed from 3000 to 8000 cycles. Testing is
still underway and is planned to be continued.
Three of the advanced 81 Ahr cells were also pro-
vided to NASA Goddard Space Flight Center for
evaluation as part of the EOS program.
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Advanced Hydrogen Electrode Design
Low catalyst loading gas diffusion membrane
electrodes have been developed for the aerospace
NiH 2 battery system. This has been accomplished
through the use of novel catalytic materials, new
electrode designs and innovative manufacturing
methods. Some of the preliminary data has been
published (3). Current state-of-the-art NiH 2 space-
flight battery electrodes use fuel cell grade plati-
num black at relatively high catalyst loading lev-
els. At this usage level, platinum represents a major
cost in the NiH 2cell. Low-cost NiH 2 cell technol-
ogy requires lower cost cell components. This is
particularly applicable to the emerging "smallsat"
market. Novel catalyst supports and alternative
catalyst systems have been developed to decrease
catalyst loading levels, and therefore reduce cost,
without reducing performance or reliability. Elec-
trodes can be produced with platinum loading lev-
els as low as 20% of previous levels, while main-
taining current performance levels and retaining
the existing aerospace heritage and database. Fig-
ure 4 shows representative EOCV and EODV val-
ues as a function of cycling for low catalyst load-
ing electrodes which are built into a dual stack
CPV cell design. These electrodes exhibit excel-
lent performance and have completed more than
12,000 cycles under a 90-minute LEO test regime
operating at 40% DOD.
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Figure 4 -- Reduced Catalyst Loading In CPV
Alternative catalyst systems can further re-
duce platinum usage to less than 10% of previous
levels or completely eliminate the use of platinum
with alternate catalyst materials. Materials such
as Palladium, Iridium and Ruthenium have been
tested at the electrode and cell levels. Novel cata-
lyst support materials have also been evaluated as
a method of reducing catalyst loading while main-
taining the high surface area necessary for cata-
lytic activity. This advanced electrode technology
has currently accumulated more than 13,000
cycles in real-time LEO testing and has been in-
corporated into several NiH 2 spaceflight programs.
Comparative data for several catalyst variables is
shown in Figure 5. The chart shows voltage ver-
sus time for a full ninety minute LEO cycle, num-
ber 12,882. Performance has been excellent for
several of the electrode variables with very little
degradation being observed as a function of cy-
cling. Palladium is shown in Figure 5 as an ex-
ample of a material which does not perform well.
Testing is being continued. The hydrogen elec-
trode technology developed has been incorporated
into several flight programs including a low-cost
NiH 2 CPV battery (64mm cell diameter) which
was built for the TUBSAT B spacecraft. This sat-
ellite, built by the Technical University of Berlin,
is scheduled for launch this year aboard a Russian
Proton rocket.
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Figure 5 -- Alternate Catalyst Test Matrix
Alternative Separator Evaluation Testing
Eagle-Picher currently has over 2,000 NiH 2
cells (equivalent to more than 50 batteries) cur-
rently operating in earth-orbital satellites. The vast
majority of this flight database is with standard
fuel-cell-grade asbestos separator. More recently,
zirconium-oxide cloth has become integrated into
several cell designs, particularly those which in-
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corporate a wall-wick on the inner surface of the
pressure vessel. Eagle-Picher has an ongoing pro-
gram to procure, test and evaluate alternative sepa-
rator materials. The purpose is to identify and
qualify for flight, materials other than the two men-
tioned above. A large number of candidate mate-
rials have been identified from several different
manufacturers. These materials are subjected to
an initial screening procedure and materials which
show promise are then evaluated in actual cell test-
ing. Some of the initial parameters that are con-
sidered are material type, chemical compatibility,
oxidation resistance, long-term stability, wicking
ability, wettability, electrolyte retention, bubble
pressure, thickness, availability, cost (near-term
and long-term) and other factors. Initial separator
evaluation cell testing is typically done at the boil-
erplate cell level which provides a simple, rapid
means of generating comparative data. The most
promising samples are built into flight-type NiH 2
cells for performance testing and cycle life evalu-
ation.
Approximately 15 materials have been evalu-
ated for potential applications in the NiH 2battery
system. Additional materials have been evaluated
in the NiMH system. The materials range from
inorganics to treated polymeric materials. More
than 60 flight-type NiH 2 cells have been built spe-
cifically for the purpose of separator materials
evaluation. Most of the comparative testing is done
using the same cell design variables in order to
minimize any extraneous effects on the separator
being tested. Several separator types have been
selected for cycle life testing based on superior
performance characteristics in basic material and
initial boilerplate cell level testing. This testing
has been underway for several years and some
materials have accumulated up to 35,000 cycles
in accelerated LEO testing. Most of the life test-
ing is being done under accelerated cycle regimes
in order to accumulate cycles in the shortest pos-
sible time. The effect of DOD and electrolyte con-
centration on the separator is also being consid-
ered. These and other factors may affect the ulti-
mate cycle life obtained. Several versions ofpoly-
olefin material are under test along with other types
of organic separators. Results are promising to
date. Materials continue to be developed in con-
junction with separator vendors. Test results and
data are fed back to vendors in order to optimize
the most promising materials being tested. This
cooperative effort will continue as new materials
are selected for evaluation and new test results
become available.
Common Pressure Vessel (CPV) Technology
Dual stack NiH 2 CPV cells are currently be-
ing built in both 64mm and 90mm diameters. The
technology is applicable to high power 114mm
(4.5 in.) diameter cell designs as well. The 64mm
cells are specifically designed for small satellite
applications. Cells have been produced for the
"APEX", "SeaStar" and "ORBCOMM" programs
with Orbital Sciences Corporation and will be
flown in the TUBSAT B spacecraft built by the
Technical University of Berlin. Several 90mm
CPV cells have been built for the "SALT" pro-
gram with Intraspace and cells were provided to
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). A typical
64mm CPV battery design is shown in Figure 6.
IJl 111
I'
!
Figure 6 m SAR-10027 Ni-H= Battery Outline
The dual stack CPV design provides several im-
portant advantages over conventional IPV tech-
nology, including a 50% reduction in the mount-
ing footprint of the battery, a 30% reduction in
cell volume and a 10% reduction in mass. There
are also reduced IR conductor losses due to the
shorter intemal series connection as compared to
wiring two cells together extemally. The dual stack
approach provides a low technical risk due to mini-
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mal deviation from accepted spaceflight qualified
designs. The dual stack CPV cell is very similar
to the dual stack IPV cell except that the two cell
stacks are connected electrically in series instead
of in parallel. Therefore, the CPV cell has an out-
put voltage of 2.5 volts, which is the sum of the
two series-connected cell stacks. 40 Ahr CPV cells
(90mm diameter) have completed over 16,000
cycles at 50% DOD in a real-time LEO test re-
gime. No performance degradation has occurred
and testing will be continued.
Single Pressure Vessel (SPV) Technology
SPV technology differs from the previously
discussed CPV technology by combining an en-
tire multiceit NiH_ space battery in a single pres-
sure vessel. SPV technology has been developed
to simplify the NiH 2 system at the battery level
and ultimately to reduce overall battery cost and
increase system reliability. The battery mechani-
cal design is shown in Figure 7. The pressure ves-
sel has an outside diameter of 254mm. Internal
construction is modular and allows any number
of individual cells to be stacked together. Each
cell module is designed to deliver the rated ca-
pacity of the battery, with the resultant battery
voltage being the sum of the series-connected cells.
The length of the pressure vessel is determined
by the number of cell modules and the desired
operating pressure. The system is designed to op-
erate at internal hydrogen pressures up to 1000
psi but the pressure can be reduced by including
additional free volume to accommodate the hy-
drogen gas. Each cell module is sealed to retain
the potassium-hydroxide electrolyte. This prevents
any potential electrolyte bridging between cells.
A microporous plug allows the diffusion of hy-
drogen gas into and out of each cell module for
normal cell operation. The plug is impermeable
to the aqueous electrolyte. As the battery is
charged, hydrogen gas generated inside each cell
module diffuses into the free volume of the pres-
sure vessel. The pressure inside the cell module
remains equalized with the internal pressure of the
battery. As the individual cell module does not
contain any net pressure differential, it can be made
of lightweight plastic materials. The SPV battery
design is flexible and can be configured for both
high voltage, low capacity systems and high ca-
pacity, low voltage systems. This design is par-
ticularly attractive for large arrays of batteries with
multiple series/parallel arrangements for systems
such as SSF or other future large space-based sys-
tems. The use of SPV batteries would allow in-
creased overall power system flexibility as com-
pared to traditional multicell IPV battery designs.
Fig. 7 Single Pressure Vessel Battery
Dependent Pressure Vessel (DPV) Technology
Dependent pressure vessel technology is also
a modular approach to NiH 2 space battery design.
DPV battery construction offers the potential for
substantial improvements in battery specific-en-
ergy (weight) and energy-density (volume). The
DPV battery offers potential savings in weight and
volume of 25 to 30% compared to a conventional
IPV battery design. This design was first reported
by Eagle-Picher in 1974 (4) and new applications
such as large communications satellites and the
SSF program have renewed interest in this design.
The battery concept is illustrated in Figure 8. As
shown in the figure, the geometry of a DPV cell
requires some support of the flat surfaces and the
cell is partially dependent upon the battery pack-
age for gas pressure containment. A major design
advantage is that the battery support structure is
efficiently required to restrain only the force ap-
plied to a portion of the end cell only. As the DPV
cells are stacked in series to achieve the desired
system voltage, this increment of the total battery
weight becomes small.
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Figure 8 -- Ni-H=DPV Battery Design
The advantage of the DPV cell design over
the SPV design is that the problem of a single point
failure in the event of a hydrogen leak is avoided.
The DPV provides a lower risk approach to achiev-
ing substantial energy density improvement by
offering less deviation from accepted flight quali-
fied technology. The geometry of the DPV cell
also promotes compact, minimum volume pack-
aging and places all cell terminals in close prox-
imity along the length of the battery. The result-
ing ability to reduce intercell current conductor
size offers additional significant weight savings.
Typical internal cell construction is shown in Fig-
ure 9. The electrode stack is rectangular within
the pressure vessel. A second major advantage,
the dramatic improvements in weight and volume
are achieved with minimal design risks. The cell' s
liquid electrolyte is hermetically sealed in a single
vessel as are current flight technology cells. And,
a maximum, direct electrode stack-to-vessel wall
interface is achieved ensuring superior system
Figure 9 -- Internal DPV Cell Stack Construction
thermal management. DPV cells of a 50 Ahr de-
sign have been built and tested yielding more than
70 Whr/kg. This is the highest specific energy re-
ported for space NiH 2 cells to date.
Low-Pressure Nickel-Hydrogen Technology
There has been a growing interest recently
in several low pressure NiH_ battery designs, in-
cluding nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries.
The NiMH battery is electrochemically identical
with the nickel-hydrogen system except atomic
hydrogen is stored as a solid metallic hydride
rather than as a molecular gas. Eagle-Picher be-
gan working with low pressure NiH 2 battery sys-
tems in the early 1970's in connection with space
battery R&D programs. Comsat Laboratories also
investigated this technology (5). The interest was
to increase the volumetric efficiency (energy den-
sity) of the NiH 2 battery by lowering the maxi-
mum operating pressure (MOP). This would elimi-
nate the need for free volume inside the cell pres-
sure vessel required to accommodate the hydro-
gen gas at manageable pressures. This would lead
to a substantial increase in volumetric energy den-
sity and eliminate the need for a cylindrical pres-
sure vessel. The disadvantage is that the linear
pressure versus state-of-charge indication of the
NiH 2 system is no longer valid. Also, an additional
failure mechanism is introduced into the cell in
that the hydride material could possibly degrade
and fail before the normal cell wear-out mecha-
nism is reached.
Recent advances in hydride materials tech-
nology have made possible the use of low pres-
sure NiH 2 batteries for aerospace applications (6).
The hydride material can either be used electro-
chemically as the discharge anode in the cell or
can be used as ancillary chemical hydrogen stor-
age for a normal pressure-type nickel-hydrogen
cell. In either case the entire system can be her-
metically sealed and therefore maintenance-free.
Chemical hydrogen storage offers the advantage
of potentially much longer cycle life. The prob-
lems of hydride material pulverization, perfor-
mance degradation or oxygen/water/electrolyte
poisoning are avoided. Metal hydride cells are
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being manufactured and tested in a variety of de-
signs and capacity ranges. These include both
nickel and silver cathode cells. Hermetically sealed
10 Ahr aerospace cells have completed more than
2,000 LEO cycles at 45% DOD and 4 Ahr aero-
space design cells have completed more than 8,000
cycles at 47% DOD. Low pressure 200 Ahr NiH:
batteries have been built and tested with excellent
results. Low pressure NiH 2 technology offers sig-
nificant advantages for volume critical applica-
tions compared to traditional IPV NiH_ batteries.
The technology is applicable to both aerospace
and terrestrial commercial applications. A 300V,
40 Ahr nickel-metal hydride battery was recently
supplied to Michigan State University for a ground
up design electric vehicle. The vehicle placed first
in the performance categories and third overall in
the Ford Hybrid Electric Challenge in June, 1993.
This is the world's first nickel-metal hydride bat-
tery powered vehicle.
Cell and Battery Automated Test Equipment
The Electronics Systems Group, within the
Advanced Systems Operation, has developed ex-
tensive hardware and software capabilities in the
area of cell and battery level automated test equip-
ment (ATE). This capability has been developed
and continuously upgraded over a period of sev-
eral years in tandem with the development of
spaceflight qualified battery systems, such as the
nickel-hydrogen battery. Current nickel-hydrogen
test system capability at Eagle-Picher includes the
capacity of simultaneously testing more than 1,000
individual nickel-hydrogen cells and 15 fully in-
tegrated spacecraft batteries. This capability is
being significantly increased in the near future to
keep pace with current and upcoming flight pro-
grams. The specialized requirements, extremely
tight tolerances and strict system controls dictated
by the space industry are not addressed by com-
mercially available test systems. The absence of
appropriate computer-based hardware systems and
associated sot_-ware forced Eagle-Picher to develop
this capability in-house. As a result, this system
level battery test expertise has developed into an
independent commercial operation directed at the
highly specialized aerospace battery market. Spe-
cialized battery test systems are currently being
supplied on a custom basis to the industry. These
Battery Evaluation, Test and Analysis (BETA)
systems can be configured for a variety of spe-
cific test requirements.
The core BETA test system is based on
Hewlett-Packard computer and data acquisition/
control (DAC) hardware. A typical BETA test
system is shown in Figure 10. The specific hard-
ware configuration and supporting software is de-
veloped in-house to meet the specific requirements
of the application. Eagle-Picher is a licensed
"Channel Partner" of Hewlett-Packard through the
formation of a value-added business partnership.
This collaboration allows Eagle-Picher to provide
highly specialized advanced battery testing capa-
bilities for military, aerospace, industrial and pre-
mium commercial applications. Statistical Process
Control (SPC) options can be incorporated into
the BETA test system for additional battery test
and analysis capabilities. Test systems can be con-
figured' for variable levels of operator indepen-
dence. Some specialized aerospace battery test-
ing requires intensive personnel monitoring for a
variety of purposes. In this instance, the BETA
system is configured primarily for data acquisi-
tion and can be programmed to provide appropri-
ate operator prompts where required. The BETA
system can not only prompt specific operator in-
teraction but also monitor and verify that the
proper interaction has occurred. Various alarm
capability can be included, as well. This minimizes
the potential operator-incurred test faults that can
O •
Figure t0 -- Typical EPI BETA Test System
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occur during 24-hour per day, 7-day per week op-
eration and testing schedules, which are common
in the aerospace industry.
Conclusions
Eagle-Picher is currently working in a num-
ber of areas to improve and further develop the
nickel-hydrogen battery system. These include
sub-cell level components, such as nickel and hy-
drogen electrodes, and cell and battery level de-
sign improvements. The technology being devel-
oped is applicable to both commercial and aero-
space applications. A number of these advanced
NiH 2 battery designs are currently in production
and under development. The designs are appli-
cable to many aerospace applications including
the Space Station Freedom (SSF). New designs
such as CPV, SPV and DPV will continue to de-
velop and push forward the state-of-the-art in aero-
space battery technology. This evolution in bat-
tery design is necessary to keep pace with the rapid
advances being made in other aspects of electron-
ics and materials science. NiH 2 battery R&D will
be continued in support of future flight programs
as varied as SSF and "smallsat" programs. Elec-
trical, mechanical and thermal aspects of battery
design will continue to evolve. Battery perfor-
mance, including useful life and charge/discharge
cycle life, must also be maximized. These power
systems must provide the high degree of safety
and reliability required by manned space programs
and large space-based orbital systems. Advanced
nickel-hydrogen batteries will continue to fulfill
these demanding requirements well into the next
century.
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R. Dan Dell, G. C. Klein and D. F. Schmidt
Gates Aerospace Batteries
Gainesville, Florida
Abstract
Gates Aerospace Batteries is conducting two
long term test programs to fully characterize
the NiMH Cell Technology for aerospace
applications. The first program analyzes the
effects of long term storage upon cell
performance. The second program analyzes
cycle life testing and preliminary production lot
testing. This paper summarizes these
approaches to testing the NiMH couple and
culminates with initial storage and testing
recommendations. " +
Long term storage presents challenges to deter
the adverse condition of capacity fade in
NiMH cells. Elevated but stabilized pressures
and elevated but stabilized end:of-charge
voltages also appear to be a characteristic
phenomenon of long term storage modes.
However, the performance degradation is
dependent upon specific characteristics of the
metal'hydride alloy. To date, there is no
objective evidence with which to recommend
the proper method for storage and handling of
NiMH Cells upon shipment from our facility.
This is particularly critical due to limited data
points that indicate open circuit storage at
Room Temperature for 60 to 90 days will
result in irrecoverable capacity loss.
Accordingly a test plan was developed to
determine what method of mid term to long
term storage will prevent irrecoverable
capacity loss. The explicit assumption is that
trickle charging at some rate above the
self-discharge rate will prevent the irreversible
chemical changes to the negative electrode
that result in the irrecoverable capacity loss.
Another premise is that lower storage
temperatures, typically 0°C for aerospace
customers, will impede any negative chemical
reactions. Three different trickle charge rates
are expected to yield a fairly flat response with
respect to recoverable capacity versus baseline
cells in two different modes of open circuit.
Specific attributes monitored include:
end-of-charge voltage, end-of-charge pressure,
mid-point discharge voltage, capacity, and
end-of-discharge pressure.
Cycle life testing and preliminary production
lot testing contlnue-t0 dominate the overall
technology development effort at GAB. The
Cell Life Test Program reflects continuing
improvements in our baseline cell designs.
Performance improvements include lower and
more stable charge voltages and pressures.
The continuing review of Production Lot
Testing assures conformance to our design
criteria and expectations. This is especially
critical during this period of transferring
technology from the R & D status to
production.
Long Term Storage Test Program
Introduction: NiMH cells with certain alloy
negatives are known to experience measurable
capacity fade when stored under adverse
conditions. However, there was no objective
evidence with which Gates Aerospace
Batteries could recommend to their customers
the proper method for storage and handling of
NiMH Cells upon receipt at their facility. This
is particularly critical due to limited evidence
that indicates that open circuit storage at
Room Temperature for 60 to 90 day will result
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in irrecoverable capacity loss.
A Test Plan was developed to determine what
method of mid term to long term storage
would prevent irrecoverable capacity loss. The
explicit assumption is that trickle charging at
some rate above the self-discharge rate will
prevent the irreversib.le chemical changes to
the negative electrode that result in the
irrecoverable capacity loss. Another
assumption is that lower storage temperatures,
typically 0°C for aerospace customers, will
slow down any negative chemical reactions.
Finally, the general recommendation to not
deplete NiMH cells below 0.5 volts explicitly
prevents storage in the shorted condition as, is
typical with NiCd technology.
Accordingly, a test plan was devised to subject
five cells to five different storage methods for
a minimum of 90 days. This initial 90 day
period was divided into three specific periods
of 30 days. Extension of that test plan to a
longer period is dependent upon those results
in addition to availability of test equipment.
Further iterations to that test plan both for
test parameters and quantity of cells are
dependent upon those results.
Test Cells: The five test cells selected for the
test program are residuals from the first
production lot of 47B024AM01 cells rated at
24 Amp-Hour. Initial capacity for all cells will
be as tested during normal Acceptance
Testing. The cells weigh 670 grams with a
Specific Energy of 43.77 Whr/Kg.
Test Plan: The overall plan shown in Figure
1 is to subject three cells to three different
rates of trickle charge while at 0 _, this will
determine the optimum charge rate should a
trickle charge be necessary. Two additional
cells to be left in open-circuit and then
become the fourth and fifth test cells. The
fourth cell will be fully charged, then
open-circuited and placed in the same
environmental chamber at 0*C as a first
baseline. The fifth cell will be depleted to 0.5
volt, then open-circuited and placed in the
same environmental chamber at O°C as a
second baseline.
The five cells were initially discharged to 0.5
volts at 23 °C upon completion of Acceptance
Testing. The cells were then evacuated to a
vacuum of 26 to 30 inches Hg, and the
gage/valve assembly left on each cell. Cell
Nos. 1, 2, and 3 were charged at 2.4 amps for
20 hours @ Room Temp and then stored at
trickle charge rates of C/100, C/75 and C/50
based upon actual lot average capacity.
Numerical charge rates are 250, 333 and 500
milliamps respectively. Cell No. 4 was charged
at 2.4 amps for 20 hours @ Room Temp
placed in open circuit and stored in the same
environmental chamber at 0°C. Cell No. 5
was placed in open circuit and stored in the
same environmental chamber at 0 °C.
Data Collection: The data collected in this
test included response voltage and pressure on
a daily basis. Each 30 days the five cells are
removed and discharged at 12.0 amps to 0.9
volts. The cells are then subjected to three
Room Temperature Verification Capacity
Cycles per the standard acceptance testing to
determine if capacity loss has occurred. The
cells are charged at 2.4 amps for 20 hours
before returning to their respective Trickle
Charge. It was initially expected that 3 or 4 of
these 30 day cycles can be performed with
currently available resources.
Expected Results: The three different trickle
charge rates are expected to yield a fairly flat
response with respect to recoverable capacity.
Cell No. 4 stored in fully charged open-circuit
is expected to not yield a measurable capacity
fade. Cell No. 5 stored in depleted
open-circuit is expected to yield a measurable
capacity fade, Or irrecoverable capacity. These
results will be compared with a previous test
wherein a single 7 AH cell was stored in
open-circuited condition at Room
Temperature for 90 days. Specific attributes
to be monitored include: end-of-charge voltage
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[EOCV], end-of-charge pressure [EOCP],
mid-point discharge voltage, capacity, and
EODP.
Specific attributes to be analyzed include:
1. Stability of voltages and pressures for the
three cells at different trickle charge rates,
. Stability of voltages and pressures for all
cells during the charge portion of the
Capacity Verification Cycles following each
30 day storage period; and,
o Stability of capacities and end-of-discharge
pressures for all cells during the discharge
portion of the Capacity Verification Cycles
following each 30 day storage period.
Test Results: Test Results are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2, and are graphically displayed
thereafter in Figures 2 to 7. The key to Cell
Condition as noted in Tables 1 and 2 is as
follows:
0.250A T/C indicates a fully charged cell
and trickle charge rate of 0.25 amps
during storage;
0.333A T/C indicates a fully charged cell
and cell trickle charge rate of 0.25 amps
during storage;
0.500A T/C indicates a fully charged cell
and cell trickle charge rate of 0.25 amps
during storage;
C & O/C indicates a cell that was fully
charged and stored in open-circuit; and,
D & O/C indicates a cell that was
depleted and stored in open-circuit.
The Ave. Volt. [average pressure] at Day 1 to
3 and at Day 28 to 30 was used to remove any
perturbations from a single day. The average
pressure was treated similarly. EOCV and
EOCP are common abbreviations for
end-of-charge voltage and pressure. However,
the abbreviation EODP for end-of-discharge
pressure has more significance with
nickel-metal hydride technology. This is due
to residual partial pressures from deterioration
of the hydride alloy that may tend to inflate
this EODP and thus become a strong indicator
of cell deterioration and failure.
Thus, Table 1 becomes the simple summary of
performance readings over three periods of
thirty days. Table 2 provides the first indication
of performance characterization and stability.
This data is plotted on Figures 2 to 7 and
forms the basis of the following discussion of
test results:
End-of-Charge Pressures (see Figure 2) appear
consistent for all cells at this point as was
expected. These pressures remain fairly
constant with increasing number of 30 day
cycles. These pressures are somewhat
elevated, but otherwise appear unremarkable.
End-of-Charge Voltages (see Figure 3) appear
both consistent and constant for all cells with
increasing number of 30 day cycles.
End-of-Discharge Pressures (see Figure 4)
appear consistent for all cells at this point as
was expected. The slight rise and fall with
increasing number of 30 day cycles is a test
artifact that appears to affect all cells equally.
Capacity (see Figure 5) appears fairly
consistent except for Cell Nos. 3 and 5.
Certainly, some test artifact appears to have
affected those two cells. It is too early to
determine from this single indicator whether
capacity degradation is occurring on Cell No.
5. Cell No. 3 does appear to be experiencing
some continuing capacity growth as confirmed
by the mild overcharging indicated in Figure 7.
Voltage Change (see Figure 6) of -360 mV
for Cell No. 5 appears to be a test artifact.
From Table 1, the cell voltage at the end of
the second 30 day period is significantly
out-of-family for inexplicable reasons.
Voltage Change over multiple 30 day periods
for cells undergoing three different trickle
charg e rates appears to be independent of
their respective charge rates.
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Pressure Change (see Figure 7) over multiple
30 day periods appears independent of the
initial state-of-charge for those cells in
open-circuit.
Pressure Change for multiple 30 day periods
appears somewhat inconsistent as regards the
trickle charge rate of 0.33 amps in that it
would be expected to lie between the response
curves for the 0.25 amp and 0.50 amp charge
rates. However, Cell No. 2 at 0.33 amp trickle
charge rate appears to have a tapering-off of
pressure response. Whereas Cell No. 3 at 0.50
amps is still experiencing some mild
overcharging during the 30 day period.
LEO Cycle Life Test Program
Cycle life testing under LEO conditions and
limited cell production has dominated GAB's
in house development program for more than
two years. The life test program, involving a
host of different cell designs continues to
confirm the selection of the first generation
cell design earlier this year. This portion of
the paper continues to update the battery
community of the cycle life performance of the
first generation cells, compared to a) early
cells put on test 2 years ago, and b) same
recent cell designs that show some rather
interesting and different performance
characteristics.
A first generation cell design was selected out
of the many cell designs that have been
subjected to a LEO life test cycle of 50%
DOD and 23 °C.
Figure 8 shows a tabulation of the (55) cells in
the GAB test program of engineering model
cells. Twenty-five (25) cells are continuing the
life test as of this Battery Workshop.
Additional ceils can be added to the program
on a periodic basis in order to validate new
design parameters as required. Cell test
data, predominately LEO life cycle testing,
has been reported at various customer
meetings, previous NASA Battery Workshops,
the AF Space Power Workshop, and in GAB's
NiMH Product Information binder. The latter
document is presently in the hands of about
150 customers worldwide.
The cells built for the test program have
involved a great number of design variables
such as positive electrode types and
impregnation, AB,. and AB5 negative
electrodes, electrode processing and
treatments, and at least 6 different separators.
Each group of cells shown in Figure 8 contains
one or two cells built with the same design
variable.
Life cycling for all cells in the table was
performed in a 90 minute LEO simulation
regime of 35 minutes discharge and 55 minutes
charge using an integrator controlled cycler.
Each cell is monitored using a FLUKE
sc_inning multimeter interfaced to a PC based
data collection system. Cell pressures are
monitored by direct reading of gauges
(Ashcroft A1S1) attached to the cells.
Pressure data is manually entered into the
correct data file. The specific test conditions
are shown on Figure 8.
All cells were cycled at 50% DOD
(nameplate) and room temperature, nominally
at 23 "C. A 50% DOD level has been shown
in previous testing of NiCd and NiH: cells to
be sufficiently robust to develop meaningful
performance data within a reasonable period
of time. The conditions of test were held
constant throughout the cells development
program so that changes in performance could
be meaningfully measured.
The data from three cell designs groups are
presented graphically in Figure 9. The first
cell group , which we will call "early cells" is
the 6 Ahr (AP6:l-6) cell design put on test in
October 1991. The last cell of this group, #5,
was terminated after 6600 cycles in November
1992.
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The second set of data represents GAB's First
Generation Cell Design. Cells AP7:#8 and
#9 are performing well after 7800 cycles. It is
estimated that this group of cells will make
10,000 cycles or more before the EODV drops
below 1.0 volt, and cell pressure will still be at
a tolerable level.
A third cell design designated AP7:#16 is a
more recent design that differs in voltage and
pressure characteristics from either the Early
or First Generation cell designs and is now up
to about 3400 cycleL Pressures are much
lower, EOCV is lower but rising at a faster
rate, and the EODV is dropping rapidly and
may stabilize.
Thus far the First Generation Cell Design still
remains an excellent choice. Its voltage and
pressure characteristics are relatively stable
under such a robust test regime and it is
continuing on cycle life at this time. With
over 7800 cycles, while AP7:#16 provides the
lowest pressure, stabilization of the EODV is
still uncertain.
The internal design components of the cell
designs being discussed are not being disclosed
at this time in view of license agreements,
competitive pressures, and GAB ownership
interests that could have an impact on future
sales and profits.
In order to further establish the performance
capability of the NiMH chemistry, GAB has
committed an additional 10 cells, of the same
first generation cell design, to a matrix LEO
cell program. Furthermore, some of our
customers have also agreed to perform life
tests at their facilities on an additional 38 cells.
All the cells are based on the same First
Generation cell design.
This matrix test program, in time, will further
establish the capability of the GAB NiMH
design in the Battery Community.
Summary and Conclusions
. The Long Term Storage Test Program, as
originally defined, produced expected
results after 3 months. The estimates for
the three Trickle Charge rates did show
initially to be the probable limits to be
used at 0 °C.
4 The true effect of open-circuit storage
remains indeterminate during this initial
phase of the Long Term Storage Test
Program. This is because the
state-of-charge is necessarily reset every 30
days by default. Accordingly, since test
space is now still available, this test will
now be continued uninterrupted for a six
month period.
.
GAB has demonstrated LEO life
performance to 7800 cycles at 50% DOD
and 23°C. The improvements in cell
design have esentially eliminated high
pressure as a mode of failure.
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During the 3rd Cycle of Capacity Verification
Figure 2: End-of-Charge Pressure
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Figure 3: End-of-Charge Voltage
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Figure 4: End-of-Discharge Pressure
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During the 3rd Cycle of Capacity Verification
Figure 5: Capacity
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During the 30 Day Storage Periods
Figure 6: Voltage Change
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CYCLE LIFE
Figure 8
NiMH
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
(Engineering Model Cells)
Data as of 11/9/93
Maximum
Cell Test Temp # Cells Cycles
Rating Group De9 C % DOD in Test Completed Cell-cycles Status
6 Ahr AP6:1-6
22Ahr AP22:1-2
22 Ahr AP22:4
8 Ahr AP8:1-12
7 Ahr AP7:1-9
7Ahr AP7:10-21
7 Ahr AP7:22-35
25 50 0(6) 6656
25 50 0(2) 4236
25 50 0(1) 1961
25 50 0(12) 2206
25 50 2(9)* 7800
25 50 9(11 ) 3400
25 50 14(14) 2562
Total#of C_ 25(55)_
 ee,,sonI .o.st. testells on
27406 Complete
8472 Complete
1961 Complete
24600 Complete
48397 In Test
34600 In Test
35868 In Test
181304
-....
I _'Total number ofLCeIl'cycles )
Test Conditions:
--Charge at C/2 Rate for 60 Minutes
--Discharge at C Rate for 30 Minutes
--C/D Ratio = 1.05 except in test group
AP7:21-35 where some are at 1.03
* 1st Generation cell design represented
by #8 and #9 cells still on test.
Cell Design:
--All cells are prismatic construction similiar to NiCd.
--Each cell test group may be composed of several design variations, i.e. separator
types, chemical and ED impregnation, processing additives, Ioadlngs, alloys,
N/P ratio, etc.
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Figure 9
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JCBGI Bipolar Lead/Acid
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Bi-Polar AgZn Batten/
The silver-zinc (AgZn) battery system has been unique in its ability to safely satisfy high
power demand applications with low mass and volume. However, a new generation of
defense, aerospace and commercial applications will impose even higher power
demands. These new power demands can be satisfied by the development of a bi-
polar batten/design. In this configuration the power consuming, inter-electrode, current
conductors are eliminated while the current is then conducted via the large cross-
section, electrode substrate. Negative and positive active materials are applied to
opposite sides of a solid silver foil substrate.
In addition to reducing the weight and volume required for a specified power level the
output voltage performance is also improved as follows.
1. Reduced Weight: A.
B.
C.
Elimination of the plastic cell container
Elimination of plate leads and intercell connector
Elimination of internal plate current collector
2. Increase Voltage: A,
B.
C.
Eliminate resistance of current collector
Eliminate resistance of plate lead
Eliminate resistance of intercell connector
EPI worked previously (1974-75) on development of a secondary bipolar silver zinc
battery. This development demonstrated the electrical capability of the system and
manufacturing techniques. One difficulty with this development was mechanical
problems with the seals. However, recent improvements in plastics and adhesives
should eliminate the major problem of maintaining a seal around the periphery of the
bipolar module. The seal problem is not as significant for a primary battery application
or for a requirement for only a few discharge cycles. A second difficulty encountered
was with activation (introducing electrolyte into the cell) and with venting gas from the
cell without loss of electrolyte.
During previous work, the following projections for energy density were made from test
data for a high power system which demonstrated in excess of 50 discharge/charge
cycles.
Projected system power = 100 kilowatts
Discharge time = 30 seconds
Discharge current density = 1.75 amps/in2
System Weight = 86 Ibs (9.7 WH/Ib)
System Volume = 1071 in3 (.78 WH/in3)
EPI is currently working on a development program to produce a bi-polar silver-zinc
battery deslgn for NASA. The potential application would be to power
electromechanical actuators for space launch vehicles.
Prepared by: L. John Giltner, Project Engineer
Eagle-Picher Ind. Inc., P.O. Box 47
Joplin, MO. 64802 Telephone No. (417)623-8000
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SYSTEMS. INC.
OFI Ceil Test Matrix (75 Cells)
TEMPERATURE
PROF ILE
HOT
ROOM
COLD
ACT ION
PERFORMED
GROUP NO.
DAY 6 DAY 30 DAY 60 DAY 90 DAY 120
100% 1 2 3
DISCHARGE
TRANSI'ENT _ 2,3 2,3 2,3 3
DISCHARGE
100% 4 5 6
DISCHARGE
TRANSIENT 5,6 5,6 5_ 6
DISCHARGE
100% 7 8 9
DISCHARGE
TRANSIENT' 8,9 8,9 8,9 9
DISCHARGE
0 means transient discharge will be perfGEmed during
105"F section of hot temperature profile.
Note I:
Note 2: " means transient discharge will be performed during 30"F
section of cold temperature profile.
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III. C. CELL DEVELOPMENT TESTING
TRANSIENT PROFILE
Loa___dd
0.16A
0.5A
3.5A
0.5A
3.5A
0.7A
1.0A
2.5A
5.0A
8.0A
i0.0A
15.0A
30.0A
Totals
Duration
I0 Minutes
20 Minutes
250 Milliseconds
15 Minutes
250 Mil Iiseconds
15 Minutes
5 Minutes
5 Minutes
5 Minutes
2 Millisecond
3 Minutes....
3 Minutes
3 Minutes
84 Minutes
AH Consumption
O. 0267 AH
0.1667 AH
0. 0002 AH
0. 1250 AH
0. 0002 AH
0. 1750 AH
0. 0833 AH
0. 2083 AH
O_4167 AS
0.0000 AS
0.5000 All
O. 7500 AH
1.5000 AH
3.952! AH
1993 NASA A_rospace Battery Workshop -798- Advanced Technologies Session
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SYSTEMS, INC.
RSS Cell Test Matrix
TEMPERATURE
PROFILE
HOT
ROOM
COLD
ACTION
PERFORMED DAY 6
100%
DISCHARGE i
TRANSIENT _
DISCHARGE 2,3
Note i :
Note 2:
100%
DISCHARGE 4
TRANSIENT
DISCHARGE 5,6
100%
DISCHARGE 7
TRANSIENT'
DISCHARGE 8,9
;ROUP NUMBER
DAY 30
2,3 2,3
DAY 60 DAY 90
5
6
8
9
DAY 120
6
9
means transient discharge will be performed during IIS"F section
of hot temperature profile.
' means transient discharge will be performed during 30"F section
of cold temperature profile.
Advanced Technologies Session
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I ° C.
CELL DEVELOPMENT TESTING
TRANSIENT PROFILE
Load
0 10A
3 65A
0 10A
8 00A
0 10A
0 50A
3 65A
0 50A
8.00A
0.50A
1.00A
3.65A
1.00A
8.00A
1.00A
Duration
i0 Minutes
250 Milliseconds
i0 Minutes
2 Milliseconds
i0 Minutes
8 Minutes
250 Milliseconds
8 Minutes
2 Milliseconds
8 Minutes
5 Minutes
250 Milliseconds
5 Minutes
2 Milliseconds
5 Minutes
69 Minutes
AH
0.0166
0.0002
0.0166
0.0000
0.0166
0.0666
0.0002
0.0666
0.0000
0.0666
0.0833
0.0002
0.0833
0.0000
0.0833
0.500 AH
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I. C. RSS CELL DEVELOPMENT TESTING
CAPACITIES vs. TIME
HOT TEMPERATURE CHARGED STAND
AVERAGE
DAY 120
.... L
19.3
19.0
18.4
19.6
18.5
19.0
18.6
19.2
17.6
18.1
18.7
18.3
18.4
20.0
18.4
18.9
18.1
19.6
19.3
19.3
18.9
18.5 -+ 4.9
18.9 +-
2.6*
18.8 -+
1.7
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -806- Advanced Technologies Session
I. C. RSS CELL DEVELOPMENT TESTING
CAPACITIES vs. TIME
COLD TEMPERATURE CHARGED STAND
ORIENTATION
DAY OF DISCHARGE .........................................................................................................................................
UPRIGHT -UP +POS
INITIAL 20.8 20.8 21.8 21.2 ± 1.7
DAY 90 19.5 20.9 20.9
20.6 21.2
20.2 21.0 20.9
19.9
AVERAGE 20.1 20.8 21.0 20.6 ± 1.6
DAY 120 21.0 22.4 20.0
21.0 22.0 22.3
21.5 22 .i 22.3
21.5 21.7 22.1
22.0 21.9 21.5
21.2
IAVERAGE 21.4 22.0 21.6 21.7 ± 1.9
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -807- Advanced Technologies Session
I. C. RSS CELL DEVELOPMENT TESTING
CAPACITIES vs TIME
ROOM TEMPERATURE CHARGED STAND
DAY OF DISCHARGE
UPRIGHT
INITIAL 23.0
DAY 90 21.9
21.4
AVERAGE 21.7
19.7DAY 120
20.2
AVERAGE
OR IENTAT ION
t
22.5 21.4 j 21.8 -+ 1.5
20.0
19.7
20.5
20.0 20.1
......._!9--A......................................
..........._20.__%................................................
20.4
20.0 i 20.0 +- i.i
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SYSTEMS. INC.
RSS VIBRATION
The order of testing shall be Y Axis, then X Axis, followed by the
Z Axis.
The Cold Profile is to be vibrated at the following levels:
RANDOM VIBRATION CRITERIA (90 seconds in each axis)
RADIAL AXIS (Y Axis)
20-200 Hz @ 0.02 g2/Hz
200-250 Hz @ +9.4 d_/oct
250-800 Hz @ 0.04 gL/Hz
800-2000 Hz @ -7.6 dB_oct
2000 Hz @ 0.004 gL/Hz
Composite = 6.6 grms
LONG. AND TANG. AXES (Z and X
respectively)
20 Hz @ 0.02 g2/Hz
20-100 Hz @ +5 dB_oct
100-800 Hz @ 0.3 gqHz
800-2000 Hz @ ii dB_oct
2000 Hz @ 0.01 g_Hz
Composite = 17.4 grms
The Hot Profile Unit is £o be vibrated at the following levels:
Reentry Random Vibration (90 seconds in each axis)
RADIAL AXIS (Y Axis)
20 - i00 Hz @ 0.05 g2/Hz
i00 - 200 Hz @ +6.0 _/_ct
200 - 500 Hz @ 0.2 g
500 - 2,000 Hz @ -5.0 dp/oct
2,000 Hz @ 0.02 g_Hz
Composite = 12.9 gr_s
LONG. AND TANG. AXES (Z and X
respectively)
20 Hz @ 0.01 g2/Hz
20 - i00 Hz @ +8.2 @B/oct
i00 - 400 Hz @ 0.8 g_/Hz
400 - 2,000 Hz @ -6.1 d_/oct
2,000 Hz @ 0.03 g_Hz
Composite = 22.6 g_ms
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SYSTEMS, INC.
RSS ORDNANCE SHOCK Ref. Doc. 10SPC-0225 Para. 3.2.7.2.2.1
The order of testing shaft be X+, X-, Y*, Y-, Z+, Z-.
50 Hz @ 12 G's peak
50-100 Hz @ +12 dB/oct
100 Hz @ _7 G's peak
100-#000 Hz @ +6 dB/oct
_000-10000 Hz @ 1,875 G's peak
RSS WATER IMPACT SHOCK Ref. Doc. 10SPC-0225 Para. 3.2.7.2.2.2
The order of testing shall be X+, X-, Y+, Y-, Z+, Z-.
Water Impact (1 shock per axis per mission for all axes)
Longitudinal Axis and Latera! Axes
20 Hz @ 50 G's peak
20-70 Hz @ +8 dB/oct
70-5000 Hz @ 250 G's peak
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -821- Advanced Technologies Session
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SYSTEMS, INC.
OFI VIBRATION
The order of testing shall be Z Axis, then Y Axis, followed by the
X Axis.
The Cold Profile Unit is to be vibrated at the following levels:
RANDOM VIBRATION CRITERIA (90 seconds in each axis)
RADIAL AXIS (Z Axis) -
120 seconds
20 Hz @ 0.050 g2/Hz
20-48 Hz @ +3 dB/oct
48-750 Hz @ 0.12 g2/Hz
750-2000 Hz @ -9 dB[oct
2000 Hz @ 0.0064 g_Hz
Composite = 11.2 grms
LONG. AND TANG. AXES (X and Y
respectively) - 90 seconds
20 Hz @ 0.02 g2/Hz
20-100 Hz @ +5 dB[oct
100-800 Hz @ 0.3 gL/Hz
800-2000 Hz @ -ll dB[oct
2000 Hz @ 0.01 gL/Hz
Composite = 17.4 grms
The Hot Profile Unit (Paragraph 4) is to be vibrated at the
following levels:
Reentry Random Vibration (90 seconds in each axis)
RADIAL AXIS (Z Axis)
20 - i00 Hz @ 0.05 g2/Hz
i00 - 200 Hz @ +6.0 _B/oct
200 - 500 Hz @ 0.2 g_Hz
500 - 2,000 Hz @ -5.0 d_/oct
2,000 Hz @ 0.02 g_Hz
LONG. AND TANG. AXES (X and Y
respectively)
20
i00
400
20 Hz @ 0.01 g2/Hz
i00 Hz @ +8.2g_B/oct.8L/Hz400 Hz @ 0
2,000 Hz @ -6.1 d_/oct
2,000 Hz @ 0.03 gL/Hz
Composite = 12.9 grls Composite = 22.6 gin,
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SYSTEMS, INC.
The order of testing shalt be Z+, Z-, Y+, Y-, X+, X-.
OFI OEDNANCE SHOCK Eel. Doc. 10SPC-0226 Para. 3.2.7.2.2.1
50 Hz @ 12 G's peak
50-t00 Hz @ +12 dE/oct
100 Hz @ 47 G's peak
100-_000 Hz @ +6 dE/oct
#000-10000 Hz @ 1,875 G's peak
OFI Water Impact (1 shock per axis per mission _or all axes)
20 Hz @ 50 G's peak
20-70 Hz @ +8 dB/oct
70-5000 Hz @ 250 G's peak
1993 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop -824- .Advanced Technologies Session
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